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STUDY QUESTIONS
ROLES FOR NEW ENGLAND PORTS
The report on New England Ports prepared for the New England
River dasins Committion dated November 1980 should be studied and
read. There are questions based on this information which should give
you some understanding of the complex issues and decisions that are
facing urban planners . and citizens relative to New England ports
in the 1980's. Give special attention to the graphs.
Briefly answer the following questions:
1. Rhat impacts do adjacent. ports have on Boston's ability to
attract cargo? Give specific examples.
2. Why is New England cargo often diverted to New York and/or
New Jersey? How does that affect New England?
3. What is considered the greatest market potential for the New
England ports?
4. What is a "load center" port? Why is that favored at Boston?
What are some of the prerequisites?
5. Note the areas that are delegated as expansion areas for Massport.
Why was this plan adopted?
6. What would be the impact of an additional major port in New England?
7. Which cities could possible be 50 developed to adopt such a plan?
Explain some of the impacts.
8. Why is a "substantial portion" of the container traffic in Boston
transshipped to New York and Haliifax from/for shipment with
foreign countries? Do you think this might be changed? How?
9. How does the "feeder system" operate now in New England? Discuss
the potential changes that it could undergo and the results.
10. Discuss the economic benefits to be derived from neo/bulk or bulk
trade and from general cargo.
11. What are some of the pros and cons of port specializat~on for
specific cargoes in the New England area?
Study Questions: Roles for New England Ports
12. Which types of transportation is favored for general cargoes
in the New York- New England areas? Give specific examples.
13. Under what conditions is barge transport more economical? What
are some of the contingencies to be evaluated:
a. For truck service
b. For barge service
c. For back-haul service to New England
14. What impacts on New England will the resurgence of coal as an
energy source have on:
a. Waterborne transportation
b. Channel depths
c. Two major users of coal in New England
d. Brayton Point
e. Atlantic Terminal, Searsport to Thomaston, Maine plant
15. What is necessary in order for a common user facility to handle
large quantities of coal?
16. Explain some of the conflicts between water dependent and water
enhanced industrial,or commercial activities.
17. In which category would you place port operaticns? Why?
18. The utilizat ion of prime waterfront lands is a major and complex
concern of the 1980's. List what you consider to be some
significant factors that will have to be analyzed, evaluated, and
determined relative to land use. Give specific areas and problems
if possible.
Study Questions: Roles for New England Ports
The following questions are based on the graphs that are listed
as "Exhibit". Study each carefully, and complete the following
questions:
Exhibit 3
1. Contrast New England and other US ports in reference to imports
and exports. Note the specific foreign area relative to the data.
2. Which area of the world trade market does New England conduct
most of its import tradeJ Export trade? Least trade?
3. Which section of the USA has the greatest percentage of general
cargo distribution? Whith which area of tte world?
Exhi bits 4 - 5
1. Carefully study both exhibits 4 and 5 and answer the following
briefly:
1. Which is greater -- New England import or export?
2. Explain some reasons that account for this?
3. What is the major import?
4. What is the major export?
5. List one manufacture in the Lexington area ( Waltham, Burlington,
Woburn may also be contacted.)
a. Explain the manufactured produ ct.
b. What amount is exported throught the Port of Boston?
c. How is this transported rail - truck - sea?
d. If possible show statistics for the past few ( 4-5 ) years for
that particular company.
Study Questions: Roles for New England Ports
The following questions are based on the graphs that are listed
as "Exhibit". Study each catefully, and complete the following questions.
Exhibit 6
1. Which years and amounts illustrate the greatest import years for
all types of vessels?
2. Which years have the lowest? What do you think accounts for this?
3. What years were the imports/exports percentages of New ~ngland ports
greater/lesser than other North Atlantic ports?
Exhibit 7
1. Comment on the changes that have taken place in the routing of
New England general cargo trade both in imports and exports.
How does this compare with New York, all other US ports, and
with Canada?
2. For extra credit: determine how much cargo is transshipped
through other US ports. Choose one large port on either the
East, West, or Gulf coasts.
3. What conclusions can you make from the data on this graph.
What changes would you like? Why?
Exhibit 8
1. Which yeare show the greatest and the least amounts of imports
and exports via the Port of Boston?
2. Contrast the overall imports VB. exports for the Port of
Boston.
Seaports
Seaports are links of vital importance in the transportation chain and it is,
therefore, essential that ports are properly planned to meet all foreseeable
demands. The economics of port investments ought to be based on a short
enough lifetimeof the installationstoallowongoingadaptation of facilities
to meet the constant changes to which the modern transport industry is
subject.
Seaports are the points where carriers of goods switch from one mode
to another. All seaborne transportation today is accepted as only one link
in a more or less integrated through transport chain, whether the cargo be
general, unitised, dry bulk or petroleum.
The present inadequcies encountered in those port installations
designed and built in the 1950's stem from the fact that they were too
closely matched to the ships of that time. The necessity of integratingsea
and land transportation was only, realised later in the 1960's.
Intercontinental trade should be regarded as flows of goods which are
trans-shipped from one mode of transport to another at seaports with a
minimum of delay. Congestion at seaports, whether on the landward or
seaward side, costs large sums of money to resolve. It usually takes a
heavy commitment of men and machinery to sort out a traffic jam on the
landward side, and causes substantial losses, both material and
financial, to cargo owners. If the jam occurs on the seaward side there are
heavy demurrage charges to pay for the timethe ships lie idle. One notable
example was the disastrous congestion that occurred in Nigerian ports
during 1974, 1975 and 1976 as a result of Nigeria's huge purchases of
cement. 500 ships had to wait outside Nigerian ports for anything from a
few months up to a whole year to discharge their cargoes, the total cost
running into billions (IO~) of dollars.
An efficient, welladjusted port handles a reasonably steady volumeof
traffic and, thus, enjoys optimum economic conditions. Efficient port
operation is a nationalconcern. Just as the construction of roads, railways
and airports needs to be planned on a broad and far-reaching basis of
integrated transport policy, so does that of seaports.
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SOURCE: SHIPPING-How IT WORKS. THORSTEN RINMAN
A~D RIGMOR LINDEN. GOTHENGERG,SWEDEN.
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Integrated transport planning will open up new opportunities for till'
economic expansion of those great continents which remain underdevel
oped today. Sea transportation, as such, is now so cheap that its cost call
practically be disregarded in international trade. What costs money j:--
the business of berthing the ship in the dock, transporting the goods
overland to the quay, and loading them aboard the ship. It is the handling
stages that are expensive inpracticallyall transport operations, Only when
the seaports of the great underdeveloped continents become efficient
"pumping stations" between the seaward side and well developed
networks of roads and railways reaching far into the hinterlands - the
conditions needed for a highthroughput- will the economic developmenI
of those continents be enabled to gather momentum.
As the 1970'sdraw to a close, there isno signon the seaward side of any
transition to new and untried techniques. Here the methods, the
economics and the efficiency already exist: it is in the ports and in the
overland transport systems that modernisation must come.
As an example, suppose a country such as Japan wants to import large
quantities of steaming coal from, say, Australia. There are 'no economic
obstacles to this today so far as ocean transport isconcerned, nor does the
loadingor discharging of "energy coal" present any great problems. The
major economic obstacle lies within the overland transportation side
because rail transport of steamingcoal is uneconomical. With a different,
integrated system, however, the coal could be moved economically . One
conceivable solution is to link one or two large coalmines to a central
seaport by pipelines. The coal could then be piped to the sea in slurry form
and pumped straight aboard ship. After being transported by sea to Japan
the coal, still in slurry form, could be discharged and conveyed by pipeline
to coal-fired power stations, gasworks, etc. This proposal exemplifies the
overall aim of transportation development: to move large volumes in a
steady flow.
Acontainer ship of 30()()() tons d.w. - includingcargo, containers, hull
and equipment - may represent a total value of perhaps US $ 200million,
so it is patently desirable to ensure that the ship operates efficiently inport
as well as at sea. Up to two-thirdsof those 200million dollars are the value
of the cargo which, allowing2containers per vehicle, will fill one thousand
highwayjuggernauts! Liquidcargoes are transported overland by pipeline
wherever possible, because the load of oil carried by a 400000 ton tanker
would take a train 250 kilometres (160 miles) long to haul away! Much
congestion on road and rail is avoided by sea transport.
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One of the container terminals in Singapore and part of the roads where
usually hundreds of ships are anchored.
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Waal-haven - Port of Rotterdam
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I
!!
Port Elizabeth one of the container terminals in the New York area
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All these facts are well known today for transport economists and
planners are well aware of the inter-relationships that exist. It is ..
challenge to the induslrialized world to help the developing countries plan .
finance and build efficient, cost -saving transporl systems in which
shipping has its natural part to play . This, perhaps, is the most valuable
form of aid the industrialised part of the world can give: to provide the
necessary knowhow and finance for the construct ion of top -grade
transporlation systems in the developing regions. This ought to be the
dream of planners and engineers, for they would often be working in virgin
territory from the point of view of transport technology . Such aid would ,
moreover, offer economic benefits to all through the potential expansion
of trade arising from drastic reductions in overall transport costs,
In an earlier chapler of this book(Seaborne WorldTrade), the expansive
forces in sea transport that will be generated by the economic development
of the Third World were described. It was also explained how the
expansion of the industrialised world over the past century would not have
been possible without the enormous advances that took place in the
technology and economics of sea transport. This expansion has already
taken place at sea and on land in the industrialised regions of the world-
its extension to the great underdeveloped continents of the world is a
challenge to all mankind .
How a seaport works
A seaport may be State-owned, municipally-owned or privately-owned; it
may be designed to handle a single commodity such as oil, ore, coal, cars
or fruit, etc., or general cargoes of raw materials and manufactured goods
in the import and export trades. In most cases , however, ports offer
facilities for general goods of all descriptions. There are small ports which
serve, maybe, a single factory or a fairly small hinterland while on the
other hand there are giant ports like Rotterdam and Singapore which are
the entrepots for vast regions.
The hinterlands of seaports vary in character. For a port located at a
river mouth in an underdeveloped continent, the hinterland may be long
and narrow. In other cases the hinterland may itself consist of sea -
Singapore is a good example. Singapore is, of course, a small island off the I
coast of Southeast Asia and has two million inhabitants . 65 million Ions of
goods a year pass through its seaport, mainly in transit to and from
Southeast Asia - a region which equals the USA in area and population
and which has recorded the world's fastest economic growth rate during
m
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the second half or the 1970·s. This means that Singapore has the same
cargo through-put as New York.
The hinterland of Rotterdam is of a different kind. Rotterdam, with an
annual cargo through-put of almost 300 million tons is the largest seaport in
the world. Its hinterland is served by a mighty and far-reaching network of
rivers and canals carrying inland watercraft; by seaborne traffic fanning
out in all directions to France in the south through the North Sea and the
Baltic to Russia iJl ':. ~ north; and by a spider's web of pipelines, railways
and highways.
Many seaports - perhaps most -are subsidised in one way or another.
The innate competitive strength of a seaport is reflected in the degree to
which it depends on subsidies. To the competitive factors already
mentioned, such as the nature and accessibility of traffic to the hinterland,
must be added other factors such as harbour dues, cargo handling costs
and turnaround times. The strikes that afflict US ports every few years
naturally leave their mark on freight rates charged by the liner services that
call at those ports, while the reputation of Rotterdam as an almost
strike-free port has a beneficial effect on freight rates.
There are ports around the North Sea, similar in size and facilities,
where due to the operation of various competitive factors the level of
harbour dues shows such divergence that a 7 000 tonner may have to pay
only US $1 000 in one port but US $10 000 in another. It costs about US
$50 000 to load a 300 000 ton oil tanker in the Arabian Gulf, whereas the
cost of discharging the oil in Rotterdam is about US $150000. The
corresponding figure in Gothenburg, for example, is about US $260 000.
Different types of traffic may also pay different dues, usually because
the port or government concerned wishes to attract or protect a particular
type or traffic. Of the figure just mentioned for a 300 000 tonner calling at
the port of Gothenburg to discharge cargo, nearly US $220000 consists of
charges levied by the Government of Sweden. If however a 20000 ton
container ship calls at the same port to discharge I 000 tons, the
Government charges only US $2 000. The reason for this discrepancy is
that the oil traffic to Sweden can bear a stiff Government levy on direct
calls at Swedish ports while direct liner traffic cannot bear more than
nominal charges because of the threat of competition from Hamburg and
Rotterdam.
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When a cargo liner approaches a port with a cargo from some foreign
continent, shippingagents will already have been busy for a week or two
gettingexporters' goods to the port by road and railafter havingcontacted
the shipowners or their agents to book hold space. The stevedore's office
and the Port Authority will have allocated space where the goods may be
stored while awaiting loading. If any goods are classed as hazardous -
explosive, corrosive or highly flammable - the Harbourmaster's office
will also have notified the Fire Brigade.
The ship's first contact with the port comes when she is boarded by the
Pilot. When he has brought the ship to the port limits, she is often met by
tugboats.
The shipowners or their local agents will have ordered a work force
from the stevedore's office well ahead of time. Foremen, dockers and
crane drivers go intoaction to discharge the vessel; but the bustling scene
of crane jibs swinging with their loads from ship to quay, of dockers
hooking and unhooking slings, and of trucks shuttling back and forth
between quay and sheds, isonlyone aspect of the totalactivity. Behind the
scenes, reams of documents are being typed out and hundreds of phone
calls made. The tallyman checks off his list of goods to be discharged; the
Customs require "cargo manifests"; billsof health must be presented; the
ship must be fuelled, watered and stored; onboard repairs maybe needed;
certain crew members may be paid off and their reliefs signed on; etc .
It is usual for manufacturing companies to entrust the forwarding of
their goods to freight and forwarding agents. The forwarding agent owns
no trucks, railcars or ships himself - but he knows how to arrange the
movement of goods all over the world.
He arranges road and/or rail transport at the docks at the right time. He
books space for the cargo with the shipping company or its agent. The
latter tells the stevedore's office when the ship is due to arrive, how much
cargo is to be discharged and how much is to be loaded aboard.
The forwardingagent is the cargoowner's representative at the port and
it is his job to watch over the interests of the shipper or consignee. The
forwarding agent is an important link in the overall network of distribution
responsible, as he is, for getting the right goods to the right place at the
right time and the right price. He plans transportation and arranges for
trans-shipment, Customs clearance, etc.
In its simplest form, the task of the forwardingagent ina routine import
operation is to relieve the shippingcompany or the imported goods and to
pay the freight and unloading charges without delay. There are also
138
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Customs formalities to be handled; Customs duties, excise taxes am
harbour dues to be paid; and suitable transport to be provided for th,
forwarding and distribution of goods.
In connection with trans-shipment the agent is often required II
arrange, on his principal's behalf, for interim storage of the goods and fOI
marking, repacking, insurance, etc.
At the exporting end of the chain the forwarding agent books good-
aboard a suitable outward bound ship and completes the necessary export
documents such as Customs and shippingdocuments, consulate.invoices
etc.
The transportation business is a major customer of postal and
telegraphic services all over the world. Communications are being torced
to move with the times; the fast container ships that cross the Non"
Atlantic in 4-6 days overtake the mail, so the shipping documents an' l
transmitted by telex and facsimile.
11'1
Study Questions: Seaports
1. Define:
a. Seaports
b. Intercontinental trade
c. Quay
d. Hinterland
e. Turnaround time
f. Pilot
g. Forwarding agent
h. Customs ( duties/customs)
2. What effect on seaports do the constant changes of modern trans-
portation have? 'Give specific e xamp Le s ,'
3. What are some of the ramifications of port congestion, both seaward
and landward? Explain with one example.
4. To achieve "optimum economic status", a port must have a well
integrated system. Explain.
5. List and comment on the costs of sea transportation. How does this
compare with other types of transportation?
6. What are the expected "new and untried techniques" of sea trans-
portation since the late '70's?
7. What is the general/overall aim of transportation development?
Give an example.
8. Compare with an example for each - sea, rail, and road transporta-
tion the tranpsort of cargo.
9. Discuss the interrelationships of the transportation systems
both the developed and the developing regions of the world.
you were a planner/engineer in which.r1tgion would 'you rather
in
If
work?
10. Explain the following sentence using examples: " ••• the expansion
of the industrialized world over the past century would not have
been possible without the enormous advances tha t took place in
the technology and economic of sea transport." What is this impact
on the developed world? What do you think this impact will be on
the developing world?
11. Who owns a seaport? How is the seaport generally designed? Explain
the variety of the hinterland.
12. Discuss the location, size, and cargo handling of:
a. l:iingapore
b. Rotterdam
Study Questions: Seaports (concluded)
13. What effects do strikes have on ports? Cite two specific
examples.
14. What are some of the fees one would entail in shipping oil from
the Arabian Gulf ( on a 300,000 ton oil tanker) to Rotterdam
or to Gothenburg. Locate both cities.
15. Give examples and then explain why different types of traffic
may pay different dues.
16. How long is the average Atlantic containership crossing? What
impacts does this have on shipping generally?
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The transportation work in ton-miles performed by ships sailin~ the world's
oceans is twice as great as tbat carried by all the world's roads, railways and
airways put to~ethtr.
SOURCE: SHIPPING - How IT WORKS. THORSTEN
'RINMAN AND RIGMOR LINDEN.
GOTHENBERG, SWEDEN. 1978.
Seaborne world trade
This worldof ours haschangeddramatically in the past one hundred years.
On each continent, populations have migrated to rapidly expanding
centres of industry where urbanized cultures have grown up with
tremendous force as the result of billions of "cross-Iertilisations" .
Two lines of development, more than any others, have made this
explosive growth possible and kept it going. One is the development of
communication between people: mass-produced books, cheap news-
papers, radio, magazines, television, etc. The other is transportation,
which is also a form of communication; for regional transport, we now
have built roads and railways and for international transport we have a
global shipping network without which present-day trade would be
impossible.
Until about a hundred and fifty years ago, nearly all ocean-going ships
were mainly bearers of culture though, of course, the ships also carried
cargoes - cargoes of great value. The function of world shipping today,
14
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however, is simply to supply industry with raw materials and to distribute
manufactured goods all over the world.
Communication is thus the key to Man's progress during the past
century. This book is about shipping, so let us quote a few figures to
illustrate the importance of shipping to world trade: expressed in ton-miles
or ton-kilometres the total transportation of goods by rail in the world
amounts to only 20 per cent of the total transportation work effected by
ships (and half of the world's rail transportation takes place inside the
USSR). If we confine ourselves to international commerce, i.e. goods
which cross frontiers, about 95 per cent of all goods are carried by water
and this amounts to the astonishing total of 3,400 million tons per annum
valued at US $1 140000 million (in 1977).
The object of this book is to try todescribe world shippingas it operates
in 1978 and, at the same time, to account for the historical roots that have
most strongly influenced this remarkably efficient and ever-changing
transport system. Current changes are analysed in an attempt to get a
glimpse of the future.
In discussing thedevelopment of shipping,we must always bear in mind
that the economical lifespan of a ship is under20 years. In 1978, depending
on its type, a large ocean-going ship costs anything between US$ 12 and
US $ 120 million. It must, therefore be employed intensively during those
twenty years to pay for itself. One of the problems here is that market
cycles are sometimes ten years long and a ship that comes into service at
the "wrong" timemay never pay for itself. When considering the future of
shipping it is irrelevant to acknowledge that all the continents of the world
may once again, (in about 300 million years) be reunited into a single land
mass, or that another ice age can be expected in a hundred thousand years
from now. Even speculations on whether iron ore deposits will last 500or
1 000years lieoutside our frame of reference. On the other hand it ishighly
relevant to try to establish the truth about the world's crude oil reserves.
How great are the as yet officially unknownreserves of oil? Andgiven that
we can now pump up only a third of the oil from existing fields, what are
the future prospects of economically recovering the other two-thirds from
"worked-out" fields?
There is no doubt that worldshippingwill undergo a vigorous expansion
during the next fifteen years but there is, however, a great deal of doubt
about the immediate, short-term future of international shipping.
Economic conditions, after several years of recession, are generally poor,
and, seen from the perspective of 1978, even 1983 is uncertain.
15
In the longer view, by shipping standards (i.e . the rest of this century),
the volume of world seaborne trade will double at least.
Another trend is the westward displacement of the centre of gravity of
world shipping. At one time this centre lay in the region of the
Med-terranean and Europe. It gradually shifted across the Atlantic, and in
more recent times across the Pacific to the Far East. This migration will
rnntinue to follow the sun across the sea to South-East Asia.
TIle industrial development of the Third World carries tremendous
implications for the future of shipping. TIle combination of fast-growing
populations and rising standards of living can generate an enormous
expansion of world seaborne trade. .
More figures by way of illustration: the Third World exports 0.2 ton
and imports 0.1 ton per capita per annum, whereas the industrialised
regions of the world export 1..1 tons and import 1.4 tons per capita per I
annum. Note that these figures are in tons, and that the foreign trade of the
Third World has hitherto comprised little other than cheap raw materials .
Even if population growth in the Third World were to stop completely
and immediately, and if the Third World could double its seaborne exports
in the next fifteen years, by 1993 the volume of exports from developing
countries would equal the 1978 total volume of world shipping (excluding
oil) .
If the world's population increases from its present 4 billions (10'1) to 5.2
billions by about 1993 - and if seaborne trade per capita doubles in the
same period - the volume of goods shipped in 1993 (excluding oil) will
amount to 4 billion tons. This represents an increase of 270 per cent.
This development will be accompanied by a sharp rise in energy demand
and, in the same time frame as we are using (lip to 1990), the primary
energy source will remain oil.
Rapid expansion of world seaborne trade in the future will, in no small
degree, be a direct consequence of the growth of population and
prosperity in the Third World. Such an expansion will create an urgent
need for sensible, practical means of transportation.
Growth on the scale indicated here will not be accomplished as easily as
was the expansion of world shipping in the 1950's and 1960·s . It will no
longer be a matter of hauling ever bigger volumes of homogeneous cargoes
in ever bigger ships, but one of sophisticated. comprel--.,sive and
capital-intensive transport systems like the container systems which have '
been established on the North Atlantic and between Europe and
Australia/Japan, and which are now being established between Europe
and South Africa.
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World seaborne trade expanded
enormously during the 1960's -
mainly because very large tankers
and bulkers made long-distance sea
transportation of low-priced pro-
ducts an economicalproposition. II
was this development that made
possible the industrialexpansion of
Japan, which in turn led to such a
marked increase in transoceanic
trade.
At the beginning of this century,
seaborne raw material cargoes
consisted mainly of coal. The
amount of coal transported in those
days was about the same as now.
Transportation of iron ore by sea
has increased tenfold since before
World War I, and grain transporta-
tion threefold - all expressed in
ton-kilometres.
This is how seaborne trade in
billions of tons may develop in the
years to come. During the period
1973-1993 it has been calculated
that oil transportation will expand
at a rate of 5 per cent per annum,
and that dry cargoes will increase
by a total of 100% per capita in the
period ahead ending 1993 - these
figures also allow for the probable
growth in population in the various
parts of the world. The actual
growth may be even more dra-
matic; the demand for oil transpor-
tation increased by 13 per cent in
1976 and by half that in 1977.
18
General cargo
The term "general cargo" is used here to refer to all kindsof dry cargo not
classifiable as ore, coal or grain. These cargoes - manufactured goods,
intermediates, etc. - are carried in container ships, general cargo ships,
reefer ships, small and medium sized bulk carriers etc. During the mid-
1970's, annual shipments amounted to about one billion(109) tons and are
expected to reach 1.5 billion by 1985.
The markets for these cargoes react quickly to fluctuations in world
economy. In the light of OECD predictions of growth in the GNP of
various countries, a reasonable estimate of the growth rate of general
cargo transportation lies in the region of 5.3 per cent per annum in the
coming twelve-year period. These shipments fell somewhat in 1975, but
increased in 1976 by 8 per cent - a growth rate whichdeclined in 1977 and
1978.
Raw materials
In the past few years the increase in shipments of oil and other raw
materials has slowed down. Transportation of dry raw materials such as
ore and coal has not been affected by the increase in economic activity
between 1976and1978, due to the largestockpiles held by industry in 1976.
In 1978 about 700 million tons of such raw materials were transported
annually by sea. If the OECD forecasts of economic growth in various
countries during the coming twelve-year period can be accepted, sea
transport of these dry raw materials ought to have reached a volume of
about 1,200 million Ions by 1990.
Transportation of bulkgoods isslow to react to market fluctuations; the
effect on the freight market often takes a year or so to manifest itself.
If we study raw material resources we find that the supply of ore, coal,
aluminium ores, etc. is virtually unlimited when considered against the
background of the present rate of exploitation. The exploitable resources
in the earth's crust are so vast that even at an accelerated rate of extraction
they will last so far into the future as to make speculation about shortages
inconceivable today. About half a billion (109) tons of iron ore are mined
each year, while known exploitable deposits amount to hundreds of
billions of tons. Much the same claims of unlimited supplies in the
foreseeable future can be made of several other ores. Deposits have
already been found which will last for hundreds of years, yet prospecting
has, so far, only been conducted on a very limitedscale. Hugedeposits are
known to exist in Africa, Asia, Antarctica, the Arctic, and in South
Americawhich, for various reasons, have not yet been officially "found".
technical and social conditions. The economic conditions arc naturally
heavily dependent on the ability of the nation in question to generate
capital. One of the most important technical conditions is the ability of the
nation to build up an efficient transport system from the quayside to the
ultimate domestic consumer. The social conditions arc the results of
population growth and political systems,
In 1977, seventy per cent of the world's popuiation lived in developing
countries - a few per cent more than ten years ago. If this trend continues
until 1990,80 per cent of the world's population will be living in what we
now call developing countries.
There are now 4 billion (IO~) human beings in the world; twelve or
thirteen years ago there were 3 billion (IO~) and by about the year 2000
there will be 6.5 billion, unless the population growth curve is broken for
some reason before then. The growth rate has stayed almost constant at 2
per cent per annum for 25 years.
While seven out of ten people, now live in developing countries, only
two out of ten live in industrialised "Western" countries, and one out of
ten lives in a COMECON country, i.e. a state within the sphere of
influence of the USSR. Population growth in China and the industrialised
countries is relatively small, while the growth rate in South America,
Africa, the Middle East and Asia varies between 2.3 and 2.8 per cent per
annum. This has been the generalpattern of population growth since 1965.
The ability of the earth not only to feed a growing population, and to
yieldenough food to banishstarvation from the worldof the future is more
a social, economic and technical problem than a question of the absolute
food-producing capacity of our planet.
In farm production, harvest follows harvest in an eternal cycle of
renewal - whereas raw material production means digging up the
irreplaceable resources of the earth. Farm production can be doubled in
large regions of the world, for example in South and North America. In
countries with a warm climate, increased use of fertilisers could boost
crop yieldssubstantially, and there are still vast areas suitable for farming
where no plough has ever broken the soil. It will, however. take very
heavy investment to adapt this virgin land to agricultural use.
The greatest area of cultivated land in comparative terms is to be found
in Europe, where almost 30 per cent of all land is arable. The
corresponding figure for Asia is almost 20per cent and for South America
5 per cent. More than half the land area of Australia and South America
consists of grazing land. We must also consider the sizes of the different
continents, the intensiveness of farming, and the rate of production .
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Effects of population growth
The forces of development in the Third World will vary from nation to
nation, depending - to put it in very simplified terms - on economic,
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Oil
Study of the oil trade reveals a very strong growth in seaborne
transportation. Crude oil production doubled in the ten years ending in
1973.
After an initial stagnation in 1974, followed by a decline in 1975, oil
shipments rose by 13.5 per cent in 1976. This was a vigorous response to
the temporary economic upswing and the rapidly rising demand for
imported oil in the USA. Growth almost halved in 1977 when annual
production was about 3 billion (10'1) tons. The OECD world economic
forecast for the future suggests that oil shipments can be expected to
increase from 1.4 billion (1O~) tons to 2 billion tons a year by 1985.
It is not improbable that oil and gas production will reach their peak at
the end of this century, and then start to decline. When lookingat proven
"official" oil reserves, however, we should bear in mind that they have a
tendency to be always enough to last for a third of a century . The oil
reserves officially publishedevery year have always - at current rates of
production - been sufficient for 30 to 35 years.
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With the forecast increase of population up to the year 2000 (+2.5
billions) a quarter of a billion tons more grain will be needed than what we
consume today. And those 250 million tons of grain will only suffice to
keep the 2.5 billion (I0~) "extra" people marginally subsistent on a pure
grain diet. Incidentally, 250 million tons of grain is twice the amount of
grain now transported by sea in one year.
In simplified terms, a man needs a ton of grain a year to live well on
meat, eggs, bread, etc. A manon a subsistence-level continent can just get
byon a hundred kilograms of graina year if he liveson a cereal-based diet.
Most of the world's raw materials are located on the industrialised
continents, and these are also the continents whichhave surpluses of farm
products. II is .the underdeveloped continents which produce most of the
luxury-type foodstuffs such as coffee, cocoa, bananas and sugar. Latin
America produces 75 per cent of the world's bananas, 60 per cent of the
world's coffee, 50 per cent of all sugar, 23 per cent of all meat and 17 per
cent of all tobacco. Despite this, 100 million Latin Americans are
undernourished by the standards of the industrialised world. Farm
production in Latin America needs to be doubled within the next fifteen
years to provide everybody on that continent withan adequate and healthy
diet.
While trade in the industrialisedworld is mainlydevoted to buyingfrom
and selling to other industrialisedcountries, exports from the Third World
consist mostly of raw materials destined for industrialisedcountries. The
situation is worse for somedevelopingcountries whose economy is based
on a singlecommodity. Thus tin accounts for some75per cent of Bolivia's
exports, while two-thirds of Chad's exports consist of cotton, 80per cent
of Cuba's consists of sugar, and two-thirds of Ghana's consists of cocoa..
Consequently, these countries are highly vulnerable to world market
fluctuations.
There is, however, a general tendency for both production and
consumption in the Third World to increase and to take a larger share of
world production, and to some extent also consumption, of raw materials.
On the other hand the industrialised world's share in production and
consumption of manufactured goods and intermediates is rising. Another
side of the picture is that the gap between rich and poor developing
countries is widening noticeably. The growth of world prosperity is now
concentrated in those few developing countries which enjoy particularly
favourable circumstances.
The trends in world trade are that Africa's and Latin America's shares
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of seaborne world trade are gradually diminishing, that the expansion I I
trade in the Socialist countries is slowingdown, and that the industrialisc-
countries are takinga growing share of world trade. Japan and South-Eax
Asia, above all, are the most expansive centres of world trade.
Total exports from developingto industrialised countries amount to $5'
billionper annum, of which the USA and the EEC take about a third each
Japan a quarter, and other countries the rest.
Only three per cent of the world's bulk shipments (oilexcluded) go froII
one developing country to another . Two-thirds of all raw material export
come from industrialised countries .
For a hundred years the industrialised regions of the world have beci
responsible for most of the vigorous expansion of world seaborne trade -
an expansion which accelerated during the 1960's and early 1970's.
In the foreseeable future it will also be the industrialised regions whicl
will continue to generate the major share of transoceanic goods traffic. I
is likely, however, that certain developing countries will eventual!-
account for a relatively larger share of seaborne world trade, will
consequential effects on the structure of the world's merchant f1ects, 1
It has been said that, in the economic and social development of Thin
World countries the big bulk and crude carriers have been just <1' 1
important as tht printingpress. The reasoning behind this assertion is tha
the big ships opened up the vast raw material deposits of Asia, Africa I
South America, etc. The much cheaper transportation offered by the bil l
ships made it economically feasible to haul cargoes of ore , coal and oi
from hitherto virgin regions halfway round the globe to thos. I
industrialised countries hungry for raw materials. Two-thirds of all good: ,
(except oil) loaded inThird World ports consists of bulk raw materials fOI
industry.
World-wide indusHal expansion was made possible by the sharp droj
in the cost of transportation by sea. During most of the 1960's there was;
depression in shipping which parallellcd the technical development:
leading to 'a transition to radically increased tonnage sizes and ;1
consequent substantial improvement in the economics of transportatio n
by sea. It was during this period that the huge raw material reserves 01 1
Australia, South Americaand the West Coast of Africa were opened up. II
was then that the Middle East oil bonanza rocketed.
It must be recognized, however, that the big ships used, and still usc
terminals designed to handle specific types of cargo, such as coal, ore 01
oil while the richer phase of economic, social and industrial deVeiOpmenl!
2 ' I
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- upon which the Third World is hopefully about to enter - calls for
radically different types of ships and harbours i.e, liners of suitable size
and other tonnage of the order of 3 000-40 000 tons.
Essentially, it is the industrialised regionsof the world that regulate the
pace of development in the Third World. The degree of hunger for raw
materials in industrialised countries has a great effect on Third World
export incomes. The degree of protectionism and support for unprofitable
domestic industries in the industrial nations controls the growth of demand
for industrial goods produced in the Third World.
Raw material imports by the industrial nations, and the willingnessof
those nations to open their domestic markets to the products of the Third
World's industries will, thus, be crucial to the prosperity of millions of
people in the developing countries . The volume of population growth is
determined on the one hand by birth control andon the other by the decline
in infant mortality and longer life expectancy that have been found to
accompany rising standards of living.
World Trade in figures
We shall now try to recapitulate the points made in the foregoing chapter
by quoting some figures.
The relationship between economic growth, world trade and world
shipping is as follows: theeconomic growthof the industrialised nations of
the world (measured ingross national product, GNP) advanced during the
period from 1957 to 1974 at an average rate of 4.5 per cent per annum.
Seaborne world trade increased during the same period by an average of 8
per cent per annum. The actual percentage figures varied widely with the
level of economic activity, but the correlation between GNP on the one
hand and seaborne trade on the other remained constant, i.e. seaborne
trade expanded nearly twice as fast as GNP. No change in this correlation
has taken place during the 1975-78 recession.
A similar correlationexists between GNPgrowth in industrial countries
and oil consumption. And the remarkable thing is that this correlation was
not disrupted by the so-called oil crisis. During 1976, global economic
activity increased by about 5 per cent, whileoil consumption rose by 8per
cent and seaborne oil trade by 13 .5 per cent. The fact that during 1977/78
seaborne oil trade grew faster than oil consumption was connected
primarily with dramatically increased US import requirements, and also
with generally longer transport routes (the volume of seaborne oil trade
being expressed in ton-miles).
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Global GNP rose by 150 per cent from the mid-sixties to tl
mid-seventies, the industrialised OECD countries accounting f,
three-fifths of the world total of GNP growth. The OECD predicts til
GNP will rise by an average of 4 per cent per annum until 1985. Japa
which is a member of the OECD, has forecast a domestic annual Gt-
growth of 6 per cent, which matches the general impression that the rno
expansive region of the world will be the Far East and South-East Asi
The figures for GNP given here in various contexts are based on Iix.
prices, and thus represent real growth with the effects of inflati:
eliminated.
Seaborne carriage of goods has assumed an increasingly important ro
in the world's economy; it accounts for about 10per cent of the world
gross national product, and this share has beef! growing by almost 01
percentage unit per annum for the past few years. If this trend continue
international trade will represent some 20 per cent of world GNP by tl
end of the 1980's; for this growing volume of international trade willi I
carried in ships. I
The future I
The future development of sea trade will be marked by a somewhat slow.
growth rate for raw material transportation, but a faster rate of growth i
shipments of manufactured goods and intermediates. Short-hal
transportation will also increase.
As economic growth reaches the takeoff point in one large developin
country or a group of smaller ones in a given region, there will be a rapi
expansion of coastal traffic in that region. This "internal trade" wi I
provide employmentfor a growingfleet of ships under 40000 tons. It is thi
sector of world shipping which appears today to have the best prospect
for expansion.
The oil crisis of 1973 broke a long-term trend reflected in an annu:
increase of 8 per cent inworld trade and 10- 12 per cent in the demand I«
sea transport. The world entered a recession lasting several years, th
blame for which has been laid unilaterallyon tripled oil prices. Actually i
is doubtful whether the rise in oil prices really caused the economi
depression we are now trying to climb out of .
The rise in oil prices was preceded by drastic increases in raw materia
prices and widespread stockpiling at sky-high speculation prices. The 01
crisis was moreover preceded by several years of currency unrest whicl
really shook up world economy. Finally, the oil crisis occurred in a perio.
I
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World Bulk Trades in figures
~: F'''t1ltJ & ~r
World Seaborne
Cr~4e on Trade
of general inflationwhichcan be characterised as massive and whichisnot
yet over.
Muchof the chaos customarily blamedon the threefold rise inoilprices
ought truthfully 10 be blamedon a shifl of competitive advantage towards
the Far East and South-East Asia, on unstable currencies and general
inflation- but the present recession is perhaps more than anything else a
consequence of psychological factors. The 1973 oil price rise was just the
last straw that broke the camel's back. The balance will not be restored
until the world has progressed far enough towards a brighter economic
climate and stability to allow a complete recovery of self-confidence by
industry, commerce and shipping. When this happens, and the wheelsof
industry start turningagain, the worldwill haveseveral years of stagnation
to catch up on.
The next boom cannot be predicted from GEeD figures and forecasts,
It will come suddenly, when the psychological conditions are right. But in
good times as in bad, it is world shipping that keeps world trade on the
move. Expressing transportation performance in ton-miles, the world's
mercantile fleets move twice as much goods as all the world's roads,
railways and airlines put together.
r'4r tom Ton.MIIes
World Seaborne
Coal Trade
hir TOil! Ton·MIIa
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Study Questions: Seaborne World Trade (concluded)
1. Compare sea and rail transportation. Note the status of rail
transportation in the USSR.
2. Discuss Bome of the complex economic issues/problems that are a
part of the shipping industry.
3. Illustrate how the center of world shipping has changed. What
do you think will be additional facyors that till stimulate changes
in the shipping industry in the 1980's?
4. Discuss so~e of the impacts the third world may have on trade.
What impact will technology have?
5. Raw "Ma t e r i a l s
a. Give examples of some of the raw materials transported by sea.
Note the projected data for these same materials by the year
1990.
6. Comment on the supply of such raw materials. Give specifics.
Define "general cargo".
to world market prices?
~hat is the reaction of these cargoes
Contrast this with raw material prices.
8. Seaborne Trade -- see graph
a. Which products had .an . increase in seaborne trade du r-Lng the
1913-1977 period?
b. Note two reasons for this result.
c. Illustrate from this material the interdependence of the world
of the 1980's.
9. Oil . .
Discuss the oil shipments in the following years:
a. 1974
b. 1975
c. 1976
What is the expected increase of oil shipments to 1985?
10. What is the projected outlook for oil from 1980 until the end of
this century?
11. What are the major forces that will affect Third world developing
countries? HOw do these forces relate to ports?
12. What percentage of the world's population lives in d~veloping
countries? Comment on the growth rate.
Study Questions: Seaborne World Trade
13. Discuss the resources of the farm and raw material production.
14. What is the projected increase of population by the year 2000?
a. Relate this to food production (grain) and water transport.
b. Location of world's raw materials.
c. Luxury-type food stuffs.
d. Fluctuations in the world market.
e. Trends in world trade.
15. What has been the status of the expansion of world seaborne trade?
a. In the industrialized nations.
b. In the developing world.
16. What major changes occurred during the 1960's that effected
shipping? Note specific changes.
17. To what extent does the i nd us t r i a l i z e d world impact the pace of
Third world development?
18. Compare the relationship of economic growth of the industrialized
nations and of seaborne trade.
19. What was the global GNP rate. in the '50's and '70's? What is
its expected rise? Which country expects the greatest rise?
Relate this to seaborne transportation.
The Future
20. What are the future expectations for:
a. Raw material trnasportation.
b. Manufactured goods.
c. Short haul goods.
d. Coastal traffic ( note the size of the ships).
21. What reasons are given for the current crisis in world economy
besides oil prices? Explain your reactions to this reasoning.
22. How significant is water transportation in the world economy?
23. Graph: Seaborne World Trade p. 26
a. Study the World Bulk Trade Figures. ~hich resource illustrates
the greatest volume in world trane?
b. Which resource demonstrates the greatest fluctuations?
c. Which resource statistics do you think will change more in
the next 15 years? What impacts will this have?
NEN ENGLAND PORTS
Student Activities
Directions: The following activity is divided into three sections:
a map assignment, research segment, and conclusions.
Complete the entire assignment.
Research/Map Assignment
Locate each of the following ports on the map of New England that
is provided. On an attached sheet of paper, complete the information
that is requested after the listing of the ports.
Historic Ports
1. Boston
2. Salem
3. Newburyport
4. New Bedford
5. Gloucester
6. Nantuckett
7. Portland
8. Portsmouth
9. Providence
10. New. London
11. Essex
12. Mystic
13. New ·, Haven
14. Bridgeport
For each port; complete the following information:
1. Name of port
2. State of loca tion
3. Major da tes as a maritime center
4. Main significance of this port include spe cific dates)
Or
5. Main contribution of this port -
EXTRA CREDIT
Select one port. Complete the requested information:
1. What is the general status of this port city in the 1980's?
Give specific tonnage, cargo handled, and frequency of ship-
ments.
2. Briefly define each of the following types of cargo. Determine
which type of cargo is handled at this port:
a. Container
b. Break bulk
c. Bulk (dry, ores, minerals)
NEW ENGLAND PORTS
Student Activities
Extra Credit Assignment ( concluded )
3. What is the value of the cargo shipped into and from this
port? Give specific dates.
a. Imports
b. Exports
4. What is the approximate hinterland of each part?
method of transportation is this port served? (
highway?)
By which
water, rail,
5. Do any projected plans exist for the activities of this port?
Explain why in either case.
6. Determine whether other ports in the area or other means of
transportation add or detract from the economic viability of
this port. Give specific references.
N.B. The information requested in this assignment may be obtained
through the Port Management Office of each Port. You may also
write to the specific Chamber of Commerce in each city.
Make certain that you request specific information in 'your
communication. You may also ask for any printed information
and pictures of the port you choose to study.
NEW ENGLAND PORTS
Student Activities
A. Directions: Select ££! port from the following list .and complete the
requested information:
.,. . 1. Boston 5. Portland
2. Salem 6. Portsmouth
3. Gloucester 7. Providence
4. New Bedford 8. New Haven
B. Complete the following for the port you have selected
1. Map location
2. Main cargo imported/exported from this port
3. Mador activity/tonnage of this port
4. The Port fees
5. Dockage feea
6. Turnaround time ( average) and the significance of this.
C. Complete the following for your selected port:
"_ 1 . Ownership of this port is:
2. This port is managed by
3. The economic value of this port is established at
4. The extent of this port's hinterland is
D. If the following information is available, explain the projected
plans for the port you have studied.
1. Expansion plans - projected dates
2. Maintenance '-:!Ichedule ( dredging, channel improvements, e t c , )
3. Revitalization of the port and its facilities
CHAPTER 7
DEEPWATER PORTS
On December 17, 1976, Secretary of Transportation, William
T. Col-eman, approved the applications of LOOP, [nco and SEA-
DOCK, Inc.:._!o construct deepwater ports off the coasts of
Louisiana and Texas. -De-splte- oon d it ionaCapprovaI, it IS not
y~taear-that these deepwater ports will be constructed. How-
ever, the use of coastal or ocean waters for the construction
and operation of deepwater ports is a coastal water use that
deserves special consideration by all coastal states.
TIle continued import of foreign oil into U.S. coastal waters
and future expansion of vessel transportation of materials will
require major moaTfication of the coastal environmenV The
issue is lJflt related strictly to the shipment of oil, although
that has been the lOcus of most initial plans. TIlegeneral
problem facing most ports and waterways is lack of sufficient
depth to accommodate a new generation of large ships, espec-
ially the 100,000-50-0-:-000 deadweight ton (DWT) supertankers.
[f coastal waters are to serve in part as a means for continued
or increased economic development, there will be a growing
demand for deeper and wider navigational channels. The im-
pact of such modifications, which might include Great Lakes
lock systems, harbors, ports, navigational channels and the con-
struction of offshore facilities, could be significant. One strate-
gy that has been increasingly advocated in the United States
I
I
Principal Agency:
Principal Legislation:
Department of Transportation
Deepwater POl1 Act of 1974
I
I
I
I
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since the late 1960s has been the construction of some form
of port facility in deep water, as an alternative to deepening
the channelsananaroors closer to shore. Transfer of materials
from this deepwater port to land would take place either
through pipelines or by small coastal vessels that would not re-
quire major expansion of present channel depths.
While it is not clear wha t size tankers wil1 be, due in large
part to changing economics and the reopening of the Suez
Canal, more than 55% of current world tanker capacity is in
vessels of 100,000 DWT or larger. A principal reason for the
great~_use of larger tankers in recent years is cost. A 50,000
DWT tanker, of the type that typicaJ1y serves such harbors as
New York and Delaware Bay, averages 750 feet in length, 100
feet in width and 40 feet in draft. A 250,000 DWT tanker
is typically 1,100 feet long and draws 70 feet of water. The
key feature of the larger vessel is that it can carry five times
as much oi!2t abollt h'!.!.L~he -prTce-per--barrel over long routes."
A saving that approaches 50% is a very strong stimulus both
for private investment in the construction of such vessels and
in consumer support for hopeful1y lower fuel costs.
A major problem with such vessels is that they are too large
to operate in United States coastal waters. With the exception
of Puget Sound, no.,port on the west coast has a depth exceed-
ing 55 feet. The deepest port on the gulf coast is 40 feet,
and there are n6t ports mor~f!. 45 feet deep<?n the east
coast. Long Beach and Los Angeles harbors in California and
Puget Sound are the onIYThree~O"S-. ports tlia-t" can accommo-
date tankers of more thanlOO,OOO DWT.2
Delaware Bay has a fairly typical delivery system. More than
two_thirds of mid-Atlantic refinery capacity is in Delaware and
New Jersey, and tankers must travel up the Delaware Bay and
into the Delaware River to discharge their oil cargo. The De-
cember 27, 1976, spillage of 134,000 gallons of oil by the tank-
er Olympic Games in the Delaware River illustrated the present
and potential hazards of such a delivery system. In many in-
stances their delivery routes are in nearshore coastal waters
where especially sensitive and important breeding grounds for
finfish and shellfish exist, and where many shore-based coastal
water activities take place.
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Since the control1ing depth of the Delaware River is 40 feet,
large tankers now anchor inside Delaware Bay to pump their
oil into barges or small tankers for final delivery to the refin-
eries . This "lightering" process is commonly used in most
coastal waters. In some instances the entire cargo is tranferred;
at other times the cargo is partially transferred and the large tanker
then is able to proceed, at reduced draft, into otherwise limiting
navigation chann elS:-
An example of what this might involve is given in the pffice
of Technology Assessment (OTA) Coastal Effects of Offshore
Energy Systems report. The Japanese 191 ,000-DWT tanker
YasU(l111Ul Maru arrived at the Big Stone Beach tanker anchor-
age in Delaware Bay on April 28, 1974. To lighter her cargo
of 1,283,865 barrels of oil, it required 15 separate lightering
operations, involving four trips of a 25,000-DWT tanker and
II barge voyages to and from the Big Stone Beach anchorage.
The reason for deepwater port support is reflected in a com-
ment by the president of the Philadelphia Maritime Exchange
who used the above example in testimony before the Delaware
General Assembly. As he observed:
"How much better and safer this could have been handled
under the controlled conditions of a deepwater port which
would permit a tanker to tie up to a platform , transferring
its cargo int o a pipeline. in a single operation, moving the
oil via the pipeline direct to the refinery .,,3
For most coastal waters, a single-point mooring (SPM) sys-
tem appears to be the most_~ppropriate deepwater port facility.
There are two basic types of SPM: the Catenary Anchor Leg
Mooring (CALM) and the Single Anchor Leg Mooring (SALM),
which OTA -~o ncl ud ed in its-analysis to be the safer of the
two."
To date, SyMs have had an impressive record of performance.
More than LJO SPMs have beeninsfaneatllroughout the world
since l2.59.5 The avel:-age oil spill rate at such terminals has
been less than one barrel for everyone million ban-els handled,
and it has b~en suggested that by using Very Large Crude Car-
riers (VLCC) in conjunction with deepwater ports that the num-
ber and volume of oil spil1s presently occurring with tranship-
ment could be reduced by as much as a factor of ten. s
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While deepwater ports of the SPM or other type appear to
offer substantial red uction in oil spill hazard, especially where
coastal waters are presently crowded, they have not been wide-
I~ accepted by coastal states. By the early I960s, considerable
interest in the concept had emerged in the United States, and
several projects were designed. The Corps of Engineers evalu-
ated possible deepwater port sites in New York Bay, Delaware
Bay, Cheasapeake Bay, the Mississippi River Delta, Freeport,
Texas, Los Angeles/Long Beach area, San Francisco Bay and
Puget Sound" The Deepwater Port Act of 1974 reflected a
strong interest in this concept.
However, several states expressed partial or total opposition
to such projects. In 1971, Delaware passed a Coastal Zone
Act which specifically precludes the construction of any fur-
ther heavy industry, including offshore unloading terminals.
New Jersey has also expressed reservations concerning such
projects. TIle construction of a deepwater port represents a
major financial investment, and it is possible that such projects
will not be constructed in less than a supportive political cli-
mate. Both the OTA study and the Department of Transpor-
tation LOOP Environmental Impact Statement conclude that
there is little chance of a major deepwater port project being
constructed within the eastern seaboard:
"Over' the past ten years, about 1.7 MBD of refining capacity
proposed for the East coast has been rejected by local, region-
al, state or federal authorities or referenda; and 13 different
proposals to construct deepwater port facilities have either been
rejected or indefinitely postponed. Therefore, no deepwater
port of a scale sufficient to divert significant quantities of
crude oil from the Gulf Coast is anticipated or assumed for
the U.S. East coast. 6
However, as offshore development increases, coastal ports
may becoJ."!1.t?_!!1o.!~ yowded and potentially dangerous. And
the full impacts of the energy shortages of the 1970s are not
yet clear. It seems possible that conditions might at some
point change sufficiently so as to stimulate further considera-
tion of deepwa ter port construction in many coastal areas.
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PRESENT REGULATORY SYSTEMS
Within State Waters
The Deepwater Port Act of 1974 applies only to waters out-
side the territorial sea, and does not affect deepwater ports
that might be constructed within the more adjacent coastal
waters. For such projects, within such coastal waters, the coast-
al state would have primary jurisdiction, which it might exer-
cise quite effectively through a coastal zone management pro-
gram. The state could justify such regulation through its own-
ership of submerged lands, its widely recognized police powers,
the provisions of the Submerged Lands Act and the Coastal
Zone Management Act of 1972.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the- Coast Guard
would also be involved in any coastal waters port project. Un-
der authority of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, the Corps
has responsibility for insuring that such projects do not inter-
fere with navigation. The- Coast Guard, aside from mandates
tofaCrlTtateOavigatio'n, would be specifically involved under
the Ports and Waterways Safety Act. The federal Environmen-
tal Protection Agency and the Corps of Engineers might have
further involvement, if such a project Involved water diSposal
of dredge spoil.
To coordinate these diverse authorities, the coastal state
could make creative use of its coastal management program,
acting as a lead agency in processing the project proposal. In
establishing such a control system, the coastal states might con-
sider patterning their regulations after those of the Deepwater
Port Act.
Beyond Coastal Waters
T1}e Secretary of the Department of Transportation has been
given the responsibility for coordinating deepwater port projects
beyond the territorial sea under the provisions of the Deepwater
Port Act of 1974. The first two proposals processed under
the provisions of this Act (LOOP and SEADOCK) received con-
ditional approval from the · Secretary of Transportation in De-
cember, 1976.
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The Act and the regulations that have been promulgated un-
der its authority establish a comprehensive review process for
each deepwater port project. 7 This process may have a more
general application for other types of activities proposed for
coastal waters.
The Act -and associated regulations establish a 45-<iay review
process during which coastal states have an opportunity to com-
ment upon the project. Unless a coastal state already has a
comprehensive coastal zone management program in place, and
considerable information on coastal water resources, it may
not be able to realistically respond within that time frame.
Thellicense process/includes two steps. First a detailed ap
plication, including information specified in the rules and regu-
lations. is prepared. Then it is reviewed by states, federal agen-
cies and interested members of the public .
THE ROLE OF THE STATE
The Deepwater Port Act and associated rules provide for
state involvement at several points in this review process.
Section 4(d) requires that if a coastal state intends to con-
struct a deep draft channel and harbor, that an offshore deep-
water port license cannot be granted until the Secretary of
Transportation e1illuates the relative benefits of each alterna-
tive and also considers if the two are compatible or mutually
exclusive. Through this provision, the state gains assurance
that a dee water ort beyond its jurisdiction will not be con-
structed in direct competition with a deep dra t port proposed
for coastal waters. - -
Section 5(g) requires that at least one public hearing On the
project will be held in each adj~cent coastal state.
Section 5(h)( I) requires that an applicant shall reimburse an
adja~coastal state for any costs incurred in processing an
application.
Section 5(11)(2) allows adjacent coastal states to fix reason-
able fees for the use of a deepwater port facility . Any state
in 'y'{hich land-based faciI~lrcctly related to a deepwater
port facility are located may set reasonable fees for the use of
such.Iand-based.facili ties.
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Section 5(i)(2)(A) requires that if more than one application
for a particular area is submitted, then the license shall be is-
sued to an adjacent coastal state or combination of states if
they are among the competitors.
Section 4(c)(lO) requires that the adjacent coastal state to
which the deepwater port is to be directly connected by pipe-
line must have developed or be making reasonable progress
- --;--- .------;--- -:-- ----,--- --;--r-- - - - -----'-- .:::..-.;
toward developing an approved coastal zone managemen t
program.
Section 9(b)( I) is of critical importance . It stipulates that
the Secretary of Transportation "shall not issue a license" with-
out the approval of the governor of each adjacent coastal state.
This section also allows the governor of an adjacent coastal
state to identify aspects of the project which are inconsistent
with its programs relating to environmental protection, land
and water use, or coastal zone management. Under such cir-
cumstances, the Secretary can make the granting of a deepwater
p~rt license conditional upon alterations that will make the
ll[Qject consistent with such state programs.
DETERMINATION OF "ADJACENCY"
Section 9(b)(I) of the Deepwater Port Act gives the gover-
nor of "adjacent" coastal state veto power over a license appli-
cation for a deepwaterport project in federal waters. It also
affords adjacent coastal states a special status which gives their
suggestions and concerns a greater impact upon the decision
proc~Ss~ITWowaDe to the advantage of any state near a pro-
posed deepwater port to achieve this designation .
Section 9(a)( I) of the Act specifies the criteria to be used
for a designation of adjacency:
The Secretary, in issuing notice of application pursuant to
Section 5(c) of this Act, shall designate as an "adjacent
coastal state" any coastal state which (a) would be directly
connected by pipeline to a deepwater port as proposed in
an application, or (b) would be located within 15 miles of
any such proposed dee~_ateLport.
Section 148.217 of the rules and regulations associated with
the Deepwater Port Act provides a mechanism by which coastal
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states that have not been designated as adjacent coastal states
can request such a designation. Such a request must make a
claim that the proposed deepwater port represents a risk of
damage to the coastal environment of the requesting state that
is equal to or greater than the risk posed to a state directly
connected by pipeline to the proposed port facility. In its
evaluation of deepwater ports the Office of Technology Assess-
ment observed that if a deepwater port was proposed for the
east coast, the close proximity of several states would probably
generate several formal requests for an adjacent coastal state
designation from the Secretary of Transportation."
Florida is the first state to have sought such a designation
undeL!he provisions of the Deepwater Port Act. Concerned
about increased tanker traffic that would be generated by the
SEADOCK and LOOP proposals; Florida claimed that increased
vessel ,passages through the straits of Florida justified an adja-
cent ~tate designation. The Department of Transportation dis-
agreed. The Coast Guard and the Office of Coastal Zone Man-
agement developed conflicting conclusions as to the merits of
Florida's claim, and Florida sought judicial relief. Eventually
-an accommodation was achieved, and the case dismissed . Flor-
ida secured a promise from the Secretary of Transportation
that all of that state's concerns would be reflected in condi-
tions imposed upon the licenses. It is difficult to determine
whether /Florida warranted adjacency designation under the in-
tent and language of the Deepwater Port Act. But the adja-
cency provisions did allow a mechanism by which the state was
recognized as having a legitimate interest in the federal licensing
decision, even if the extent of that interest must, of necessity,
be determined on a case by case basis .
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ICHAPTER 8
TANKER SAFETY
Principal Agency: U.S. Coast Guard (DOT)
Principal Legislation: Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972
The regulation of tanker traffic in coastal waters is as com-
plex as any coastal water use management issue, and perhaps
typifies better than most issues the potential disparity between
a relatively narrow-focus federal regulatory program and a state's
effort at comprehensive coastal water planning and management
as part of its coastal zone management program.
During 1976, the potential hazards of tanker accidents be-
came dramatically evident. Congressional hearings as well as
new state and federal legislation followed from a major series
of tanker accidents in December, 1976, and January, 1977.
I. December IS-The tanker, Argo Merchant , ran aground in
Nantucket Sound and within six da ys had spilled 7.6 mil-
lion gallons of oil.
2 . December 17-The tanker, Sansinena, exploded in Los
Angeles Harbor aft er having unload ed mor e than 500 ,000
gallons of fuel oil.
3. December 24-The tanker, Owsego Peace , spilled 2,000
gallons of oil into Thames River near Groton, Connecticut
4. December 27-The tanker, Olympic Gam es, ran aground
in Delaware River , spilling 134,000 gallons of oil.
5. December 30-The tanker, Grand Zenith , with 8.2 mil-
lion gallons of oil, disappeared 300 mile s east southeast
of Cape Cod .
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6 . January 4- The tanker, Universe Leader, with 21 million
gallons of oil, went aground off Salem, New Jersey, to
avoid a collision with the tanker Texaco Califomia ,
carrying 7 million gallons of oil.
Eighty percent of vessel casualties occur within coastal and
harbor regions , and oil spill cleanup costs are estimated at
$30,000,000-$35,000,000 per year. I It is a major problem that
is intensifying in severity; 1976 was a record year for oil spills.
Total oil imports to the United States are expected to increase
as much as 70% by 1980.2
This inevitably means more tanker traffic and an increased
danger of accidents. The size of potential oil spills has also
greatly increased. In 1955 the largest tanker afloat was the
Spyros Niarchos with a capacity of 47,470 DWT. In 1973, a
477,OOO-DWT tanker, Globtik Tokyo, was launched? and
there is a possibility that even larger tankers will be constructed."
Continued reliance upon tanker transport is in part assured by
the announced intentions of Canada to cease all sales of oil or
gas to this country by 1981. This problem is not restricted to
oil tankers. There are also problems associated with the ship-
ment of liquid natural gas (LNG) and liquid petroleum gas
(LPG), both of which represent different and in some ways
greater problems than oil. Globtik Tankers USA just recently
signed a letter of intent with the Newport News Shipbuilding
and Drydock/ Company for the construction of three nuclear-
powered, 600,000-DWT oil tankers. These nuclear tankers may
represent even further management issues.
CURRENT PROBLEMS
I . Some 94% of petroleum imported into the United States
is carried by foreign-fleet vessels. Many of them, under "flags
of convenience," are in questionable operating condition, often
improperly equipped, and operated by improperly trained
crew. S With projections of a major expansion in tanker traffic,
there is justification for the concern that present traffic control
systems may not be sufficient.
2. While energy matters are of major national and state con-
cern, coastal waters now and in the future must meet a variety
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of needs. Attempting to accommodate these other uses may
be complicated by growing tanker traffic. OCS oil and gas
development, deepwater ports, tloating nuclear power plants
and other offshore surface and submerged uses are increasing
at the very time when oil imports are expected to increase.
Each of the structures associated with these expanding activities
represents a potential hazard to tanker traffic.
3. If an oil tanker spills its cargo, the ability to prevent
that cargo from causing major water and shore damage appears
still to be greatly limited, as demonstrated during the Argo
Merchant spill. Further, the potential destruction of an LNG
tanker is considerable. The nature and severity of these poten-
tial impacts suggest that tanker traffic may be incompatible
with some other coastal uses or specific coastal natural systems.
4. Congress has declared that energy production is in the
national interest. The Coastal Zone Management Act, as amend-
ed, is both implicit and explicit in suggesting that approved
coastal zone management programs must provide some degree
of accommodation to energy-related activities. It is unrealistic
to consider the exclusion of oil or LNG tanker traffic from
coastal waters. Yet any accommodation, especially during the
present period of tanker traffic increase and the growing im-
portance of coastal waters for other uses, raises a series of
major problems.
5. 111e Coast Guard, which through the Ports and Waterways
Safety Act of 1972 has principal regulatory authority over
tanker safety in coastal waters, has often stated the position
that unilateral tanker safety standards might harm international
relations and that regulation through the Intergovemmental Mari-
time Consultative Organization OMCO) or another international
group might be more appropriate than attempting to set our
own national standards ."
METHODS OF IMPROVED TANKER SAFETY
Several recent studies and reports have suggested a series of
improvements in tanker construction and operation designed to
decrease negative impacts of tanker traffic in coastal waters.
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While there are individuals and groups who question the need,
effectiveness or economic consequences of enforcing such stan-
dards, it would seem that several or most of these improve-
ments will be required within the near future.
I . Require tankers to have double bottoms or double hulls
to provide added protection against spillage if grounding
or collision oc curs.
2. Require inert gas systems to reduce risk of tank explosions.
3. Require segregated ballast tanks so that oil from cargo
tanks is not flushed into coastal waters along with ballast
waters.
4. Require better steering and propulsion systems, including
double rudders and/or double boilers to provide more
control and backup during equipment failure.
5. Require better navigation equipment and information.
6. Insure better training of officers and crew, perhaps through
the type of testing and licensing that airline personnel
must undergo.
7. Increase inspection and maintenance on tankers, especially
those more than 10 years 0Id. 4 •s
No matter how many structural or regulatory improvements
are made, increased tanker traffic in crowded coastal waters
will probably continue to represent a major risk to other coast-
al water uses.
Long-range options may exist: aside from reducing our need
for imported oil and Iiquified gas, new transportation systems
might be established, such as deepwater ports. Traffic would
then be concentra ted in special areas removed from high-traffic,
heavy-use coastal waters. This option, which is discussed in
Chapter 9, tends to shift patterns of tanker traffic rather than
diminish it. However, for many coastal areas, such as Puget
Sound, it may represent a reasonable alternative to increasing
numbers of small- and medium-sized tankers.
But even with this type of solution, it can be expected that
most coastal states will be faced with the problem of accom-
modating increased tanker traffic within their coastal waters in
such a way as to protect the coastal zone and also allow for
the expansion of other coastal uses with which tanker traffic
might conflict.
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EXISTING REGULAnONS
The principal regulatory authority for tanker safety in coast-
al waters is the Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972. New
regulations affecting the implementation of this Act have been
issued by the Coast Guard in recent years. They include:
I. "Rules for the Protection of the Marine Environment Re-
lating to Tanker Vessels Carrying Oil in Bulk," Federal
Register (December 13, 1976) ; and
2. "Navigation Safety and Vessel Inspection Regulations,"
Federal Register (January 31, 1977).
These regulations require that both foreign and domestic
vessels engaged in U.S. coastal commercial trade must have
segregated ballast tanks and, except under special conditions,
may not carry ballast water in an oil fuel tank.
Any oil resid ue from tank washing must be kept in slop
tanks, and discharge of this material is not allowed within 50
miles of the United States coast. These structural and opera-
tional regulations apply to all new vessels constructed after
January I, 1977. Also required under the new regulations are
certain tests of vessel systems prior to entering a U.S. port,
and improved navigational equipment. In future, Loran C and
collision avoidance equipment may be required.
REGULATORY AUTHORITY
TI1e Ports and Waterways Safety Act provides the U.S. Coast
Guard with full authority to establish traffic regulatory systems,
vessel and equipment standards, rules of operation and traffic
control networks, including zones of travel, direction and speed.
Coastal states are not preemped from esta blishing safety
regulations.
.....nor does it (Act) prevent a state or political subdivision
thereof from prescribing for structures ; only higher safety
equipment requirements or safety standards than those which
may be prescribed pursuant to this title." [Section I 02(bH
However, as discussed in Chapter 2 on Jurisdiction, there are
certain rules that might affect a state's ability to establish such
regulations. While this Act may not preclude stricter state
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CD)
(E)
(F)
(G)
(H)
Sec. 102(3)
of an average of one hundred thousand barrels
per day of hazardous material carried in bulk
as cargo.
Establishing water or waterfront safety zones
or other measures for limited, controlled, or
conditional access and activity when necessary
for the protection of any vessel, structure,
waters, or shore area .
Sec . 441 7a(4) Standard-setting authorit y gives Secretary
authority to adopt vessel standards necessary
for increased navigation and vessel safety and
enhanced protection of the marine environ ment.
Minimum standards would include, after Jan-
uary I, 1979:
44 I 7a(4)(B)(5)
(A) a radar system with short- and long-
range capabilities and with true-north
features;
(B) a Loran C, long-range navigation aid;
(C) a transponder which can automatically
report position and identification;
adequate communications equipment;
a fathometer;
two gyrocompasses ;
up-to-dat e charts;
a segregated ballast system, if such vessel
carries oil in bulk and is of a size in
excess of twenty thousand deadweight
tons;
(I) a gas inerting system, if su ch vessel carries
oil in bulk and is of a size in excess of
fifty thousand deadweight tons; and
(1) a redundant propulsion source .
Title III: Marine Safety Authority of the United States
A 200-mile zone, seaward of the territorial sea is established :
within which discharae of oil or hazardous material would
be prohibited;
vessel traffic control regulations might be established;
vessels destined for United States ports might be inspected.
Sec.403 would establish a national inspection program and insure
that each vessel covered under the Act was inspected at least
once each year.
H. R. 3796: Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1977 and
Amendments
Title I
Sec . 10 l(aX I) Establish, opera te, and maintain vessel traffic
systems of services....
Sec. 10I(a)(2) Require any vessel, which operates within waters
subject to any vessel traffic system or service,
to utilize or comply with any such system or
service, including requiring the installation and
use of any electronic or ot her device necessary
for such utilization or compliance.
Sec.101(a)(3) Control vessel traffic by :
(a) specifying times of entry, movement, or
departure; including if necessary restriction
of passage to daylight hours;
(b) establishing vessel traffic routing schemes;
(c) establish draft, vessel size and speed limi-
t rations, and vessel operating conditions; and
(d) restrict operation, in any hazardous area
or under hazardous conditions, by any ves-
sel which has particular operating charac-
teristi cs or capabilities; in a manner deemed
necessary for safe operation under the
circumstances.
Sec.IOI(a)(4) Direct the anchoring, mooring, or movement of
any vessel when necessary to prevent damage to
or by that vessel or its stores, cargo, supplies, or
fuel.
Sec.IOl(b) The Secretary shall establish , operate, and main-
tain computerized tracking and date retrieval sys-
tems as part of the vessel traffic systems which
are established pursuant to subsection (a), in all
ports and harbors through which pass in excess
regulation, the Constitution reserves for Congress affairs deal-
ing with interstate commerce. Also, in the Coastal Zone Man-
agement Act of 1972 states are charged with giving full con-
sideration to the "national interest" and insuring that political
subdivisions of the state do not unreasonably preclude develop-
ments of regional or national benefit.
New amendments to this Act have been introduced by Repre-
sentative Studds, The amendments would greatly strengthen
Coast Guard authority and responsibility :
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It is not clear how this Act would affect state coastal water
management authorities ; it is an issue that requires careful
attention by coastal states.
CASE HISTORY: WASHINGTON STATE
The Alaskan pipeline was scheduled to begin transporting
oil from Alaska's North Slope by the summer of 1977. It is
estimated that as much as 2 million gallons of oil per day will
flow to Valdez where the oil will be loaded on tankers and
carried to the West Coast. This represents a tremendous in-
crease in tanker traffic, which currently carried 6.3 million gal-
lons of oil into this country daily." Because of this projected
increase, Alaska has continued to urge more stringent require-
ments under the Ports and Waterways Safety Act" and Wash-
ington State, where much of the oil is scheduled to be trans-
ported, has established regulations that restrict tanker size within
Puget Sound to 125 ,000 DWT. The Washington Act also re-
quires that above 50,000 DWT a tanker must have :
aboard a licensed Washington State pilot ;
specific horsepower ;
twin screws ;
double bottom ; and
two radars , including avoidance rad ar.
As described 'in Chapter 4, the Atlantic Richfield Company
challenged this law in the courts, and on February 28 , 1977,
the U.S. Supreme Court agreed to review the case. Resolution
of this case may clarify the nature of coastal state authority
to regulate tanker traffic within its coastal waters .
CONCLUSIONS
I
J
]
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planning and management. But complex surface control sys-
tems such as those suggested in H.R. 3796 may in fact become
the coastal water management programs for a significant por-
tion of a state's coastal zone. The legality and impact of such
federal water control systems is unclear. But at a minimum
it would seem provident to req uire t-hat such systems be de-
signed and implemented on a state-federal partnership basis.
Full state and local participation in all phases of the system
development might be required if such water use management
systems are to have any hope of being consistent with state
coastal management plans. Such systems will affect regional
patterns of shore and water use, and cannot just be "plugged
in" to a comprehensive state management program through a
reactive consistency review .
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various new regulations and activities of the United States Coast
Guard, and other environmental agencies. All of these latter changes
do have a direct and often immediate economic impact on ports.
The fragmentation of power due in part to a lack of port policy
is discussed. There is also a review of the status and function of
the States in the establishment of port policy.
Finally recommendations are made in relationship to the traditional
competitive relationship among ports. This report is divided into
segments with a concise historic review of the activities of the
major Federal Agencies including: the Environmental Protect ion
Agency, the Council on Environmental Quality, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, the Maritime Administration, The U.S. Coast Guard,
The Department of Tranpsortation, and an "Analysis of Key Elements of
the Institutional Process of Port Development". A variety of
Appendices are included.
This material is not intensely technical. With clearly specified
research directions, teacher discretion can be used in the assigment
of specific areas to selected students. There are a number of graphs,
charts:. and tables that will also provide excellent source material.
Annotated Bibliography
Ports
The Appendices include the specific legislation as well as the
statutory authority and/or agency for the implementation of this
legislation.
National Resources Defense Council, Inc. Who's Minding the Shore?
A Citizens' Guide to Coastal Management. Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Department of Commerce, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, Office of Coastal Zone Management. August 1976.
This is an excellent and most readable booklet which is hopefully
still in print and available. This could provide an excellent background
and introduction for an understanding of the coastal zone and various
land use patterns. The chapters are short and well written for the
high school student.
Some controversial issues, for example, the siting of power plants
are presented with a review of the major pro/con considerations. These
are followed by recommendations. There is also a chapter on Coastal
Property Rights which reviews land ownership and rights and also
discusses various aspects of public interests. The right of private
land ownership, so basic to America, is presented with a broad dis-
cussion of the rights of the individual to land ownership and this
relationship to public land use. This booklet is recommended for
student use.
New England Fisheries/Aquaculture
Fisheries
It has been estimated that whithin the 200 mile exclusive economic
zone area of the United States, between wo and wo billion pounds of
fish ean be yielded annually on a sustained basis _within these coastal
waters. Although the quality and species of this catch vary greatly,
this represents a tremendous economic factor in the USA including the
employment of fishermen, shipbuilders, chandleriers, fish processing
plants, and various other infra industries.
Although the US fishing industry predates the establishment of the
USA as a Nation, this industry has undergone some dramatic changes.
Within the past decade, none have been as dramatic as the impacts from
the passage of the Fishery Conservation and Management Act (FC~~ of 1976)
which came into effect on March 1, 1977. This law not only established
eight regional councils for the conservation and management of the US
fisheries industry, but also included specific regulations of the
foreign distant water fleets whose fish catch in the early '70's sur-
passed the US catch, within the same US coastal waters.
Fish consumption is not as high in the US as in other areas of
the world, but the rate of US consumption is increasing. Not only
does the US have one 'of the largest coastal areas of the world, it is
further blessed with some of the most prolific spawning and fisheries
grounds in the world. This is particularly true of the Georges Bank
area. Fisheries is a large US industry with an impact on a large ""
economic portion of our nation. The FCMA has provisions which may
encourage the development and even the expansion of the US fishing
fleet. When the total allowable catch (TAC) has been determined for
each species, the American fishermen are allotted the first opportunity
to realize this TAC. Should there be any species whose catch does not
total this amount due to the capacity of the US fleet, the foreign
distant water fleets may be awarded a specific amount based on a
permitting process. Since 1977 when the FCMA went into effect,
there has already been an expansion of the East Coast fishing fleet,
specifically the scallop fleet. This has added other complex problems
--~------
to the fisheries industry.
The Student Activities in this section are designed to provide
current information on the status of the US fishing and processing
industries.
Aquaculture
Although Aquaculture has been efficiently practiced in many
Asian countries for centuries, this is a rather new industry for
the USA. The readings will give some background information and
explanation of the importance and significance of Aquaculture in
today's world. Many look with hope toward the potential that aqua-
culture has of providing great amounts of protein to the world's
hungry masses.
The Student Activities are designed for a .r e vi e w of the existing
Aquaculture capacities/potentials in the New England area. There are
also readings on the Aquaculture pratices of other areas of the world,
particularly, China.
CHAPTER 5
FISHERlES MANAGEMENT
Principal Agencies: National Marine Fishery Service (NOAA)
U.S . Fish and Wildlife Service (Interior)
Principal Leglslat ion: Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
Anadromous Fish Conservation Act
Commercial Fisheries Research and Development
Act of 1964
Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972
Fisheries and fish stock management have a key role in
coastal water use management considerations. Today the United
States Consumes some ?_.billion pounds (round weight) of fish .'
This represents a 50% growth in consumption since 1960, and
it has been estimated that consumer demand '!!.~y increase by as
much as 2.3 billion pounds (round weight) by 1985 2 leading to
an annual consumptiof level of 9.3 billion pounds. Yet during
this period of growing demand for fish products, the United
States domestic commercial fishing industry, with the exception
of the shrimp, tuna, king crab, salmon and menhaden fleets, has
generally ref:l"!~!led undeveloped or has deteriorated. Processors
have been forced to rely more and more on imports to meet
demand.' -
It is estimated that U.S. coastal waters (within 200 miles) can
yield between 20 and 40 billion pounds annually on a sustained
basis .4 But tolfaythese waters lace a number orprcSsures,
which endanger not only this estimated level of sustained yield,
but also threaten the survival of some fisfiSj)CCi~For example,
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while U.S. domestic landings have generally remained at under
5 billion pounds per year (4.7 billion pounds in 1973), the
catch of foreign fleets within U.S. coastal waters (including 200-
mile zone) has expanded to the point where the foreign catch
reached an annual level of 7.9 billion pounds in 1972.5
At the present tim e, there is interest- ffi1hi"-esfa-6lis hment of
a comprehensive national fisheries management program. Several
congressional studies led to the passage of the Fishery Conserva-
tion and Management ACtOr 1976,'which . ere-a"ted eight regional
councils to develop comprehensive fisheries management plans
(further description follows). Furthermore, Section 16 of the
Coastal Zone Management Act Amendments of 1976 (PL 94-370)
required the Secretary of Commerce to undertake a comprehen-
sive r~~iew_ of t~moll!:lscan shellfish ind ustry and to pre~~n t a
report to Congress by April 39, 1917. In 1976, the Department
ofCommerce published A Marine Fisheries Program for the
Nation, which advocates a six-point national program for fisheries
conservation and improvement.
Much attention has been given to the new fishery conservation
zone (extended jurisdiction) that went into effect on March I,
1977 . There is considerable hope that this mechanism for con-
'----
trolling foreign fishing pressures within 200 miles of United
States ' shores will protecCoeclii1ing oom-merciiil"Sfocks- a-nd
strengthen the domestic fishing industry. The planning for this
zone, under the Fishery Conservation and Management Act of
1976, may represent the first comprehensive national fishery
program.
If there is movement towards a national fishery management
prograrri~achcoastal state is still challenged with major tasks-
and opportunities within its coastal waters. Much of the prime
habitat areas, as well as many of the shore and water activities
that cD;nordo-conrfi(£wii'h-f~sheries.-are-To~t~d ~Fhin ~he ­
territorial sea.
Control of foreign fishing vessels and the establishmen t of
(isher¥3uot~-"t()msUre sustained yield harvesting will be of
little long-range value if the quality of coastal waters deteriorates
to the point where a healthy fishery cannot be supported. In
recent years there has been strong evidence that the living re-
sources of coastal waters are seriously endangered .
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PROBLEMS OF POLLUTION
Coastal fisheries are in serious difficulty. This is a result not
o~i"y-of excessive fishing pressures, but also because the coastal
waters upon which the fish resources are dependent have in
recent years become contaminated with a variety of toxic sub-
stances. These substances have either directly killed or damaged
the fish stocks, or made finl1sh and shellfish unfit for human
consumption.
In May of 1971 , the Food and Drug Administration advised
the public to stop eating swordfish, because more than 90% of
its samples showed a mercury content of more than 0.5 parts
per million (ppm). Although that action by the FDA remains
a matter of controversy.t it was just the first in a series of
pollution-related incidents. A listing of some of these occurences
during 1976 and early 1977 indicates the seriousness and com-
plexity of protecting living resources in coastal waters.
1. In 1976, the New York State Department of Environ-
mental Conservation discovered high levels of Mirex and PCBs in
Lake Ontario. In September of 1976, the state warned Lake
Ontario fishermen !lot to eat salmon, lake trout, brown bullheads,
catfish, smallmouth bass or eels. State plans to construct a new
.
$10 million salmon and trout hatchery generated considerable
controversy when it became clear that the fish would become
contaminated upon release." Similar findings of f~s.~~nta~!na­
tion, as well as controversy over increased fish plan tings, occurred
in Michigan where fishermen were advised not to eat salmon
more than once a week. The director of the Department of
Natural Resources decided not to expand the salmon program as
had been proposed .
2. On January 14, 1977, the National Sea Clammers Associa-
tion filed a $250 million class-action suit in federal court on
behalf of clarnmers, lobstermen and fishermen charging that vari-
ous officials of New York City, New York State, the state of
New Jersey, the Army Corps of Engineers and the Environ-
mental Protection Agency were negligent in allowing the pollu-
tion of a large area of Atlantfc coastal waters which resulted in
the loss of living resources.8 TlleSilltwarbased -upc rroccur-"
r~es-duiing tile summer and faU 01 19Tobff the north shore
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of New Jersey, where there were two major fish kills, causing
mortality rates as high as 50%. An algae bloom and anoxic
(oxygen depletion) conditions destroyed an estimated $14-~
million worth of finfish stocks and up Ito $22.5 million of '1
shellfish." Of particular concern was the possibility that the
$50 million surf clam industry may have received long-range
damage since one of the major kills took place during July,
which is the normal spawning season for surf clams. It is not
clear what contribution sewage sludge disposal had upon these
kills. However, the evidence is compelling that this important
section of Atlantic coastal waters is increasingly unable to sus-
tain finfish or shellfish.
3. On November 16, 1976, a cla~on suit representing
some 10,000 persons including crabbers, clammers, shell fisher-
men, oyster tongers, seafood wholesalers, ho"il"Cand -resta urant
owners was filed against the Allied Chemical Corporation for
some $8.8 billion in damages resulting from the contamination
in 1975 of the James River with Kepone by a plant under
contract to Allied. I 0
--- - "
4. Studies of oysters, clams and mussels in coastal waters of
Washington, Oregon~Virginia:D'elaware, Maryland, Connecticut,
Rhode Island, Massachusetts and Maine revealed the presence of
significant numbers of neoplasms (tumors). While these tumors
may not preclude human consumption, they may indicate a rise
in co~~~~ater. pol}~t~_~Qne_of the research~rs involved in
the studies observed that while a decade ago only a few cases
of unusual growth in shellfish were reported, in recent years
they have been counted in large numbers. 1 1
5. In January of 1977 , the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation began to advise residents on the
north shore of LongTSland not to eat striped bass or large blue-
fish more than once a week, due to elevaieCi-PCB levers.-tT was
emphasized that residents who had"Tust-one mealaweek of
bluefish or bass were "perfectly safe.". 2
6. On December 18, 1976. a coalition of fishermen filed a
$60 ~!!!!on class-actfu-n.~!:!!UlgalifsCtlleTheb-e·S" Shipping Com-
pany, owners of the oil tanker Argo Merchant. Earlier that week
this tanker broke in two on a NantUCKet shoarand in the worst
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oil spill in the nation's history I 3 spilled some 7 million gallons
of Number 6 "Bunker C" fuel oil into the Atlantic Ocean.
A further threat to fisheries management is the continued
destruction of specific habitat areas such as reefs and estuaries,
~_...
both of which are vital for feedmg or breedmg groun~nreag-
ing and filling has led to the loss of an estimated 4% of the
na"tion'scoastaThabitat areas between 1950 and 1969.1 4 As the
need fo~--dredg-e ~'po'il disposal sites continues or increases, com-
bined with a growing interest in the extraction of offshore
deposits of sand and gravel, it is expected that coastal water
habitats will become further endangered.
In attempting to integrate a comprehensive living resource
management program into their coastal waters planning efforts,
the states face a difficult task. Perhaps the greatest difficulty
involved is that demand for the use of coastal waters for a wide
variety of human activities is expected to intensify. These
water: uses have and will impart changes (both physical and
chemical) upon the coastal water environment. Yet most Jjnfi~h.­
and shellfish have a limited ability to survive such changes.
1l1e~ survival is primarily dependent upon genetically oased
biological limitations which are not always amenable to human
multiple-use management schemes based upon other criteria.
CASE HISTORIES
There are several recent examples of fisheries disputes or
problems that collectively reflect the scope of the coastal water
management task. It is a task that involves not only complex
natural systems, but also difficult problems of human conflict.
Jeffreys Ledge, Maine
Jeffreys Ledge is a fertile fishing ground off the coast of
southern Maine which is frequented by both ~iII-netters and
draggermen. Disputes have arisen between the two types of
fishing, since on occasion gill nets have been damaged or destroyed
by the draggers. This situation has been complicated by the
r"ilct - that gill-netters fishing Jeffreys Ledge tend to reside in
Maine, and draggermen fish out of Gloucester, Massachusetts.
A
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regulations will apply may be critical, and as some states have
already learned, a matter of feet and inches can have significant
and long-ran ge implications. The advantages of establishing
precise boundaries, taking whatever actions are necessary prior
to expanded development, cannot be overemphasized.' 6
California Anchovy Fishery
The California Anchovy Fishery is under considerable fishing
pressure. The anchovy is used by sport fishermen for gamefish
~ait and is taken by commercials-elners-for- Siileto -reduction
plants where the fish are converted 'lnto fish oils,-fertilizersand
protein for chlckenteed. California tlshennen, both commercial
seiners and sports fishermen, compete with commercial boats
out of Mexican waters. A new $15 million 'reduction plant and
fishing fleet in Ensenada, Mexico, is expected to further increase
this pressure.
The California Fish and Game Commission supported by the
California Department of Fish and Game, regulates this fishery .
In 1976. their regulations included the designation of a fishing
season, which was August I-May 15 for a northern area and
September IS-May 15 for the southern management area. Quotas
were set at 100,000 tons of anchovies for the southern manage-
ment area and 15,000 tons for the northern management area.
The i~,!1es fa~~jL t~ California Fish and Game Commission
involve determ!ning how much harvesting the anchovy fishery
can support on a sustained yield basis and how the allowable
catcfi 'shOUlcCbe allocated between the two interest groups.
Commercial seiners desire larger quotas, claim ing that if California
commercial seiners do not harvest the fish, they will be caught
by Mexican fishermen, since the fishery extends beyond Cali-
fornia's coastal waters. Sports fishermen claim that anchovies are
a critical bait species, and that necessary forage for g amef isI1
P?pulations will be depleted if commercial seining continues.
They further claim that the current reduchon--in-anl:1rovy-stocks
is a re~ult of excessive commercial harvesting.
Resolution: Until such time as-marine-biologiest can establish
the cause of anchovy stock decline, and of sustainable yields,
the merits of either claim are unclear. The Fishery Conservation
South Carolina <;: l a i~ j !:!!"isdi~tion over a 300=SQuare-mile ocean
area.
To a considerable extent, the issue is not that of shrimp har-
vesting but of jurisdiction. Specifically, the issue concerns which
state has the authority to control fishing in a particular coastal
~'ater area . South Carolina allows shriffiping to start In late May,
while Georgia does not open its season until June. If the coastal
waters in question are under Georgia's jurisdiction, the South
Carolina shrimpers are violating Georgia law and their boats may
be confiscated. If South Carolina controls the area, then Georgia's
management plan is voided by the early fishing allowed under
South Carolina regulations.
Resolution: This type of dispute tends to have long historic
roots, and may take some time to resolve. However, it should I'
serve as a signal to some states to give detailed consideration to '
the establishmen~ of precise descriptions of its coastal water :
boundaries, including not only those between it and other states,
but also at the state-federal interface at the three-mile I1mit-.-
In some instances, state boundaries other than flie-lai1Oward ones
are somewhat imprecise for their coastal zone. With increased
use, conflicts and opportunities, the question of which set of
Savannah River Shrimp Grounds
The border between the states of Sourth Carolina and Georgia
includes the Savannah River system, as defined by the Treaty of
Beaufort in the 18th century. Because the actual location of
the Savannah River has fluctuated over time, both Georgia and
'<,
The conflicts developed to the point where the situation was
referred to by some as "the Battle of Jeffreys Ledge."
Resolution: At least for the present this conflict appears to
have been reduced, if not resolved . The two groups of fisher :
men have met, along with observ~rs from various state, regional
and federal agencies, to discuss a fisheries management plan for
the Jeffreys Ledge area. The plan, primarily ap- -informal scl-
of agreements between the two groups, includes the use of
mutual radio channels, the preparation and distribution of charts
showing where gilf nets are deployed, and the establishment of
a formal mediation arra'ngement.! 5- --
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and Management Act of 1976 calls for the protection and im-
provement of both commercial and recreational fishing. Yet
these two fishing interests may not a"i\vays be compatible, just
as various forms of commercial fishing may conflict. Through
a formal coastal zone management mechanism, more interactions
between land and water uses and between different coastal
water activities can be accommodated within a given time and
space. Yet the biological carrying capacity of a particular coastal
water system may be relatively fixed and is, in many instances,
bei~g diminished by the introd uctlon of pollutants. In some
instances, expanded or protected fisheries may only be possible
if other activities are excluded from coastal waters, or if the
fisheries are managed so as to serve a primary user group, rather
than attempting to provide multiple use .
Virginia Menhaden Fishery
The state of Virginia has established regulations over fishing
activities in its half of Chesapeake Bay which include provisions
that prohibit non-U.S . citizens from fjshiI!g within the threc-f!!!!e
limit of coastal waters and, of equal importance, also prohibits
nonresident commercial fishermen from its coastal waters.
As described in Chapter 2, the Submerged !:ands Act~ppears
to give full title over submerged lands and "natural resources
within such lands and waters" within the territorial sea to the
states. However, as tfie(fiscussion of basic-federal-authorrry-
attempted to convey, · there are several federal powers, such as
those for interstate commerce, that can preempt or constrain a
state a~tion eve~ -~-~~ ~J!!~~~!~.9rity granted 'bYthe- Consti t-ution,
the courts or Congress.
Seacoast Products, Inc . of Port Monmouth, New Jersey, has
taken the state of Virginia to court over the regulations, attempt-
ing to have them overturned. A three-judge federal court decided
that the re~ulati~.!!..~~._~!!.~ns was a power reserved to the federal
government by the Constitution, an~.Jhat the laws are uncon:'
stitutional.
Resolution: The case arose from competition over menhaden
stocks in the Atlantic Ocean and Chesapeake Bay. Several states
have fishing residency laws as one method of regulating access
to coastal fisheries. These are being challenged as nonresidents
attempt to u~!il!.~~~coastal resources. A connected issue is
that of beach access. Many com.J!lu!lities prohibit nonresident
use of certain coasta!y~~ch~s or charge a special fee not apQ!!ed
to residents.
Because of the importance of this case to the authority of
states to regulate their coastal fisheries, Virginia was supported
by Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New York and Delaware in
asking the U.S. Supreme Court to review the case. On May 23,
1977, the Supreme Court ruled that the Virginia laws are invalid
insofar as they exclu-de nonresidents. The extent towhich this
decision wi" limIt futUre s tate effortS at regulation of coastal
fisheries is not yet clear. However, it emphasizes the complexi-
ties of coastal waters management and the degree to which a
variety of federal laws and policies must be considered in any
state management effort.
THE PROBLEMS OF MANAGEMENT
There are several problems of fisheries management that will
affect most coastal water management programs.
Shore Facilities
In many coastal areas, in~.u~trial and residential development
has either precluded or begun to conflict with commercial and
r~!..~ational fishing activities. If theobjectivesoc-ihe Fishery
Conservation Act and other federal programs are met, there will
be a significant growth in domestic commercial fishing, as well
as in ~qllacultu~e an<r reereatiOnalfishing. The rewiiCb-e'a ' need
for more boat and fish processing-'facilities; yet these facilities
must compete economically, aesthetically and politically with
a growing i1'5t'of-other 'activities'-'that -'alSO-uses hore- and water
resources. In many communities, traditional patterns of land
use are changing, and new zoning may preclude storage of
equipment or other activities associated with commercial fishing.
New OCS developments will require shore support facilities, in-
cluding harbor'-Sp'ace for service v es'sels, and these new interests
may displace commercial fishing. If market economics becomes
'>
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the sole method of coastal access allocation, commercial fishing
could be in serious trouble.
Pollution from Fish Processing
The Environmental Protection Agency has estimated that 38%
of all fish processing plants will have to be exempted from
feder&..~ater guality reguirem~--if they are to remain open,
and that eve!} with such exemptions, 16% will be forced to close.
In the fall of 1976, seven sardine p ants were me y e
Department of Environmental Protection when they failed to
meet an October I deadline for the installation and proper oper-
ation of water pollution control equipment.' 7 As activities such
as shore-based recreation and coastal residential development
expand, several traditional water-based activities such as fishing
and fish processing will req uire additional attention if they are
not to be displaced by competing uses and more stringent stan-
dards. Special shore and water areas may have to be set aside
for commercial" fish mg and related facilities. Otherwise they may
not be compatiblew ithother coastal uses, due to smell or other
activitY··charaCtensdcs-. - The idea of-special seafood processing
parks, such as that now being considered for the Beaufort, South
Carolina . area 1 8 may be of increasing importance.
As discussed in Chapter I, coastal waters present some different
management problems (and opportunities) than coastal lands.
Fisheries management represents a prime example of this. Due
to the nature of the water environment, the entire territorial
sea, as well as any activity that affects them, lS-orconcern to
-fis heries management. it is difficult, if not impossible, to isolate
activitiesand·-iheirUnpacts to the degree that can be done On
land. This may necessitate greater use of management devices
such as eXclusive-use zones, and may ultimately require some
exclusion of types or amounts of activities from entire coastal
water regimes to properly protect and enhance priority water uses.
Chlorine
Chlorine is used to "treat" human sewage, and to clean heat
exchangers ~~ po\Y~r-p~!!!!!i --More- than 500n tons ot thISr
chemiC<i1 are released into coastal and inland waters -ea ch year.' 9
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Federal standards tend to encourage heavy use of chlorine in
sewage treatment, and some communities add extra amounts to
provide a residue of "free" chlorine for added protection. Vir-
ginia, for example, requires that its effluent must have 2 ppm
of free chlorine to protect its shellfish industry from contamina-
tion by viruses such as polio and hepatitis.• 0
However, both shellfish and finfish are very sensitive to
chlorine. Oyster larvae, supposedly protected by extra amounts
of free_~hlQrin.~,_die when exposed to chlorine levels nearly a
~._.-_._-_. - -
thousand times lower than 2 ppJ1l:'2'o- In terms ofTmftshand
shellfish management, chlorine can be seen as a toxic pollutant.
But the problem is even more complicated . In some mstances
chlorine reacts with the organic compounds in sew age, Iormliig
chlorinated hydrocarbons that mayb'ea sdangerous as PCBs.-
I{has also i;een discovered that once discharged into- coastar
waters, chlorine can be displaced by bromine, thus forming
brominated hydrocarbonsreiaied t6'-chemicals- su cllliSPBIf. As
one ~;s~arch scie~tiSi-Juissa1d:i'That'sgood; ' h-ard-evldence that
we don't know what we're doing."? 1 If present techniques of
secondary treatment of sewage continue, and if flush water from
power plants continues to be discharged into coastal and estuar-
ine waters, large areas of coastal waters could be rendered unfit
for living resources.
Conflicts Among Fishing Groups
Marine . recreational fishing, which includes the harvesting of
shellfish as well as finfish for personal use, has become a major
coastal water use activity in the United States. Recent surveys
estimate that there are almost 30 million marine recreational
fishermen, and this number may increase bY·-asnii.ichasa"il--
additional 15 million by 1985'.2"2 This creates an expa nded de-
mand for shore access and water surface use. It also represents
a grO-~-ingpotential forconflictbeiweenrecreational and com-
mercial harvesting of finite fishery stocks. This type of conflict
is further complicated by regional disagreements between differ-
ent commercial fishing interests, including several important
instances in which the courts have upheld historic fishing rights
for native Americans. In some instances these decisions have
J
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led to a court-ordered management system which excluded
other U.S. citizens from fishing grounds during part or all of
the fishing season. 'I
Perhaps the best-known treaty rights case led to a decision in
February of 1974 by U.S. District Court Judge George Boldt. .
In that decision Judge Boldt determined that due to historic
fishing rights certain treaty Indians must be allowed to take or
attempt .to take 5"0% of alnlarvesfal51es aIrrH:ih-ih-the-state-or-
Washington's salmon runs" S Since then there has been a
grow'ingnllmbe-r-o'f clashes between fishermen and enforcement
officers, including the shooting of one fisherman . Recently
similar fishing rights were recognized in Michigan's Upper
Peninsula .
As described earlier. there has been increasing conflict between
commercial anchovy seiners and sport fishermen in California,
the problem being that there may not be enough anchovies for
both interest groups. In Michigan, a similar concern has led to
the prohibition of the use of gill nets by commercial fishermen
and the creation of water zones to protect certain stocks for
recrea tional fishing.
At the present time, American commercial fishing represents
a $1 billion industry, employing--some' 500,000 people directly
or IndirectIY.- -AddifionaUy, some '30-billion people enjOYmarine
fishing (including shellfish harvesting):is afecreational activity:
" Our fisheries are one of the nat ion 's-indeed the world's-
greatest resources, and will become increasingly important as
a Source of food for man in the decades ahead . We cannot
permit the depletion of our fishstocks and the destruction of
fish habitats to continue. We must learn to manage this re-
source so that we may use it to the optimum now and so
that future generations may be able to usc it and draw even
greater yields from it. And we can and must do it in ways
which are ' co mpatible with the nation's need to develop other
valuable uses of the ocean ." 23 (emphasis added)
Translating these objectives into a workable state coastal man-
agement program will obviously be difficult. It may soon be
necessary for both state and federal management programs to
determine how much of finite fish stocks should be used by
which groups. To make such choices, new decision rules may
have to be invented by the public. Such decisions have been
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avoided by increasing access facilties or putting more money
into fisheries' manage ment. ihesechoices are diffiCUitnot only
technically, but also politically.
Direct Conflict with Other Coastal Users
As more people attempt to use the coastal zone for an expand-
ing number of activities, conflicts will increase in number and
severity. As reflected in recent court actions cited earlier, people
engaged in various aspects of the fishing ind ustry are now
attempting to influence shore- and water-use decisions so as to
protecf their i perceived interests ill clean waters, 'sul ficient harbor
and processing sites~' ano pr01ecHonornearsho reand deepwater
habitats. --Since finflshand sheiftlsh are extremely sensitfve'to- -
hi'bitat loss"ana- changes in coastal water characteristics, virtually
every coastal water use proposal is likely to be viewed by those
in the fishing industry or recreational fishermen as a potential
threat to their interests. If aqua,.£ulture, recreational fishing and
commercial ns.herie~,~rsU!!!prQyed..-,m~?;p~ !:!Q.~ as intenc!~d by
the passage of the Fishery Conservation Act of 1976, there
will then be an increased need for careful siting of facilities; for
water and shore zonesto protectliabitat aJl'd -n sh- harvest ing
areas; and -fur'frequent eviii..iatlon of the type-andamoiJilt -Qf
activity that canoccur wiUicoasla l wafers 111 harnfonywitll
expanded fisheries. For example, the February 1977 issue of
National Fisherman reports the strong opposition of Virginia
oyster packers to a proposed 250,000 bbl/day oil refinery that
would be constructed in Portsmouth, Virginia, and discharge into
the Elizabeth River. The number of interest groups wishing
to participate in a coastal manageme riCaecisiOil- 'is likely-tO' grow
as'coastai management plans are implemented; maki ng-allocafue
choices increasinglYdifficulT andconiP-lex.
THE FISHERY CONSERVATION ACf OF 1976
In 1976, the United States established a 200-mile economic
zone adjacent to its territorial waters. The basic intent of the
Fishery Conservation Act, by which this zone ' waS-established ,
is to insure that commercial fish harvesting is limited to rates
J
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that the resource can support over time, and the American
fishermen be iven riority access to fisheries' resources along our
coasts. It also establishes a mec arusm or a new leVel()~cum-
prehensive fisheries management. I
Aside from the 200-mile zone, in which foreign vessels can
fish only with a federal permit, the major features of this Act
are eight Regional Fishery Management Councils which the Act
authorizes:
I
I . New England Fishery Management Council: consists of 17
voting members and includes the states of Maine, New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut
and has authority over the fisheries in the Atlantic Ocean
seaward of t hose states.
2. Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council: consists of 19
voting members and includes the states of New York, New
Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia , and
has authority over the fisheries in the Atlantic Ocean sea.
ward of those states.
3. The South A tlantic Fishery Management Coun cil: consists
of 13 voting members including the states of North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia and Florida and has authority over
the fisheries in the Atlantic Ocean seaward of those states.
4. The Caribbean Fishery Management Council: consists of 7
voting members including the Virgin Islands and the Com-
monwealth of Puerto Rico and has authority over the
fisheries in the Caribbean Sea and Atlantic Ocean seaward
of those stated .
5. The Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council: consists
of 17 voting members including the states of Texas, Louisi-
ana, Mississippi, Alabama and Florida, and has authority
over the fisheries in the Gulf of Mexico seaward of those
states.
6. The Pacific Fishery Management Council: consists of 13
voting members, including the states of California, Oregon,
Washington and Idaho and has authority over the fisheries
in the Pacific Ocean seaward of those states.
7. The North Pacific Fishery Management Council: consists
of II voting members and includes the states of Alaska,
Washington and Ore gon and has authority over the -fisheries
in the Arctic Ocean, Bering Sea and Pacific Ocean seaward
of Alaska .
8. The Western Pacific Fishery Management Coun cil: consists
of II voting members, and includes the state of Hawaii,
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American Samoa and Guam, and has authority over the
fisheries in the Pacific Ocean seaward of such states.
These councils have authority to formulate management plans
that will directly "ii'ffecCihe' fisheries of coastal states. New
fishing patterns and-domestic pressures, increased promotion' of
aquaculture and economic shifts may result from council actions.
STATE COASTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
AND THE FISHERY COUNCILS
The Fishery Conservation Act contains several safeguards to
insure that state authority to manage coastal fisheries is not
diminished. The governors of the affected states appoint most
of the members of the counCils~ a nd the- .st~~-~i!~~to r of.
fi~..I~ries ,managemeDt is included as a voting mem~~he
council. Furthermore, state plans can be adopted by the council
and Section 306 specifies that state jurisdiction over coastal
waters is not to be extended or diminished by the Act. '
However, there is some basis for concern. Section 306(b)
stipulates that the Secretary of Commerce can, under certain
conditions, assume management responsibilities of a specific fish-
ery within the boundaries of a state if and as long as a state's
management program fails to meet the Secretary's approval.
Also of concern is the possibility that these new regional
councils, in -form ulating regionai-fisheries management plans; 'will
interfere with state coastal zone management efforts. Council
plans for -increased fisheries developrnenC col:iRIco-nlTICt with
state coastal water management objectives of industrial develop-
ment, or may generate shore access pressures inconsistent with
a state plan. While the state is given a strong role in council
activities, there is no assurance that these activities will be
coordinated with coastal management efforts. In some instances
fisheries management is a separate state function, and commu-
nicatioomay not occur unless tllesfate coastal manage'inen(
program senls an Ob-S;;~er to council meetings alld makes other
efforts to clarIfy the process and goals of ' the coastal" manage-
ment program. Otherwise, state coastal managers might have
to evoke the consistency clauses of the CZMA.
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There are several positive aspects to the Fishery Conservation
Act. For the first time, the state coastal management programs
(CZMP) can interact with a colieSiVefederaf ocean fishe-ry-man=-
agement system. These regional councils have the potential
to increase the ability of states to manage fmfTsh --a-rnC shitifTsh
within roastaTw=at~~. :"':Yn~en to-ry and habitat protection efforts
by the councils can augment state efforts, especially if they are
coordinated. Regional fisheries management plans can join with
state programs to p-r!vde'--a: systems approach to each fls-hery,
going beyond- the limits of the territorial sea. With a proper
interface between coastal management and the regional councils,
provision of shore facilities, habitat protection and coordination
with other types of coastal water activity can be achieved .
MANAGEMENT APPROACHES
Even with regional councils, coastal states face a number of
fisheries management problems, including marine pollution,
insufficient shore facilities and a limited fish population. Most
states are now trying one or more techniques to keep fishing
pressure within the limits of fish stock. Some of these tech-
niques include:
I . closed seasons or areas in which fishing is prohibited when
or where the stocks are most vulnerable. These are spatial
or temporal exclusion zones;
2. limits on size of certain species, to insure that species reach
a size or age where they can reprod uce;
3. vessel rlimitations, such as size, tonnage, or automotive power
restrictions, designed to reduce pressure on the stocks by
imposing technological inefficiency;
4. limited entry, in which only a certain number of fishermen
or a certain number of boats are allowed to harvest a par-
ticular species. Sometimes vessels are purchased from the
state, both as compensation and to insure limited fishing
pressure ;
5. gear restrict ions des igned for the same purpose as vessel
limitations, or to make harvesting more selective, for either
a specific species or a certain age class; and
6. limits on catch , which result in closing a fishery once the
total allowable catch has been reached.
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The Coastal Zone Management Act allows states to augment
such approaches with a comprehensive regulation of activities. to,
insure that critical habitat, necessary shore facilities and required
water quality continue to exist. By designating areas of par-
ticular concern, priorities of use, and permissible and nonper-
missible uses in shore and water areas, the state coastal program
can not only assure continued commercial and recreational fish-
eries, but also place them within the broader context of multiple
resource use, balancing fisheries needs against other activities
and other resource parameters.
A traditional state fishery program could not really hope to
regulate water quality, surface water use, dredge spoil disposal,
ocean dumping, estuarine fill and all the other factors that can
endanger a continued fishery. But if living resources are to be
protected and improved as part of a state CZMP, there are
certain implications for program design that must be considered.
Finfish and shellfish are highly reactive to most changes in the
marine envrrcinment~-espedally- thermal and chemicaf changes.--
They aremieillnked Inexti-aordmarilycomplex and 'sen~itive
biogeochemical webs that must be maintained. In many in-
stances the concept of multiple use is difficult if not impossible
to translate intoaliocative 'patterns compatible with fisheries
management. In some instances a choice between a viable fishery
or another set of uses may be required . Both may not be
possible in the same environment. Spatial separation, which can
work quite effectively in land use manage-men ( has lesslmpact
in _C9astal waters, where there ~ cons!~~!-j~!efChange through
the aquatic medium. Since the demand for coastal water access
for purposes other than fishing can be expected to grow, great
care must be given to identifying conditions under which activ-
ities might be compatible, and priorities constantly reassessed .
OREGON
On January I, 1977, a new set of statewide planning and
managementgoalSand gUidelines went mto efrect for the state of '
Oregon. Adopted by the Land Conservation and Development
Commission, these goals and guidelines indicate a clear under-
standing of the management needs-of strongfiShefies;-and-a-
- - - ---- -- - -
A
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choice to favor the management of living resources over other
uses. This is a major choice, for from it flows the majority
of priorities and permissible uses for the entire coastal zone. It
is also a difficult choice, for Oregon, as well as all other coastal
states, has a variety of needs beyond those of living resources
management.
Goal 19: Ocean Resources
To conserve the long-term values, benefits, and natural resources
of the nearshore ocean and the continental shelf.
All local, slate , and federal plans, policies, projects, and activi-
ties which affect the territorial sea Shall be developed, managed,
and conducted to maintain , and where appropriate, enhance
and restore, the long-term benefits derived from the nearshore
oceanic resources of Oregon.
Since renewable ocean resources and uses, such as food pro-
duction, water quality, navigation, recreation , and aesthetic
enjoyment, will provide greater long-term benefits than will non-
renewable resources, such plans and activit ies shall give clear
priority to the proper managment and protection of renewable
resources. (emphasis added)
CALIFORNIA COASTAL MANAGEMENT POLICY
The California Coastal Act (SB 1277) was established as law
in 1976. It provides a strong policy statement regarding fish-
eries management and marine environmental protection.
Section 30230:
Marine resources shall be maintained , enhanced, and, where
feasible, restored. Special protection shall be given to areas
and species of special biological or economic significance.
Uses of the marine environment shall be carried out in a
manner that will sustain the biological productivity of coastal
waters and that will maintain healthy populations of all species
of marine organisms adequate for long-term commercial, recre-
ational, scientific, and education purposes.
This policy statement, to the degree that it is adhered to and
translated into coastal water allocative decisions, would have
major impact upon all coastal water uses. In terms of manage-
ment, it affords decision-makers a clear indication of how to
chooseariiongaItemifive patterns oJ coasta!Wa:teruse.-ftiiso
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provides a strong, relatively clear measure by which the state of
California can evaluate pending federal activities under the con-
sistency provisions of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972.
It is, in effect, a performance standard that all coastal water
uses must observe and meet if they are to be permitted.
Section 30234 :
Facilities serving the commercial fishing and recreational boating
industries shall be protected and, where feasible, upgraded. Ex-
isting commercial fishing and recreational boating harbor space
shall not be reduced unless the demand for those facilities no
longer ex ists or adequate substitute space has been provided.
Proposed recreational boating facilities shall, where feas ible, be
designed and located in such a fashion as not to interfere with
the needs of the commercial fishing industry .
To assure. a strong commercial fishing industry, at least two
major conditions- must be protected and improved. First , the
quality of the water environment must be maintained in a state
that can supporf healthy p opulationsorfish~- -Sect ion 30230 -
declares that it is the policy of the state of California to manage
coastal water uses on the basis of such maintenance.
But a second condition, which is becoming very serious in
many coastal areas, is to provide adequate shoreside facilities.
Fishing harbors were once-thougnt of as pIcturesque seftlngs by
tourists and summer residents. But increasingly, the necessary
docks, net storage areas, bait storage bins , fueling facilities and
processing plants may be seen by some as nuisance activities
that conflict with recreational and residential use of shore and
water areas. Zoning at the local level may increasingly preclude
activities necessary for successful commercial fishing operations.
Also, anchorage and dock space is becoming more difflC!!Jt to
obtain, as affl uent recr'eational -boaters and offshore oil work-
boats compete for limited water access facilities. Given the
trends and forecasts for a continued growth in demand for shore
and water access by a wide variety of activities, it would seem
that deliberate ~ncl~.Y~~_ml!s.L be _~~t aside for commercial f~~
acti\Litie-s.-If tiley are to continue.
------ --_. . - -_ . . - - -
Clearly, the choice to favor fishing as a priority use has major
impacts, and represents perha ps the single most important alloca-
tive decision that a coastal water use management program can
,./
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make. If it is to be a priority use, then the negative impacts
of all other water activities must be controlled on the basis of
fishery management objectives. However, there can be few other
coastal water uses that are more important; have more historic
claim to adequate consideration; and that are as totally depen-
dent upon the maintenance of a high-quality marine environment
and adequate shore facilities . Given the pressures for expanded
development of the waters and submerged lands of the marine
environment, maintenance of adequate conditions for commercial
and recreational fishing represents perhaps the greatest challenge
to any state coastal management program.
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Southem Ooeans
Experts estimate Antarctia
krill at .from 800 to 5,000
million tons with a 60 to
100 million azmual ton
harvest.
Source: Actual catch figures taken from Food
and Agriculture Organization Yearbook sf
Fishery Statistics, 1974, No. 38. Potential
catch figures taken fT'om Provisional Indicative
World Plan for Agricultural Development, Chapter
. 6, uol., 1, Food and Agriculture Organization, 1970.
NEPTUNE No. 9
r: FISHERY RESOURCES: FOOD FOR THE HUNGRY
In the last 25 years the world fish har-
vest has nearly quadrupled. The annual
catch rests between 70 and 75 million
metric tons, valued at nearly $10 bil-
lion. From 11 to 15% of the world's
total protein supply comes from the sea,
according to United Nations figures. Yet
it has been estimated that the oceans
produce over two billion tons of fish
and shellfish each year, enough animal
protein to keep ten times the world's
population in good health. The harvest
from presently harvested species could
be nearly doubled, with the remainder
of the increase comi ng from "unconven-
tional" species such as squid and octo-
pus. Yet since less than one percent
of seafood comes from marine plants and
very little from marine "herbivores"*
at the lower end of the food chain, ex-
perts point out that there are limits to
which the sea can be expected to feed
world populations. This does not mean
that there is not a vast potential in-
crease to be had.
The importance of fish protein to na-
tional diets varies considerably. Gen-
erally speaking, developing countries'
populations consume more than those in
industrialized countries. Many small
island nations are dependent on marine
food supplies. The Japanese consume
one-half of their animal protein in the
form of seafood. The Soviets and the
Scandinavian nations, including Iceland,
which cited dependence on fishery re-
sources in regard to its dispute with
British fishermen, are exceptional
industrial nations whose inhabitants
ea-t a lot ef .s.ea.food__
A.tlant10 Ooean
Total 1965 catch:
Total 1974 catch:
Potential catch:
--------- -----
Paoi.rio Ocean
Total 1965 catoh:
Total 1974 catch:
Potential catch:
--------- -----
Indian OCean
Total 1965 catch:
Total 1974 catch:
Potential catoh:
-------- -----
,Mad! terraneaa sea
Total 1965 catch:
Total 1974 oatoh:
Potential oatoh:
--------- -----
17,276
24,766.5
53,700
22,912
31,832.3
55,500
1,814
3,021
7,300
926
1,316.9
1,100
A large part of the world's annual harvest of fish is caught not by
the coastal states but by distant-water fishing countries.* About
half of the fish caught within 200 miles of shore are recovered
by foreign fishermen. The developed nations garner approximately
half of their "foreign" catch off other developed nations' coasts,
and less than one-ha l f off developing nations' coasts. Since few
developing nations possess distant-water fleets, they recover vir-
tually no fish off developed nations' coasts, although they.do
cruise near fellow developing nation shores.
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*herbivores- plant-
eating animals.
*distant-water fishing
nations- Spain, Japan,
the U.S.S.R., Poland,
Portugal, South Korea,
Thailand, Bulgaria,
Romania, the U.S., and
East and _Wes t Germany.
·Japan takes up to 45% of its total catch within 200 miles of
foreign states .
·The U.S. gets more than 80% of its catch by volume off U.S .
shores, although these resources amount to less than 50% of
the value of the entire U.S. harvest. Distant-water tuna, sal-
mon, and shrimp operations accounted for 42% of the 1975 U.S.
harvest.
'It has been estimated that 10% of the world's fishery resources
lie off U.S . coasts.
'Foreign fishermen recover about 70% of coastal fishery resources
off the U.S. (prior to enactment of the U.S. 200-mile Zone
of Fishing Jurisdiction).
SEA MEADCltlS LIE fALLOrl
Major unutilized or underutilized fishery resources are:
· t he oil sard ine off Oman and southern Arabia up to Iran, esti-
mated one million metric ton annual harvest ;
' coas t al stocks off India and in the Indian Ocean generally, from
three million metric tons up to 12 million;
'South China Sea stocks;
'over Argentina's Patagonian shelf, where an estimated five mil-
lion metric tons could be harvested annually;
'off Mauritania and possibly other areas of West Africa; and
'Antarctic krill -- small, shrimp-like creatures estimated at
from 800 million to 5,000 million tons in the Southern Oceans,
~r from 60 to 100 million tons annual harvest.
Of the more than 20,000 species of ocean fish, only a few dozen are
exploited. Species such as squid and octopus are eaten only in cer-
tain areas of the world, and several types of crab on the U.S . con-
tinental shelf and the jack mackeral could yield almost as much as
the existing U.S. fish catch.
NO BENEFITS IN OVERfiSHING, BUT IT CONTINUES
Since the world fishing effort has concentrated in the northern hemi-
sphere, resources there have been severely depleted in recent years.
Herring, haddock, menhaden, yellowtail flounder, halibut, Pacific
mackeral, sablefish and shrimp off U.S. coasts have been affected.
The California sardine, a thriving industry from the 1930's to the
1950's, famed in Steinbeck's "cannery row," declined due both to
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overfishing and to clima-
tic conditions. The Peru~
vi an anchovy catch in 1973
substantially decreased for
the same reasons.
Intense fishing hurts the
capability of a species to
reproduce by reducing the
numbers of spawning fish.
Technological advances and
new fishing techniques
have both contributed to
over-fishing. Location
of fish by sonar and heli-
copter, factory ships
which permit fleets to re-
main at sea for long per-
iods of time, fine mesh
nets which recover both
adult and immature fish
before they have a chance
to spawn, and the very
mobility of the techno-
logically-advanced fish-
ing fleets lead this as-
sault.
CodH_'H".
H.tl.bu'I
.......
Lil"ll
Source: E~ements of Marine Eco~ogy. R. V. Tait and
R.S. DeSanto. 1975, p. 224. Reproduced with per-
mission of R. V. Tait.
WQRU) FISHING FLEET LARGE AND GROtJIN§
The size of the world fishing fleet over 100 gross tons has been
growing at an average annual rate of six percent and the tonnage
by ten percent. The combined global fleet over 100 gross tons
in mid-1973 was 17,000 units of some ten million gross tons,
or 34% and 43% greater, respectively, than in 1961. The intro-
duction of larger types of factory vessels seems to be slowing
down, with a growth rate of six percent in 1973 as compared to an.
annual average growth rate of 16% over the previous four years.
A COSTLY WASTE
Fish harvestin~, processing and marketing as practiced today have
a negative impact on energy conservation and utilization of fish-
ery resources as a source of food to feed the world's hungry.
Modern distant-water fishing fleets consume large supplies of
fuel oil. The severe rise in oil prices has forced many nations
to subsidize fuel prices for their fleets. Factory ships weigh-
i ng up to 44,000 tons often use up to one ton' of fuel for each
ton of usable fish produced. Long trips to the Antarctic to har-
vest Antarctic kri11* will suffer from high fuel costs. One
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*kri 11- small,
shrimp-~ike creatures.
India, Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia looked into possible ways of
converting their trawler by-catch, or incidental catch, into food
products. They must find a way to efficiently deal with limited
ship capacity and equipment, the variability of quantities recovered,
and how to process the pot luck species of different color, fat con-
tent, taste, etc.
In the harvesting af some species, the incidental catch* of other
species is thrown back to the ocean depths. For every pound of
shrimp taken in the Gulf of Mexico, a shrimp boat takes five to
ten pounds of other kinds of fish; in a catch of 200 million
pounds of shrimp, as much as two billion pounds of fish may be
dumped overboard to make room for more shrimp. The Japanese
fishing for pollack may reject 100 million edible tanner crabs
because U.S. law prohibits foreigners from keeping continental
shelf species such as crab unless authorized by treaty or agree-
ment.
United Nations's fisheries expert claims that in the North Sea fisheries,
twenty kilocalories* of fossil energy are consumed to produce one kilo- *kilocalories-
calorie of gutted fish. The parallel ratio for vegetable protein kilogram oalorie:
production ranges from 1:1 up to 10:1, for beef rests at 10:1. the unit of heat
and for lamb at 16:1. Dairy production requires a similar 20:1 equal to the a-
ratio while feedlot beef or pork are higher. mount of heat re-
quired to raise
the temperature
of 1 kilogram of
water by 1 degree
Centigrade at 1
atmosphere pres-
sure.
*incidental catch-
fish speoies ta-
ken on-board
whioh are not
those sought by
the fishermen.
Attractive packaging geared to industrial nation markets often places
fishery products beyond the purchasing power of the local populace
where the resource is harvested. Tailoring fish products for ex-
port markets brings mixed blessings. On the one hand, meeting the
quality control standards of importing nations may raise local con-
sumer standards and handling procedures in the country of origin.
Better storage facilities and methods may be developed and wasteful
spoilage diminished. On the other hand, striving to penetrate in-
ternational markets may price fish products out of the range of
local buyers. One Latin American fishery expert has outlined the
problem in this manner: in the industrialized nations there is no
real lack of adequate protein supply. Therefore different forms
of protein compete in a market characterized by relatively high
purchasing power. Competition in the form of presentation (frozen,
canned, etc.), packaging, advertising, distribution and varied pre-
paration recipes drives up the price of the basic product in markets
in the country which initially caught the fish.
If local producers do not invest in different kinds of expensive
and unnecessary fishing and fish processing technology, but turn
instead to developing a simple, cheap product acceptable to regional
and local consumer preferences, much of the fish harvest could go
to feed the hungry and the poor.
While two-thirds of fish protein produced is directly consumed, one-
third of the world's fish production today is made into fish oil and
fish meal. · Soybeans and fish meal are the two major sources of protein
for livestock and poultry. It takes more than four pounds of grain
on an overall average to grow one pound of beef, pork or turkey, or
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two pounds of grain mixed with high protein fish and oilseed to
produce one pound of chicken meat. Alternatively, approximately
four and one-half pounds of fish converted to animal feed yields
less than one-half pound of chicken.
A fisheries expert in the Inter-American Development Bank in Wash-
ington, D.C. estimates that by combining the annual Latin American
anchovy harvest and the unutilized fishery resources off the continent,
Latin Americans could make up their annual protein deficit. Peru
and Chile are trying to orient their anchovy product toward fish
protein concentrate for direct human consumption.
-Lee Kimball
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OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS
PLENTIFUL, '. I
I'
Approximately 20% (or ten mill ion barrels daily) of world petroleum
production takes place in offs hore areas today. Offshore nat ural ,
gas fulfills six percent of world consumpt~on ~eeds. These percen-
t ages will increase dramatically by the year 2000. Offshore ~rea~
may supply five times as much, oil, or by 1980, they may account for
from 30 to 40 percent of the world t ot al . ' 'Ln 1975, the U.S. -pro-
duced 1.2 million barrels of offshore oil . The U.S . Federal Energy
Admin istration (FEA) pred icts that by 1985, "lower 48"*, production *l ower 48- U.S . sta t es
will amount to 2. 1 million barrels per -day, and that Alaskan pr-oduc-. on the continental
t ion on the outer continental shelf* will be at 0.8 million bar rels mai n l and, excluding
per day. Thus U. S. offshore oi 1 woul d account · for; 22% of U. S. .do- Alaska.
mestic supplies in : 1985. " *coCltinental shelf-
, " _ shallow portion of
A United Nations study estimates tha t rt her e ar-e at least 170 bil- ' t he continental
lion barrels of proven offshore oil reserves and 2.3 trillion bar-re l s land mas s , usually
of exploitable resources, enough to satisfy world consumption at cut off at' the 200
present levels for 140 years. As 's t at ed earlier, experts think that meter depth mark .
the seabed con ta i ns over 30% of. r emai ni nqwor l d oil and gas.
I I I BUT SHARED BY A FEW
Offshore oil exploitation began in 1947 in the Gulf
of Mexico. It consists of two stages : exploration
and production. These,stages require different rigs.
Ex pl or at i on drilling platforms were first built in
shallow wafers until .the jack-up "unit was developed
in 1952. This is a pl at f'orm which .can be "jacked-
up" above the waves, although its limit is 300 ~
feet of water, Subsequently, semi-submersible u-
nits were constructed with a 2,OqO foot capacity,
and drill ships which can be moored* or dyna-
mically positioned* in deeper '~aters up to 3,000
feet . These are expected to be able to operate
a t any depth in the future. Production units
are generally fixed platforms 1tmt t ed to 1,000
f eet . Various other systems for deeper areas
exist, but mos t oil companies are working on sub- ;
sea production systems (resting on the sea floor)
whi ch coul d be used in 3,000 ' feet of water by
1980 and ultimately at any depth .
The U.S. National Petro leum Council est imates that between 30 'and 45%..
of world seabed oil lies b€yond the continental shelf, that is,
beyond the 200-meter' depth ma r- k, fu rther out in the continental
ma rgin.* Also important to note i s that ninety-four percent of tiff- *continental margin-
shore oil is located off non-U .S . shores . the geological pro-
~ . longation of the con-
.~. tinental land mass .
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Just as livi~g resources and the ability to ex-
plo it them are unevenly distributed around the
Source: Our Nat i on and the Sea . Repo r t of
Commis sion on Marine Science , Engineering
and Resourcjs. 1969 , p . 126. Government
Printing Office .
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*moored or dynamically
positioned- see next
page.
STUDY QUESTIONS
Marine Fisheries: Food for the Future?
by Richard C. Hennemuth
Briefly answer the following questions based on the article.
1. Discuss the estimated food potential within the oceans. Relate this
to the human Recommended Daily Allowence.
2. What is the potential harvest of fish throughout the world?
Where is it generally located?
3. Which countries are most responsible for the total marine catch?
4. The author cautions: " man's continuing activities in the marine
ecosystem means that maintaining its productivity and realizing
the estimated potential requires considerable restraint to prevent
adverse changes." What were some of the contingencies he explained?
5. Explain the two methods by which the productivity of living marine
resources is generally determined.
6. What impacts are expected from technological and social develop-
ments in the next 25 years?
7. Explain some of the factors that were cited tor reduced fishing
yields.
8. In what sense is the Antartic krill considered a possible exception?
Note some of the problems associated with the Antartic krill.
9. What conclusions are made in this article?
-'~"""--"""_""':"~---'--- _.... - -.--_. .__ -,-,fii"'-.. . _ . ~ -
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by Richard C. Hennemuth
School ofcod fish on the Grand Banks. (Photo negative by
Bell Telephone LabINMFS)
The oceans have been a mystery to us until recent
times, a source not only of admiration and awe but
of comforting speculation; anything so vast, the
thinking has gone, must hold limitless resources for
man to harvest. As populations grew and nutrition
became a central world problem, governments
asked marine scientists to estimate the food
potential beneath the waves. DiHerent techniques
were used , the numbers meant diHerent things, and
the range of responses varied widely: the figures
over the last 2l.years.haye run from under 100
million tons to.fJ~i!IlQ.rU9~~-9.iAD..DualQi9..<ilJ..e:tlQ.!l,.
the larger number more than enough to satisfy the
most anxious nutritionist. It has been calculated
--
Future?
Food for J
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Table 1. leadingspeciesgroups in world marine catches
(in millions of metric tons).
-----------------
a multi-species fauna. Yields of from 3.0 metric tons
per square kilometer of surface area (Northeast
Arctic Ocean, New England Shelf> to 5.0 (North Sea)
have been obtained by intensive fisheries. Most of
the shelf area is loc '!-ted well within 200 miles of the. _
coastline, and is thus under control of the coastal
nati~ns b~.~ause of recently acceQted extended
j ~.ctsd.ictlo.Qs.
Th~!:g~~L~are_oJ. ~.e glo!J~.lIl~arine ca.tch
(60 percent) CO!!!~~.f!.o!:D.J!l~emReratewa!~!:?_.QL
the Northern Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. The catch
from the central and southern zones follows in
decreasing order (Table 2). The north temperate
sea~: lave large areas of ~drji<;uladY P~()9u.ctivEL­
shelf, where correspondingly :he fishing has been
most intense. These areas border the more . _ -
..
1975
..
..
..
1970
...
..
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Figure 1. The world catch of marine fishes from 1952
through 7976. (Source: FAO)
Species 1976 1970
Herring, sardines,
anchovies 15.1 21.6
Cod, hake, haddock 12.1 10.5
Jacks, mullet,
sauries (capelin) 7.4 (3.4) 4.1 (1.5)
Redfish, bass,
congers 4.9 4.0
Mackerel, cutlass
fishes 3.3 3.1
Tuna, bonita,
billfish 2.2 2.0
Shrimp, prawns 1.3 1.0
Squid, octopus 1.2 0.9
Flounder, halibut,
sole 1.1 1.3
48.6 48.5
All marine animals
and plants 61.5
The Resource
The number of dUf~rent categOries of marine
animals that could be harvested is in the tens of
tho.usands.l'v\ost are rare or sparsely distributed or
for other reasons do not appear on the taffy; species
act~~lIycaught number little more than a thousand .
A case in point: off New England. there are about
200 species of fish of which 30 account for 9S
percent of landings.
On a worldwide scale, the c1upeoids or
he,rring-like fish are the most ubiquitoys. They
provide the greatest catches of any group and
incll,lde hundreds of species. Yet even het:lU.Q
~~l.~.gg:..9.JJJ.l!..Lo.r:.abo.utZS.percenLoLthe
landings. Nine major groups of species provide
about 80 percent of the total world catch of all
marine animals and plants <Table1). Almost all
organisms tend to aggregate ir, concentrations, the
densest of which provide the basis for today's
successful fisheries. Even the species that do
provide high yields, however, on the average are
not very densely distributed. AduJ~ deme~al fish,
th<?~e associated closely with the bottom.....average,
abQ.l;lt one inaividual per cubic meter. Pelagic fish
alsQ..a~er~ge ~bol,l.!g!!.~!?~!....c~P!c..!J1J~ter:Jl1e.aCl'ylt
fish range from 'f,u to 100 kiloprams in size.
Zo_9plan_~.lon, the small anima-Is (weighing 0.01
grams or less) that d~!~iClthe wateC<;.9JurlJ..!l, average
Abou.U9~ individu_Cll~er cubic meter in the u~r
water column.
The largest part of the fishery resource is
located on or above tnacontfnentalsJ-ielfout tea
~ater:depth 9L220...meters....J:.he productivity.of.some
of the richest areas is based or :I variable habitat and
that about 36 grams of.proteinp~r daY.Qer p.E!rson is
adequate for essential maintenance. Thus the
.lvt!ragt! annual mari ne catch 01 ~O_mi.!lion rT!cJr~
tons in recent years could, if entirely directed to that
end, s_upply_3~p'ercentof the_PLQJJtin needed by the
world's 4 billion people. By the year 2000, when _
most projections place the .~otal population at 6
billion, the calch would have to rise to 100 mil/ion
metric tons to meet the' same need.
Over the last couple of decades, ~creased
fishing effort, primarily by 10nL' distance fleets of
large vessels, generally has Q£2.(Lu_c:.~Q.Qro.Qortional
inqeasesjn yields. The last six years, however.have
seen a leveling off of total harvests despite
increased fishing (Figure 1). No one knows whether
the trend will continue or be reversed by improved
technology. The uncertainty is reflected in today's
estimates of yield by the year 2000. Some scientists
say that even a doubling is not possible, while
others predict harvests five times what they are
now. Clearly, it would be useful to examine the
bases for these varying projections, the
uncertainties involved- including those generated
by economic and social as well as purely scientific
factors.
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Table 3. leading fishing countries in 1976 (in millions of
metric tons).
Table 2. Marine fisheries catch by area in 1975 (in
miilions of metric tons).
1.29
3.05
2.01
1045
55.10
59.2
35.2
15.7
n.]
Total
(0.9 freshwater)
(4.5 freshwater)
Herring (C1upea harengusl
33.5
19.3
9.3
4.9
Pacific
2.3
1.9
1.6
1.5
10.6
10.1
4.3
3.4
3.0
2.4
7976
15.9
6.4
3.4
25.7
Atlantic
Total
North
Central
South
Japan
Soviet Union
Peru
Norway
United States
South Korea
China (,~inland)
and Taiwan
Denmark
Thailand
India
Table 4. Major speciesr:ttegories of world marine catch
in 1976 (in millions of r.ietric tons).
Diadromous Fishes
(Sturgeon, salmon, shad, etc.)
Marine Fishes
Crustsceens
(lobster, shrimp, crab. etc.)
MoJluscs
(Oysters, clams. squid. ,~ tc . )
Aquatic Plants
(Brown, red, green seaweeds)
Countries
industrialized countries, which have developed
strong coastal and distant-water fleets.
Th~,10 leading fLshing nations take about
two-thirds of the total marine catch (Table 3). The
tQP two, Japan and the Soviet Union ; have the_
largest catches from non-home waters. The leaders
have not changed much since 1970. The greatest
changes have occurred in South Korea. wJ1ichJ:1as
more than doubled its catch since 1970, and in
Denmark. which has increased'i tsc ateh'fSO-
percent:'TwentY cou-ntnes no·w harvest more than
1.0 million metric tons annually. CbJl,e~!,!d_Peru,
notably, have depended on one species, the
anchoveta; this fishery failed in 19n (see Oceanus,
Fall 1978. p. 40). and has not yet recovered...Soutb
Africa (pilchard and anchovy), and ~_~rway (capelin)
are more than 50 percent dependent on one main
fishery. The remainderarerather well diversi fied.-
The overall distribution of catch shows that much of
the harvest is taken in or near home waters. The
lo~:di stance fleets . h o~e~er,~ave l:l.een important
to many countries. both traditionally (Spain,_
Portugal) and in recent developments (Japan, the
Soviet Union, Cuba ; Poland -;-Sout"hKo rea, to name a
few). - _.
1!l,l_~76 catchea.jhejeadingspecies group
included~rring,:iardin~s,and ancboviesjf'able 4),
Traditioria lv, this group had been at the top. but has
dropped significantlyJn recent years, p.ri.nJ~rily
because of the Peruvian anchovy problem, but also
because of decreasing herring catches. The cod~
~, and haddock species group is a close secon,d.
and together the two groups account tor about 40
percent of the total catch. The herring group in the
past has been utilized to a large extent for fish meal
and 9iJ. but irl..t,~~,!?~~ few ~<l.r:.~_has been.~~more
Qften tordlrecthurnaq cQnsumR.!.i.~. T~e_codsare
almost totally used for this ournose. The third group
- jacks, mullet, and sauries - is the only one that
has increased markedly since 1970. primarily
because of the development orca-pf!l1n fisheries in
the North Atlantic, which were not heavily exptoited
prior to 1970. These species are used primarily for
meal and oiljll9sl!,till .
The total 1975 catch in United States
continental shelf areas was about 5.8 million metric
tons, the foreign catch representing about 3 million
of it. Almost all the catch in the United States IS
taken on the continental shelf; most is consumed
dornesticallv. The UnIted States rmport~ about 60
percentofits food fJ!'hconsumption and In tfus_
\~ respect is unique in the world (Tables 5 and 6).
The f-:ological Basis of Fisheries
The dynamic renewability of the living marine
resources is crucial to the ir importance as a
potential source of food. Sustained exploitation, of
course. depends on that renewability. Yet that
exploitation is based in large measure on concepts
and assumptions having less than satisfactory
5
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AREA
1 Arctic Sea
2 Nortbesst Pacific
3 Eastern
Central Pacific
oJ Southwest Paci fic
5 Southeast Pacific
MAJOR fiSHERIES
(in metric tons).
(No ligures available)
AI;ukan Pollock
Nonh Pacific Hake
Pacific Herring
Pacific Cod
Flatfish
Pacific Ocean Perch
" ink Salmon (Humpback)
Yellowfin Sole
Yellow/in Tuna
Nonh Paeific Anchovy
Pacific Thread Herring
Calilorni.. Pilchardi
Skipjack Tuna
Central 1';0,Ific Ancnoveta
Grenadiers
Gadiform.,s
Albacore
lack and Horse Mackerel
Anchoveta (Peruvian Anchovy)
Chilean Pilchard
Chilean lack Mackerel
''' acif ic Silver (Ch ileanl Hake
1.110.3M
235.926
120. 947
87.450
7S,.596
65.104
62.070
60.740
2111.111
195.986
156.132
142,30&
125 .&76
121.473
41.735
31.213
18.401
lS.845
4.27&,052
489 .284
3n.293
133.5O'J
I) Northwest Aclantic
7 Western
Central Atlantic
8 Southwest Atlantic
Atlan tic Cod
Capelin
Allant ic Herring
Atlantic Menhaden
Atlanlic Mackerel
Atlantic Redfish
Silver Hake
Gull Menhaden
Spanish Sardine
Grunts (Grunters,
Mullet
Clupeoids
Weakfish
Spo rted Spanish Mackerel
Red Grouper
Palagon ian (Argenl ine) Hake
5ardinellas
White Croaker
Weakfish
Mullet
81uefish
530.121
3&5.393
322.322
298.1 25
241.602
181,060
177.528
561.453
42.227
21,435
17.105
15 ,932
14 .m
14, &23
14.573
219.n5
197.320
86.910
28.790
27.921
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Source: FAa, 1976 yearbook olli ' hery statistics .
Shaded areas on map indi cate intense fishing zones.
9 Northeast Atlantic
10 eastern
Central Atlantic
11 Southeast Atlantic
12 We~tem
Ind;;Jn Ocean
Allantic Cod
A.lantic Herrin~
Spr;1I
Allanlic Mackerel
Pollock
Norway Pout
Sand Eel5lSand Lances
Atlantic Red/ish
Haddock
Atlantic Hone Mackerel
Sardinellas
Jack and Horse Mackerel
European Pilchard
Chub (Spanish) Mackerel
Yellow/in Tuna
Cape Hake
South African Pilchard
Cape Horse Mackerel
Cape Anchovy
Cunene Horse Mackerel
Indian Oil-Sardine
Clupeoids
Anchovies
Bombay-Duck
Croakers, Drums
1,854 ,830
11%,045
',,"ltl ,'I'l'1
8Jol,76J
700 ,026
646,924
519,7&6
502,219
494.349
353,696
866,288
433 ,165
420,358
1S2.991
120.m
817 ,2TJ
643 ,213
530,820
306,743
118. 105
290 ,586
165,142
126.236
80.541
79.844
13 eastern
Indian Ocean'
14 Northwest Pacific
15 Westem
Lentral Pacific
Sardinellas
Indian Mackerel
M:ltinr C~lfi,h
Y"'lowfin Tuna
Clupeoids
Pony/ish (Slipmoulhs)
Hairtail, ':utlass fishes
Anchovn.s
Croakers. Drum,
Indian Mackerel
Alaskan Pollock
Chub (Spanish) Mackerel
Japanese Pilchard
Japanese Anchovy
Atka Mackerel
Pacil ic Herring
Flat/ i,h
Pacific Sand Lance
Scads
Skip jack Tuna
Indian Mackerel
Pony fish (Sli pmo uthsl
M ilk/ish
Sardinellas
65.707
S3.910
'>2 ,(. r l
Jb .nO
92.942
4S,nS
43,060
35.329
30.996
20.542
3.958.380
1.302.382
1,056.958
343.023
295,741
25'l,141
235.203
224.312
495,m
244,073
DIl.~I If .
124,055
113.102
107.197
Table 5. Per capita fish consumption averaged from
1972 to 1974 (in kilos).
Table 6. United States fish ulpply for 1976 (in millions
of metric tons).
verification. Th~primaryconcept is that the
environmenLh~s~l!l'!1.it~d capacity to sUP-Q0rt a
gtxen popu!at(ofl.pf fish,Th~ lim iting factors tend to
either increase mortal ity or supp.ress the
...Q~_~ological growth potential. The central thesis of
sustainable7rshenesisihat~xogenous mortali~
through fishing replaces the nat~ral ~.q!1ality and
increases the intrinsic net natural rate of gLO)y~b..by
reQ.ycins.ttl.~!.an.di[lg..sJock..::':7.._t.halis .lhe.sma!kr.
population rep!o.Q~_~~all..gr:.eater rate and the fis..h
grow faster. Both of the~_f£proc.~ses are lim.ited and
thus limit the potential yield. Harvests that exceed
this limit, that is fisheries t !i~.!..generate a mortality
th~~ reduces the popu.I~~lor , .1?~.lg~~~p'o i n t 01
maximum increase in growt!!, leaclJ9_~b.ati.?~~ed
"overfishing": the long-term yield is less than what
potentially could be obtained.
The basic concepts are not unreasonable.
They have been demonstrated in some laboratory
experiments, and some fisheries have continued for
'a long time. However, the stability of fisheries has
decreased markedly as fish ing activity has increased.
There also have been many demonstrations that the
total mortality rate increases in proportion to fishing
effort, and that natural mortality, in the absence of
heavy fishing, is relatively low. There is, therefore,
some doubt that man can be a prudent predator,
taking only what would die or not be produced in
his absence.
South Korean packing worker with fish products packaged
for export trade. (FAO /UN photo)
The existingpopujatlons of marine plants
and animals have evolved an intricate balance
between themselves and their environment. This
balance is based on population adjustments t at
provide the optimal reactions of populations to the
natural ecological variations. The populations have
co-evolved with a w ide range of natural changes and
are adapted to them. We do not understand the
system well enough to predict these changes.
Nevertheless, we know the populations can endure
them, maintaining themselves in varying
composition, but with generally the same
productivity .
Marine animals have not co-evolved with
man, and our interventions cause changes that are
potentially very different from those the na~l;!ral­
system has experienced. Man is not sensitive to the
effects of these changes because he is not
immediately dependent on them for survival. Our
technol.sgv has develop~c!!()...!b~ point wh~re WI..:
car drive the ecosystem into a state_of
dis equitic rium from which recovery is_
unpredictable. The control we now exert in
managing the populations is based entirely on a
pervasive and intense fishing mortality that
significantly alters population magnitude. The
feedback takes place through our observation of
effects and our reactions, both of which are
constrained by an economics totally independent of
that in the marine biosphere. The time...5.pan of
changes in the ecosystem is likely quite out of phase
69
66
58
51
48
47
41
38
3S
3~
16
16
2.8 (54%)
2.2 (63%)-
.4 (27%)
Foreign
2.4(46%)
1.3 (37%)
1.0 (73%)
Domestic
Japan
Iceland
Portugal
Hong Kong
Singapore
Norway
Malaysia
Spain
Denmark
South Korea
United States
Canada
-40% from Canada and Japan.
Total
Edible
Industrial
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Rank Country
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with human desires. Ourconceptsofoptimality ar~
very different from nature's. Thus man's.continuing
activities in the marine ecosystem means that
maintaining it~ productivity and realiz ing the
estimated potential requires considerable restraint
to prevent adverse changes.
The Problems of Projection
The e!.9duetivity of living marine2:..~sources
generally is determined by two methods. One is
based on estimating primalY.-Qroductivity. the
production q! p.!.<.?~opfasm or carbon by .
photosynthesis, and then tracing the CQnsum!lli-0n
.of this primary food by animals upwardJ.h~_~b3
food chain. Usually scientists begin by estimating
the amount of phytoplankton (single-celled plants)
in the water, but the figure for the world ocean is
not yet very accurate. The conversion process is
based mainly on theoretical assumptions of the
amount of energy transferred between trophic
layers. These trophic layers represent groups of
biota that feed successively upon one another. Only
a part of the prey's production is consumed by
predators, and predator growth increment i~ only
part of the total quantity consumed. The transfer
efficiency may commonly vary from 5 to 40 percent;
10 to 15 percent are generally used in calculations.
Thereare several problems with this method.
The estimates of potential depend to a great extent
on definition of the trophic layers; how many are
used and which groups of species are included.
These decisions or judgments can change estimates
by factors of 10or 100. It is not always clear what is
assumed; what animals are included in the different
levels. Not all of the production in the ocean is
available to man. Perhal?~something like}Q!9~O_
percent of the annual production of fish and
shellfish can be harvested on a contlnUingBasis.
The remainder is needed within the oi6inass'as-
energy to maintain itself. The most reliable studies
based on this approach indicate that the potential
harvest is about 150 million metric tons. Ttlis- - -.-
includes animals that ~e eirenoi used to eating and
which cannot now be economically harvested.
The tropho-dynamic estimates of
productivity tend to be higher than those produced
by the second method of fishery-based estimates.
The former is estimating a resource potential that
includes the total organic bio.~-ilssin-a::biTrar!--·'
categories and !? n~tdirec::tly' _~estraineCi by~
limitations of practical and feasible fish! ries. The
',Hier utilizes observations of actual fishery vields
and field surVeysof tti·~-res6-urces, <lna·i.nco'rpo-r~tes_
the utilization factors in termsof past performance.
Most of the produ'ctly'e ocear; areas have
been exploited to some degree. Potential,
therefore, can be estimated by examining the
available statistics and extrapolating from them.
lack of accurate reports limits the accuracy of such
estimates, of course, as does the inference that past
Striped anchovy (IInchoo ivepsetus)
performance reflects future potential. Where only
experimental surveys ~)f standing stock are
available, assumptions must be made about the
annual production rate and the proportion available
for long-term harvest, similar to the
tropho-dynamic approach .
The fishery-based estimate figures have
increased with time, a characteristic of trend
extrapolation methods. Some estimates assum,e
that past trends could oe linearly extrapolated rn
time, and that laws of diminishing returns (limits of
biological productivity) would not apply for some
time yet. The more specific estimates often have
been based on the concept and method of
s.ngle-species models and on data fro~ .rapidly
developing fisheries that were not stabilized to the
extent needed for accurate estimates, and which,
because of the oppor :rnistic nature of fisheries,
were based on short-term, above-average
population magnitudes.
Animal poputations do cycle, and fisheries_
seldom are started at population lows. An
exceptionally well-documented and perhaps typical
example is the mackerel fishery oif the east coast of
the United States. Americans have fished the
population since the f lrly 1800s, with peak annual
catches every"TO to 25 years of 50,000 to 80,000 .
metric tons. The average long-term catch was
considerably less than this (Figure 2). In 1967,a very
good year class (survivors of one year's spawning)
was produced, and the catch, at that time mostly by
foreign countries, peaked in 1974at more than
400,000 metric tons as that year class entered the
fishery (Figure J) . This high catch was not repealed
because it was based on abnormal annual
production, declining to what is obviously more
normal levels. Extrapolating trends from data
through 1975, which include the peak landing,
overestimates the long-term potential.
Improved technology, which has increased
catch per days fishing, also has masked real declines
in populations, but the possible improvements are
limited and the declines have become Increasingly
apparent in recent years: It also has become
Cod (Gadus csttoriss)
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Figure 2. Land ings of mackerel from the Northwest
Atlantic.
once consumed by predators becomes available to
man in the absence of the predator.
The effect of interaction between species is a
rather important aspect most often neglected. The
pertinent question is whether the overall
productivity of fish biomass is greater than, equal
to. or less than the sum of the individual stock
estimates of maximum productivity. The problem
~,
1970
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Figure J. Recent trends in the Northwest Atlantic mackerel
population and fishery.
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Spanish mackerel (5comberomorus mecutetu»)
apparent that previously observed highs in cycles
cannot necessarily be achieved again after intense
exploitation. The potential fora population to react
to a favorable environment is lessened after a high
mortality has been exerted on it. This appears true,
at least, of 10- to 20-year time spans within which the
majority of intense fisheries have been developed.
This may be caused in part by changes in species
abundance triggered by selective exploitation.
Interspecific relations have not been
included explicitly in most estimates of potential . It
is documented that-shifts in species composition
have taken place in some intensely exploite9 areas.
Off the coast of California, thp. sardine population
decreased after heavy fishin~ to be replaced by the
anchovy. In the North Sea multiple-species fishery,
such changes also have been observed; scme.cube
replacement populations tend to be of the
smaller-sized, shorter-lifespan species. In some
cases: total yield has been maintained, but often
through heavier fishing. In other cases, total yield
has decreased, perhaps because species are less
desirable and fishing slacks c f.
In any event, although fishing has been
directed au;ertain desir.e9sp.ecl~~Lgear has not
been as selective as the taste of markets. The fishing
mortality, in many cases, has ~een directed at I.arge
biomass populations, partly because.otthe.L;
development of long-dlstar.ce, large-vessel fleets,
but also because of the search for profit in coastal
fisheries. In any rnixed-specir s population, which
not by accident occurs in most productive areas,
fishing mortality also has been exerted on species
caught incidentally, and often has be'en gre"aterThan
that which will maintain initial yields. Thus, in
general, total area yield, in many cases, has proven
to be less than estimates based on individual
species assessment. In addition, many estimates
include organisms not yet subjected to exploitation,
but which are the major Iooc of predators under
exploitation and hence in much reduced
abundance.
The potential of prey populations is often
estimated by calculating the amounts consumed by
predators at times in the past when the number of
predators were significantly larger - for example,
in the case of krill, estimates of potential are derived
from calculating whale krill consumption in the
past, and matching that figure against the present
consumption by heavily reduced stocks, the
difference being the surplus that is theoretically
available. This system of figuring, however, is
questionable, because it is not certai,n that what was
Silver hake (M erl ucci us bilinear;sJ
arises when traditional single-species methods of
assessment are applied to directed-species
fisheries. Evidence from fisheries observation, tank
experiments, and modeling indicates that present
estimates of potential are probably too high
because of these inter-specific factors. The most
recent estimates based on fisheries data range from
120 to 450 million metric tons . It may well be that
maximum potential only will be achieved by
utilizing species in general proportion to their
natural composition - that is, because of the
uncertainty of the effe.ctsoLint~n.se fisJ1!lJg. the best
stri!tegy maybe to take fish as they come and not
attempt population manipulations.
Several otherfactors probably will contribute
to reduced fishing yields - the first being politi··al.
Livir:'g marine resources .are c.9nsidered glo~jally as
cn r " G 0 .1property to be held and managed-in-
perpetual trust. The scope of commonality recently
has been reduced by t l:!.-e_e~t~~ded_co.asllL­
jurisdictiori!i. Division by national boundaries is
totally artificial with respect to the resource and, to a
lesser extent, the same is true of the offshore limits.
Because of differing concepts of optimality and
management, national obieetly.~s may~uite
differently perceived, even for the s~me
population. The result tends to be further
exacerbation of the disharmony between man and
nature, which must be reversed if there is to be
reasonable utilization of the resource. In fact,
national objectives of economic optimization in
domestic fisheries already have reducedsofne
foreign fishing within extended co_~~~arzon~e~-;-~d
further restrictions-probably will be effected. This is
particularly significant in temperate water zones
where the heaviest exploitation and highest catch
now occur, but the effect has been and will be felt
elsewhere.
Secondly, up to this time a natural
environment has been assumed when estimating
the productivity of marine resources. This
assumption can no longer be maintained. The
effects of man'simpact on the environment are
much more subtleandp',obablylongerlastJng t~~n
those of the fisheries.
Pollutio~!~!arg~ly~-.!:...~~~~f
industrialization and thus most discernible in the
Northern Hemisphere. Pollutants are being
introduced into the ocean in quantities that are
beginning to significantly affect living resources.
Productivity is being reduced through change of
habitat and blo-accurnu lntion of chemicals,
particularly in the estuarineareg,s of dev~J9P~d
countries. Airborne pollution, however, IS.l!..OW
detectable even in the open sea'; Some pollution
occurs in dramatic form - oiled beaches or
poisoning by heavy metals. The more important
effects, however, stem from largely unnoticed I.f~
chronic, low-level pollU'tinn, a result of society's
wilrrngness to regard the oceans - again because of
their vastness - as a natural receptacle fo c.man~.s
wastes. _
In order to understand how pollutants affect
living marine resources, we first must understand
the mechanisms behind natural ocean processes,
and then be able to predict the effects of a
disturbance. It is unlikely that we wiJI reach that
point of sophistication ra] !idly enough to detect and
correct our mistakes in the near future. Thus it is
prudent to assume, until we know more, that rates
of oceanic pollution will increase and that the result
will be reduced yields of marine resources.
Resources of the Future
The world catch of aquatic animals and plants is
reported annually by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations with varying
degrees of accuracv. Statistics from China (see
page 21) and the Antarctic are rough estimates, for
example, whi~e those of leading fishing countries
for northern temperate waters are much more
Preci se. Examination of these data indicates that
most of the traditional fisheries catch remained*-
constant or decreased ovnr the last six years,
despite increasedfiShirig activity. In the recent
decade, tnefiShenes nave 6een malr1tiiinecr--
essentiaIlYJ~. shifting to diffe.!:.ent popufation~.f..!he
sar:!1ej;p.ecies,-or to different species with similar _
market characteristics. Thus the relatively unfishgd
populations of the broad and productive northwest
Atlantic Coast were exploited by long-distance
fleets from 1961 through '972, seeking at first cod,
haddock, and herring. Yields from these have
decreased significantly in recent years, and
probably will not rise again in the near future.
Significant capelin fisheries have developed
over the last five years both to accommodate the
increased fishing fleet capacity and to replace
declining yields of herring. The same has occurred
in the prolific North Sea area, where sprat and blue
whiting, for example, are being harvested to replace
declining herring and mackerel stocks. Crustacean
and mollusc catches have not increased much in
total amounts. It must be concluded that the
prod!Jdi~~coastal shelve.:; of the w9!ld are being
full,!, e~p'loited , and l U.s u[lljk~!y_that asustained;
/~~. "0:W,l;~' .A0
" " X~.. ! ; .; ~t::~:-~~~ ~,· . sdr
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increase of the present traditional fisheries catchof;
about 60 million metric tons will be achieved iO the
future. It should be noted that preliminary figures
for the 19n world catch show a decrease of nearly
two mill ion metric tons from 1976.
Technological and social developments in
the next 25 years, therefore, w ill not cause an
increase in sustained ', ield of the traditional marine
fisheries. Technological advances likely will be
needed just to keep the cosLoiJjshin~ in line with
market values. To maintain present yields al ~().~ill
require development of more markets for a wide.
variety of species in order to take advantage of _
inevitable cyclic changes in species producttvity,
and implementation of conservation management-
practices. Where, then, is the potential for
increased yields?
The actual theoretical potential of marine
protein is quite large - from 10 to 100 times that
provided by traditional fishery forms- if cne
assumes that plankton and very small vertebrates
can and will be utilized. There are a number of
serious difficulties involved, supply and demand
being the most immediate. A direct comparison of
today's fishery efficiencies with the difference in
plankton and fish densities illustrates the
magnitude of the problem. The most eH.iC;ient
fisheries catch about 50 ~~tE!c tons of fish per day .
The same efficiency applied to zooplankton would
produce much less than half a ton per day. Even if
the means of harvest can be developed, there are
innumerable problems in processing forwhich no
solutions now exist.
Antarctic krill may be an exception (see
page 13). Large annual yields could be harvested
within the next 10 or 15 years, but there are
problems. Recent exploratory expeditions have
encountered patchy and variable distributions. The
Antarctic weather restricts feasible operations to
the summer months. Establishment of a fishery
requires a large stern I rawler with specialized
processing equipment, a vessel at least as large as
the biggest trawlers existing today. Krill t!a"Yl~s
easily could cost $10 million each, and it probably
would require hundreds of them to meet the
minimal estimated potentiaJ"ofiO million metric
tons. Then there is the acceplabili tYOfTIleproducr;-
among oth~r thing~, krill are extremely perisha~~
relative to most fish. ", hey frequently retain green
phytoplankton and other food that cause problems
in processing. Thus, even assuming an adequate
resource, it will require time. technological
12
dey.filopment, intensive marketing and
considerable amounts o f money - and luck - to
build up a multi-million ton fishery.
There also has been some potential
mentioned for developing fisheries on
m~so'Ee~gic fishes -=-_for example, t a ~ te rn fishes
(distributed mostly inareas outside national
jurisdictions). Again , proce~~.n.g and..eCQOQffiic
considerations probably will hamper development.
They are widely but sparsely distributed.
Populations of squid in the open ocean (seaward of
the continental shelves) are another possibility .
Observations indicate that individual squ id are
quite large. This could mean that they are old, that
productivity is low; we do not have enough
in to rrnanon to determine the potential.
In summary, it appears that although
fisheries are dev.e.1oping for species not hitherto _
he<!YJ.I~p_Lo.!.!-~~,..!.!:l~s~.l~!g~lY_ree!~<:~. yj~~~s from
failing fisheries. The evidence also sugges !..S..!!:!'!!-
furtherdevelop-men~J~_g ~iteJ.Lmit~~. Give..!l.QQ!itical
and economic restraints, i t is doubtful that the
current marine catch of about 60 million metric tons
will be increased much by the year 2000. It may, in
the short run, be difficult even to maintain the
current yield.
In any event , the potential of world fisheries
will be met only through wise managem~ntbased
on a thorough understanding of the ecosystem. The
principal ecological research required should deal
with the fundamental processes whereby energ'ils
transformed and distributed in the ecosystem, and
with the effects of abiotic factors on productivity
and species success .
Richard C. Hennemuth is Director of the Woods Hole
Laboratory, Northeast Fisheries Center, National Mar ine
Fisheries Service, at Woods Hole. Massachusetts.
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New England Fisheries/Aquaculture
Fisheries: Study Questions:
Antartic Krill: Protein of the Last Frontier
by Sayed Z. Ed-Sayed and Mary Alice McWhinnie
1. Describe the Antartic Krill, its location, and its protein potential.
Comment on the significance of its swarming habits.
2. Explain the technological level of the krill industry at present.
Which nations are conducting experimentations and research in
the Antartic krill industry? Why?
3. Comment on the krill consumption in the upper trophic levels of
the oceans.
4. What would be some of the effects of man's krill harvest?
5. What is the current status of a large krill fishery in the
Antartic waters?
ANTARCTIC KRI LL:
..-..
~...-....' .; "
Figure 7. Live krill
Euphausia superba, collected
in Antarctic waters.
by Sayed Z. EI-Sayed and Mary Alice McWhinnie
Recently one of us (SZE) received a letter from a
free-lance writer, requesting information "bout"
subject thaI in recent years has attracted wide
attention among fisheries biologists,
conservationists, politlcians. foreign affairs
officers, and international lawyers, to name just a
few. The subject was Antarctic krill. The writer
requested answers to the following:
• Has the reduction in the whale population resulted
in a corresponding increase in the krill population?
• What seem to be the most serious obstacle! to
large-scale krill hervestingi
• f7;,JI to the e;rrly 197n~ only the Soviet Union took
much interest in krill; w,"v do you think the Russians
were the first?
• Some say krill is the largest untapped source of
protein in the world: in your opinion, is it worth the
time and effort 10 try to tap it?
Undoubtedly these questions are on the
minds of the professionals and non-professionals
alike who are seeking answers to many of the vexing
problems that our free-lancer posed in his letter.
Seldom in the history of civilization has the
development of a new fishery been heralded with
the same intensity of conc ern that now attends the
development of the Antarctic k rill fishery . This
concern stems from the fact that statements have
appeared both in the popular press and scientific
publications arousing public attention to the
harvesting of 100 to 150 million tons of Antarctic
krill. To a burgeoning and protein-hungry world
population, the prospects of a krill harvest of nearly
doub~.the annual world c•.t'ch of marine- fish and
shellfish (about 60 million metric tons in 1976) takes ·
on .1 dramatic aspect.
At the center of all this activity is the
shrimp-like crustacean Euphausia superba (krill>. a
4- to 7-centimeter-long creature that is only one of
the some 86 euphausiids species found in the
world's oceans (Figure 1). Krill is the key nrg<lnism in
the Antarctic food web up , n which i111 higher
species -whales, seals, penguins, winged birds ,
fish, and squid - depend, directly or indirectly, for
their food (see Oceanus, Summer 1975, p. 40),
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The exi~lenc_e of l'!!.g~_!oCks of krill in the
Antarctic has been known for many years, but
interest IIi -their commerclal exploitation arose1n
the early ·1% 05 with the decline of whaling in the
Southern Hemisphere. ·I'here are several other
forces that brought attention to the potential
exploitation of krill stocks. Among these are the
dwindling stocks of conventional fishes due.tn.c,
excesmre1'rn'VeSf~~g p ~e~s~re; th~ecenu~oy.eQy
coastal states to establish 2oo-mile exclusive
economic zones, thus forcing long-distance fiiliing
fleets to hunt for harve~~tsldenatIon-al--
jurisdictiolitse"e-page-bCl; ana llierecent
improvements in the equipment required to detect,
catch, and process large concentrations at small
organisms, These lactors . together with human
population growth and the increased demand tor
more animal protein, have led to the search for
other potential food sources, and in particular the
virtually untouched krill stocks. When these factors
are coupled with potent ial climate changes (see
Oceanus, Fall 1978l , that will most certainly affect
quantities and patterns of conventional agricultural
production, the urgency to develop a new protein
resource becomes even more evident.
The Organism
As a result of the extendve investigations carried
out during the British Discovery expedition in the
1920s and 1930s, almost all that is known about
krill comes from the classic studies of the late J.W.S.
Marr of that expedition. Of the 11 species of
Antarctic krill,.the most important are Euphausia
superba, E. crystallorophias, Thysan6essa macrura,
and E. valentini. These euphausiids are located as
follows: north of the Antarctic convergence is E.
valentini; in the pack ice, E. crystaJlorophias; and in
open waters south of the convergence, dense
patches of the larger species E. frigida and E.
superba.
The largest concentrations of Euphausia
superba are in the Atlantic sector, particularly in the
northern Weddell Sea, the Scotia Sea north of the
Orkney Islands, around the South Shetland Islands
and west of the South ~ -andw ich Islands (Figure 2).
Breeding takes place in at least four areas: the
Bellingshausen Sea, the Bransfield Strait, the Davis
Sea, and in the vicinity of South Georgia. The
number of breeding stocks is largely unkncwn;
however, there is a possibility of at least two
separate ones. It is believed that krill spawn once or
twice a year (for one or two years); fecundity is
between 2,000 to 3,OOf, eggs per spawning,
Longevity is still a matter of controversy; however,
there are indications that krill may live for more than
four years .
Krill tend to congregate in large swarms of a
single age class. These swarms average_40_by_6!L
melers in size , with a max imum.recorded.,
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dimension of 600 meters. According to Soviet
scientists , krill swarms can extend to depths of :llJ.o r
50 meters, although concentrations most suitable
fo r commercial catch are found between 1 andtO
meters .
. The swarming habit makes it easy fo r baleen
whales to feed on these animals, with blue whales
preferring adolescent krill, and fin whales favoring
adults (see Oceanus, Spring 1978). It has been
shown that adult and juvenile krill are oiten found in
separate layers, with the juveniles being closer to
the surface. The fad that different age groups of
Euphausia superba swarm separately may be use ful
for commercial harvesting and fishing
management.
The fishery
The Soviets and the Japanese started exper;~~::illdl._
kr ill fshing in 1961-62. In recent years , several ott"!~r
, ountries have been pursuing this type of fishing,
not..bl ,: Poland, West Germany, South Korea, and
Taiwan . In 1974, Japanese vessels reported average
yields of 16tons per day. In 1975-76, the West
German trawler Weser averaged 8 to 12 tons of krill
per hour of towing time, with amaximum catch of 35
tons in 8 minutes (Figure 3)! It is difficult to assess
the relevance of these figures or to compare them
with those of commercial vessels since much of the
time spent in experimental fishing has been
devoted to reconnaissance. Thett~~hnol0sY-\
required to eva!ual.e_t b.e_eJS.t~.Dt...QLttfeKrm r~source
is still in the\~ormative stage.\Nonetheless, available
information suggests that, technological
impediments notwithstanding, a commercial
fishery for krill'f::ould develoB quick!y. \ _
Krill processing, like krill harvesting, was
pione~!:.ecj byJbe Soviets and the Japanese, who in
the early 19605 produced krill meal and kr ill protein
concentrate. Now a large range of krill products is
available from more advanced processing
techniques (Figure4l.ln the early 1970s, the Soviets
began marketing krill-butter and krill-cheese
spread products. The new brand Okean , currently
sold in supermarkets in Moscow at about 51.35 a
pound, is recommended, according to The New
York Times, to enrich such dishes as Siberian
dumplings, meat pies, fish balls, salads, pare and
deviled eggs. The Soviets also cla im medicinal
values for krill paste, ranging from treating
hyperaciditf_of th~510mKh.1O atherosclerosis.
The Japanese are making a type of fish
sausage with 20 percent oD b....eJish replaced by kdlL
while the Soviets have developed a sausage with
coagulated krill paste, structured by an alginate gel.
Last year, the West Germans produced a krill
m2ture with the consistency of a Bruhwurst,
containing cooked krill forcemeat , fish, and milk
protein .
Despite the recent substantial gains in our
Batftymetry in Mtt.,s
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FiRure 2. Principal concentrations of Antarctic krill . (Adapted from Mosaic, September/October 1978)
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knowledge of krill harvesting and processing
'rechnoiogies. these procedures have not been fu/ly_
developed. The economics of harvesting a remote
fishery , the potential salability of krill products, and
the development oi markets have not been
determined. Howeve~Q.pearsunlikelv that the
landed cost of krill will be less'than that of
conventional fish-andseafo-odresources.
In the in terest of the most efficient
management of a liv ing resou ': e, there is a need to
kn~ails of th~J.j~.J1isto !Y.-Q!.Jbe, .spe~ies
targete<'i for exploitation , While broad outlines of
the life history of rlJplJ.1u,~ia superb« wen' drawn
sometime ago (Ruud , 1932; Bargmann, 1945; Marr,
1962; Mackintosh , 1968, 1970, 1972, 1973; Nemoto
and Nasu, 1975; among many others). many
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Figure 3. The West German
trawler Weser in Antarctic
waters .
Figure 4 . Advertisements for krill dishes in Japan .
relatively uniform in thermal regime and rad iant
energy (however, variable seasonally). Their
physical oceanographic characterist ics have
well-known vertical and horizontal variabil ities , but
these and other envi ron mental parameters have not
been fully correlated With knll CfiSfnoutlon
(Deacon, 1977). Inter-seasonal and inter-annual
variations in krill populations also add to the list of
unknown factors. British scientists (Bo nner,
fundamental questiQl1s_~~_f!)_aln unanswered,
specifically conc~r:tJ!!g!JiJ.'-biology:, distribution,
population_dy~ami c~ , stan<!i~g_~!9ck~._a!!d
production. At the present time, Antarctic krill are
being harvested at the rate of 80,000 to 90,000 metric
tons annually.
Krill Biology
While most aspects of krill biology are under
intensive study, definitive answers are needed to
questions on growth rates, rate of advance to
maturity , longevity, fecundity, and spawning
potential. Moreover, as h.zrvesting is underway at
several widely spaced sites, it is necessary to know
the number of spawning events, temporal and
spatial differences within the populations
throughout their circumpolar range, and the factors
ind ucing their spawning behavior.
Let us consider the question of krill feeding.
Until recently, krill have been considered to be
exclusive herbivores and tbus primary cons urners.in
the ecosystemJt probably is still true that during
the austral summer they extensively graze on the
abundant phytoplankton stocks. But McWhinnie
and Denys (1978) have reported that krill also have
carnivorous, detritivorous, and cannibalistic habits,
which will requir~ revis.i~~-:QUI'l~rr:~"-n~al growth
rates and ultimately their longevity, as well as - --
energy transfer througho rt the ecosystem. Winter
feeding and growth had been considered to be
negligible when phytoplankton productivity
decreased due to extensive ice cover in the seas
adjacent to Antarctica. However, during 12 months
of laboratory experiments at Palmer Station,
Antarctica, the author (MAM) and co-workers
showed that carnivorous and cannibalist ic feeding
probably continue throu-jhout the year.
Another question Involves the relationship
between the distribution of krill and their .
ph):'sicallchemical milieu. The Southern
circumpolar seas often are considered to be
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Everson, and Prince, 1~Z~) r~ported an apparent
shortage of krill in the 1971="78 season arol,.ln_d Soutb_
Georgia, a reg ion known to be one of the major
feeding-gro-unas o f baleen whales . Young Antarctic
fur~stroweda corresponaing loss of weight,
and there was a low survival rate among
black-brewed albatross chicks and Gentoo penguin
chicks compared with earlier years.
Krill Stocks
Estimates of the standing stocks of krill, as well asof
the extent of dependence of many species on this
food source vary widely. Great discontinuities in the
distribution and swarming behavior of krill
populations, as well as the diverse methods of
estimating standing stocks, are responsible for this
high variance. Estimates of krill stocks range from
125 to 200 million metric tons (Everson, 1977;
Sahrhage and Steinberg, 1975) to 3.5 to 5 billion
metric tons (Bogdanov, 19m, to 6 billion metric
tons (Lubirnova, et aI, 1973), The bases from which
th~se estimates were m.?de, coupled w it l) the
relatjyelv small areas in which sampling,w_~s
conducted, render the exercise in determining krill
stocks both tenuous and les51han useful. However-
it is clear that krill stocks are ofconside-r-able- - r
magnitude. Although seasonal and annual --
variations are known, they generally have not
entered into computations. Nonetheless,
inter-annual differences are known tc occurJ..<;..o.ld
versus warm years), with harvestin~uc~es.s-being
inco~enton an ann~~1 basi~QQor, for instance,
in 1977-78).
Krill Consumption
Estimates of krill utilization by species in the upper
trophic levels - such as whales, seals, and
penguins - are asvariable as those forthe standi ng
stocks of krill. This, too, can be expected when the
areal extent of the Antarctic seas (38 million square
kilometers) and the dimensions of the coastal areas
and their surrounding ice are considered.
Moreover, logistic constraints, the character of
weather and sea- condi tions, and the relativeorevity
of the austral summer (during which most studies
are conducted), together account fo r our limited
understanding of this ecosystem .
The most recent estimate of krill
consumption by baleen whales, which have an
estimated population of about 338,000, is about 33
million tons annually. Crabeater seals, which fe-':J
almost (·Yr:!:..:~.ivelyon kr ill, are the most abundanrln
numbers - estimated at 25 r.:ill ion; they consume
nearly 1.°0 million tons of krill annually. Leopard,
Ross, and fur seals also feedonKrill, With an
estimated consumption of about 4 million metric
tons. although their main food sources ,HI' fish and
squ id . At present, crabeater seals appear to
consume more krill than any other animals in the
system (Figure 5).
The seven species of pevguins and the 19
species of winged birds (petrels . albatrosses, and
others) have a total population estimated at 11'\1'\
million, consuming about 39 million tons of kr ill
annually- about equal to that consumed by baleen
whales.
We have no reliable estimates on the
standing stocks of the other two major consumers
of krill- nam~h:' fi5h and squid. There is evidence
in the literature that these two groups consume
between 100 to 200 million metrlClOns of Krill
annually.
Thus. if we combine the estimates of krill
consumption byall di ,.ectiy dependent consumer
species, i t comes to roughly 400 million rnetric tons
annually. It is clear that this total consumption - -
equals or exceeds the minimum estimate for the
standing stocks-of kril COnthe ;:;therh-iincCthe total
consumer t,J_tiliza!i.o...n...ls_o.DlY.J3.pe~cent ofJbe n-ext
highest estimate for standing krill stocks - 3.5
billion metric tons.
Annual production is even less well known
than the ether parameters of the Antarctic
ecosystem. Few have attempted computat ions
because data are so incomplete. However, these
values range from 13 to 20 rmllon metric tons per
year (Rakusa-Suszczewski, 1976), to 75 to 100 mill ion
metric tons (Hempel , 1968), to 400 million metric
tons annually. Thus it would pose a considerable
threauo..tbeAntarcti~ _ecos.yste.m i.lo.rie were to
\proceed rapidlyl!.oward a large commercial fis.bery
when basic production estimates va_rxlLom 20- to
3D-fold.
Effects of Man 's Krill Harvest
Sooner or later, the problems posed by man 's
potential harvest of krill must be faced. The
Antarctic food pyramid is charact~!:!?::~d by large
nu-m,~lir.~.gt I ndl~,auarsp.ecr~s jhar.ma ke.up
relatIvely- Simple rooocha.i!lh..K.ct.!LpLQYi...d..~Ube..1.i nk
between the pr imary producers - for example ,
phytoplankton - and the higher trophic levels-
fish, birds, and mammals (the latter being
consumed by only a few carnivores). It is a
pecuIiarjtv 0 f t he...Ao..tar.C1i~e.c.Q5¥.S.t.e.ro.lhaLone
herbivore species, krill, su~ports five divers_e
groups , and many s~edei.of predato ;sl The
ecosystem manage-s..so well because each species
exploits a different segment of the krill populat ion,
thus reducing.~.ompetition.Nonetheless, one
"- inherent weakness of the svstam is its great
d.er.endelJcv on J singLe..Ql'.£<:!.nism . Therein li~.!he
d.iU.1~moan 's harvest of the creature"-'.'-- _
Man is the pr incipal predator of whales. With
krill harvesting, he will become the exploiter of
both prey and predator! Commercial krill
harvesting will likely tJke place in the :HeJSof
greatest krill concentration . These are precisely the
areas where whales feed . Beer.use of the annual
seasonal migration of whales, the time of year for
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whale feeding will coincide with the commercial
harvesting of krill. The would-be effects on the
ecological system as a result of this competition are
nol clear. bUI the impact of m: n's harvest, most
assuredly, would cause reverberauonsm the
ecosystem. Because whales are long-lived species,
th~!:!! wO.~l(Lbe a tim~g in the response of the
ecosystem to ~ny harvest of krill. It is therefore
difficult to estimate what the long-term effects of a
large kr ill harvest would be.
Could the overharvesting of whale stocks
have caused a krill surplus? T:lis argument,
advanced in recent years, is based on the difference
between the amount of krill consumed by the much
larger stocks in the 1930sand that of present-day
stocks. The surplus is estimated at about 150million
tons. Although there is little firm evidence that such
a surplus exists, the increased numbers of seals,
penguins, and winged birds counted in recent years
could account for additional ..mounts of krill, which
may have been channeled to other consumers as
well.
Some fishery experts are advocating a catch
limitation on krill that is low enough to provide a
minimum risk to the ecosystem. At the same time,
they have been urging that an accurate data base be
obtained before catch limits are established. They
are of the opinion that the harvest of krill should be
structured so as to maximize the information gained
by catch data.
Biomass: Concepts and Programs
In 1972, the Scientific Committee on Antarctic
Research (SCAR) established a small group of
specialists to expand the scientific understanding of
the Antarctic marine ecosystem. From the
beginning of discussions ora research needs, SCAR
sought collaboration with the Scientific Committee
on Oceanic Research (SCOR), the International
Association of Biological Oceanography (IABO),
and the Advisory Council of Marine Resources
Research (ACMRR) of the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations. This group has
recently been reconstituted as the
SCARlSCORIIABO/ACMRI: Group of Specialists on
living Resources of the Southern Oceans. The
group has worked in liason with the
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission
(I0C), and particularly with its International
Coordination Group for the Southern Ocean . The
IOC has encouraged SCAR in its development of
research programs, which hopefully will provide
the scientific information tlecessary for sound
decisions by governments.
In the summer of 1976, the United States
hosted the First Conierence onJ-i.vi l1g B~_~u rces of
the Southern Oq~an...at th~ N_atio_naIAcade.~yof
Sciences' summer studies center in Woods HOTe,
Massachusetts. The conference's chief objective
was to -review the present knowledge of the living
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resources of the Southern Ocean and to develop
proposals foriuture cooperative studies in the area.
Thgproposals became known as Biologjcal
Investigations of Marine Antarctic Systems and
Stocks (l310MASS).
The principal objective of BIOMASS is to gain
a deeper understanding of the structure and
dynamics of the Antarctic marine ecosystem as a
basis for future management of potential living
resources . The ultimate objective of BIOMASS
would be achieved by producing apredictive model
for the ent ire system. It is clear that krill would playa
cerwaLrote in this model, both as the major - -
herbivore and the dominant food for most oi the
organisms higher i r:u.~_t':9p h~_le~e~ - .
At its meeting in Kiel, West Germany, last
year, the Group of Specialists proposed an
organizational structure consisting of three
permanent technical groups - program
i,mplemen\at ion aD.9_~g_<?!dination.-i.!!1ethod_s : and
data •. tatisilcs. and resource evaluation - and .tour
shorrg:-icr O,'W-ork ing pJrtics-on krill abundance,
krill biology, fish biology. and physical/chemical
oceanographic observations. The austral summer of
1980-81 was chosen for the First International
BIOMASS Experiment (FIBEX): as many as 20 ships
from 13countries are scheduled to part icipate in the
multidisciplinary study of the variabilit ies of
ecological parameters in space and time. FI8EXwill
concentrate on the Atlantic sector, including the
Drake Passage and its western approaches. The
Second International BIOMASS Experiment (SIBEX)
is scheduled for 1984-85, with the overall program
lasting between eight and ten years.
International Aspects
While the scientific specialists were occupied in
drafting BIOMASS and preparing for the FIBEX
experiment, the signatory nations to the Antarctic
Treaty were grappling with the diplomatic and
resource managem-ent problems. And to
complicate matters, landlocked and developing
countries at United Nations law of the Sea
negotiations b-egan demanding ashare in the profits
from exploitation of "common heritage" resources,
even though they do not have the technologvjo
exploit such resources .
In early 1978, the 13 signatory nat ions to the
Antarctic Treaty met in Canberra, Australia. to begin
negotiating a convention on the conservation of
Antarctic marine living resources. (Commercial
whaling and sealing operations are currently
governed by the International Whaling Convention
and the Convention on Antarctic Seals.) I t hod been
hoped that the living resources convention would
be signed by the end of 1978, but it has been
delayed.
It is understood that the convention will
provide for comprehensive research into krill
ecology, and a monitored quota system, based on
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gradually expanding knowledge about krill. The
convention will set up a commission to facilitate
research, compile and publish data, identify
conservation needs, adopt conservation measures,
and generally work toward implementing the
conservation principles so strongly advocated by
the scientific community.
future Research Needs
The foregoing overview of the possibility of a large
krill fishery in Antarctic waters is intended to put the
idea into a realistic perspective as opposed to the
optimistic view of many, who see it as a panacea for
the problem of world protein needs. As present
studies show, this ecosystem is not "simpli'Stic";
a great. ~eClI ~ infor~~~.l!~.!.s la<.:king in il.reils 0 ( -
critical concern, such as biology, distribution, and
stock assessment, among others. -
In any development of a successful fishery,
research programs should be designed so as to
consider the ent ire ecosystem. The
" species-by-species approach:' has, time and again ,
proven inadequate and faulty. Thus any attempt a.!..
harvesting.,!.single.?pecies.w ithout r.ega.r-d 1.0_
possible effects on other components in the system
may set up irreversible reactions that will result in
major changes in the ecosystem. This is especially
evident in the Antarctic, where the ecosystem is
considered simple, where some of the dominant
krill consumers already are under protective.
conventions, where harvest ing comes close to ~.n
area that is protected by international treaty, and
wherelong-term nutrit ional benefits are tightly
coupled with conservation goals .
Sayed Z. £I-Sayed is a Professor in the Department of
Oceanography. College of Geosciences, Jl Texas A & M
University, Col/eye Station, Texas. Mary Alice McWh,nnie
is a Proicssor of Zoology at De Paul University, Chicago,
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Fisheries: Study Guestions
World Fisheries to 2000: Supply, Dema n d , and Management
by M.A. Robinson
After reading this article and studying the graphs explain what
you consider to be most significant issues relative to the supply,
demand, and management of world fisheries by the year 2000. Give
specific reasons for your conclusions.
World fisheries to 2000
Supply, demand and management
M.A. Robinson
In the Pll~..flecade the rate of
gro~h_ of world__fish catch has
declined sharply. Loo~ing towards
the end of this century. the author
examines trends in fishery
production throughout the world
and employs projections of future
catch by species group and
geographical area. Possibilities of
catch increases. future trends in
supply and c:.!'1"'!~:ld. and the main
areas- - Of action for futu;-e
development and rational
management of fisheries are
discussed and evaluated.
The author is Senior Fishery Planning
Officer. Perspective Studies Unit,
Fisheries Department, Food and
Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations. Via delle Terme di
Caracalla, 00100 Rome. Italy.
This article is a slightly modified version of
Chapter 6 on fisheries in FAO's recent
sturtv of long-term trends in world food
and agriculture, Agriculture: Toward
2000, which was reviewed by the FAO
Conference in November 1979.
The author wishes to acknowledge
valuable help with the statistical material
given by his colleague Ms Adele Crispoldi.
In the past decade there has been a profound change in world
fisheries . In fact, 1969 was the first year since good statistics became
available that the world catch fell and, although it increased sharply in
1970, growth since then has been both erratic and slow. Although
most projections made in the late 1960s were influenced significantly
by the Indicative World Plan and the growing number of fully exploited
stocks, it was not foreseen that the rate of growth of the world catch
would decli te so <oon and so sharply (see Table I).
The p.r-QCt'';S vf growth and stagnation 01' the world fish catch
during the past two decades has be~ri-mu-ch i!lfluenced bythe growth
and d~c1i_~~ <?f fi~heries exploited largely for reduction of the ir landings
to meal and oil. These fishenes accounteCrfof -60% of the rise in
production in the period 1960-70. Likewise, since 1970 the fall of over
5 million tons in landings used for reduction has largely accounted for
the slow growth in the world catch. Predominant among these
fisheries was that for the anchoveta of the Pe.u current from which
Chile and Peru combined increased their landings by 9 million tons
between 1960 and 1970; but catches from this fishery have since
declined from a ,peak of 13 million tons in the latter year to about 1.5
million tons. The north-east Atlantic herring fishenesnavesulTerea-a
very similar fate - the Atlanto-Scandian herring in particular reaching
a peak of 1.7 million tons in 1968, but now not yjelding catches of
commercial ~ignj fic.<lnce-. Tn addition to the much reduced anchoveta
catches, world fishmeal production is mainly sustained by capclin, a
small marine salmonoid fish. and by a variety of ofher species.
particularly mackerels and sardine.
•Ilt_c1)J)tr~§J to landings for reduction to meal and oil. production of
fishJ:or direct human consumptlOi1"has growii-steadily--ihroughout t he
1_960s and 1970s, although the rate of growth has declined since
1970. The increase in the landings ofTOod fis~: in the developed world
has come largely from a few countries, namely Japan. the USSR and
the centrally planned countries of eastern Europe and Spain.
In the developing countries the increase has been more widespread.
although in some countries, eg Thailand, the Republic of Korea and
Ghana. it has been exceptionally rapid: in others. eg some Middle
Eastern countries, it has been rather slow. Further, in some countries
a significant proportion of the catch increase has been of high-value
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Tnbte 1. World production of liv.ng aquatic organisms.
Production {million tons I Increase {million tonsi Rate of increase (%/ y earl
T Ol d i
I ievelhfJ'lIy (;UUlllrH~ -:'
Developed countries
Food
Developing countries
Developed countries
Non-food
Developing countries
Developed countries
1960
40 .2
17 .0
23 .2
:'1 .6
13 .1
18 .5
8 .6
3.9
4 .7
1970
70 .7
36 .1
34.6
44.7
21.6
23.1
26.0
14.5
11 .5
19 77
73.5
34 .2
39.3
52.9
28 .2
24 .7
20 .6
6.0
14.6
19 70 /60
30.5
19 .1
11.4
13 .1
8 .5
4 .6
17.4
10 .6
6 .8
19 77170
2.8
-. 1.9
4.7
8.2
6.6
1.6
-5.4
-8.5
3.1
19 70 /60
5.8
7 .8
4 .1
3 .5
5.1
2.2
11.7
14.0
9 .3
1977170
0,5
- O.G
1.8
2.4
3 .9
0 .9
- 2.2
- 13 .0
3.5
species such as crustaceans and tuna destined largely for export
markets; thus consumption has grown more slowly than production.
In general. howevl:r. it n:mains true.: th.at in almost all l:ountries where
fish is an important ekment in the diet, there has been an increase in
per capita consumption Juring the past 15 years.
Trends in trade in .ishcr y products closely reflect changes in
production. Thus the volume of fishrnca l exports declined sharply in
the early 1970s from a peak of 3.5 million tons in 1968. and continues
to fluctuate at a level about 1.5 million tons below this. Fish oil has
shared in this decline. but trade in products for human consumption
has, in most cases, increased. I
Possibilities of catch increases
I She llfish exports in particular have
.nc reased to the advaruaqe of the balance
of payments of many developing
co un tries in As ia and Latin America.
Trade in trozen fish has also grown with
exports from developing countries playing
. 111 ,nc:rt:i1sinOly imnorr nnt role :
" CUll vu lI l 'Oll iJl 1o l>1o iJ/U tlou su II(Jrvul>liJlJlu
uy existing types of gear and readily
marke tuble in existing product forms,
J The sum of the potential of all stocks
cu nsid erud in islario n would qive a
IH, I ':I, . " ,I l ip 10 IH:rhaps 20'.%'. u n.:a tt:r than
Ihill showlI ill Table 2. I I is. . however,
prac ti cally im po ssib le to exploit all stocks
u n iJ sustai ned basis to 100'j(, of thei r
pOlcntiiJl for reasons concerned wilh
~p . : ci /! s mteruction. unintended catches of
one species while fish ing for another etc.
and the full potential of conventional
stocks of the world 's oceans given in the
table has been discounted by 20% to
iJllow lor the effect of these factors.
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The growth of food fish production in developing countries is one of
the few trends in world fisheries that has continued throughout the
19605 and 1970s. but it has not been sufficient to prevent the rate of
growth of total world catch from declining drastically - from about
6% in the 19605 to less than I% in the 1970s. The basic cause of this
de.f.line is the diminishing number of stocks of those conventional flsh 2
which otTer the possibility of sustained increase in catch.
The present level or exploitation compared with the commercially
realizable potential of broad groups of conventional types of marine
fish, crustaceans and cephalopods is shown in Table 2. This indicates
that marine catches can probably be increased by a further 20 mmion
to 30 million lC'ns over present levels.! T I:!.t:...9.ata. however, need t9 be
interpreted with caution because only a part of this theoretical
increase in catch is realizable through increased llsnlOg and a
substantial part. r2ssioly as much as 50%. wiiJ be achieved only by
bcuer munagerncr.t .
This is especially true with regard JQ. pdagil: spl.:l.:jes which oiler
considerable possibilities of catch increases and which well illustra te
the divergent forms of action required to produce them. For those
stocks. suc h as thl.: :..LndlUvy or the Pl.:ru l:urre.: nl ;,till..! the herring..of the
north·ea~LAtlantic.~hich have collapsed and are now yielding much
lower catches. c:ue.:fui management in the fo rm al' xt rict control or'
fishing ..effort is reg!Jired if catches Cr<?l!:!Jhe~s~9cks arc to increase tv
anything like their former levels. For other stocks or shoaling pelagic
fish. such as the herring of the Patagonian shelf or the sardine of the
north-west Arabian Sea, increased yields will require an increase in
fishing effort.
MARINE POLICY January 1980

4 Consumer acceptance is also a factor
likely to govern the prozucticn of
mussels ; possibilities for their production
hv cu u u ro eire very \lru,H indeed.
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Less spectacular but still significant increases in catch can be
expected from the better management of demersal species.
particularly flounders and cod-:-Among- the species fo r which increases
in fishing effort will yield higher catches, the best commeJclal
prospects arc for hake and similar species off the southern coasts of
South America. in particular lor the hake on the PatagonlanshelL
These stocks, however. are already attracting considerable attention.
and in the not too distant future may not have much poicnuul
remaining unexploited. Elsewhere. especially in the southern
hemisphere and in tropical waters, there are unexQ!oiteQ.. r:.~S_Qurccs.
but because much of this potential consists of a wide variety of
species with none in any great abundance, their commercial
utilization will present, and in fact already presents, serious marketing
problems.
The possibilities of increased production of shellfish are generally
good; futl,!.re levds of output of many other products are likely to
depend as much on market considerations as on resource a vailability.
For example, cephalopods (sq uids. cuttlefish. octopus etc) are, in
many areas of th- world, only lightly exploited but at the same
time are regarded r.s cou.cnuonal foods in only a few countries. Thus.
without some considerable product development or consumer
education, the full potential of such valuable resources seems unlikely
to be realized even by the end of this century." Given the control of
polll,ltion and the availability 01" seed. gyod_ P!OSp~cts exist~r the
cultivation of other molluscs such as oysters, clams and scallops. - -
Crustaceans generally an: heavily cxploi~, but"sornc inc reascs in
catch can be foreseen, eg from smaller erabs and from some shrimps.
including . those " in deeper _waters and in - so me as _yet Ja~Der
undersurveyed areas such as the north-west coast of Australia. In the
long term, however. the supply of shrimp is likdy to become
ti.!lcreasingly inelastil..~and thus the consequent rising prices will giv_~_ _
impetus to the culture of the..:se animals. For many species the
technical problems of culture have been solved, and provided fry are
available and the necessary environmental conditions (temperature,
salinity etc) exist, the main determinant of increased output from
culture will be the cost of inputs (mainly feed) in rdation to the pr ice
of shrimp~--Even though it is increasing and likely to double or treble.
the amount of shrimp cultured by the end of this centur~ikely to
remain small, ie less than 10% of total production.
Although some growth of freshwater fisheries can be expected, the
most interesting developments in this sector over the next 20 years are
lik~y to be changes in the sources of production. For both electricity
generat.on and irrigation~- interferen-cewith natural river basin
systems seems likely to continue unabated with :.l consequent
co~tinuing decline in rivers and Rooq plains. while outQut from
resl:r'{pir~_~nd in~ensive aquaculture can be expected to increase~
The possibilities of cultivating molluscs and crustaceans an:
considered above. Similar considerations apply to fish: the main
technical problems of expanding production are ::iced provision :ILjl
the supply 01" water 01" the right yuality. while lhl; input-outpu.
relationship represents the main economic constrairi~f'-lsh an.:
generally hardier animals than shrimp (a nd some..: mollu~cs. C£..
oysters), and food requirements for the culture of some species are
less demanding, wh ICh·p a rt iy explains the more rapid progress in the
culture of fish compared with shrimp. Cultured fish currently
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Table 3. Aquatic organisms - actual and estimated production.
Production (million tons) Rate of increase 1%/yearl
1963a 1975b 1980 1990 2000 1974-76 1980 1990 2000 2000
1961 -65 1974·76 i980 i990 1974.76
World 1\7.7 72.5 75.3 J:l4 .7 92.5 3 .6 0 .7 1.7 D.!) 1.0
f)p.veloping countries 22 .8 34.1 37.3 45.6 51 .9 3.4 1.8 2.0 1.3 1.7
Lar in !\mNicn 8.9 7.7 7.6 9 .0 10.2 - 1.2 - 0.'\ 1.7 1.2 1.1
Africa 2.1 3.8 4.1 5.1 6.0 6.1 1.5 2.2 1 .8 1.8
Near East 0.5 0.8 1.0 1 .3 1.5 4.3 3.9 2.8 1.9 2.7
Far East 5.3 11.2 12.6 15 .6 18.1 6.4 2.4 2.2 1.5 1.9
Asian centrally planned 5.9 10 .3 11 .5 13 .8 15.3 4 .8 2.1 1.9 1.0 1.6
Other developing 0 .1 0 .3 0.5 0 .7 0 .7 10.7 8.6 3.8 1.0 3 .6
Developed countries 24 .9 38.4 38.0 39 .1 40.6 3.7 - 0.2 0 .3 0.4 0.2
North America 4.0 4.1 4.9 6.4 6.9 0.1 3.7 2.7 0.9 2.1
Western Europe 8 .9 11.5 11.7 12.5 .12 .9 2.3 0.1 0.7 0 .3 0.4
EEC 4 .2 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.5 2.0 -0.4 0.1 0.4 0.1
Other Western Europe 4,7 6.2 6.5 7.2 7.4 2.3 1.0 1.1 0 .3 0.7
Eastern Eurone and USSR 4 .6 11.3 10.6 9.7 10.0 7 .7
- 1.3 -0.8 0 .3 -0.5
Oceania 0 .1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 3.8 8.7 4.8 4.1 5 .3
Other developed 7.2 11.3 10.6 10.1 10.2 3.8 - 1.3 -0.5 0.1 -0.4
a 1963 = average 1961-65. represent about.6% of total world finfish supplies. a proportion which
b 1975 = average 1974-76. is expected to increase over the next two decades.
'Also. in Uganda and Burundi the lake
fisheries are already fairly heavily
exploited and the prospects for significant
growth are not good.
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Future trends in supply
The state of weld fishery resources described above provides the
framework fQr tne projections of fish supply shown in Table 3. The
slow overall growth rate - essentially a continuation of the trend in the
1970s - results from cC);lventional marine finfish. which account for
about 75% of the total production of living aquatic organisms. offering
relatively poor prospects for increased catches. The situation is
relatively more favourable in the developing countries where lightly
exploited resources are somewhat more abundant than in the developed
countries where technological innovation ' has led (with some
exceptions) to the earlier heavy exploitation of stocks in adjacent
waters.
Even within the developing countries. however, given a projected
rate of population increase of over 2%. the rate of growth of
progu<;tio.!!..will be inadequate on average~~._rnaL~~in pe~ ca'Pita_l~vels
of supply. notwithstanding the possibilities of divert ing to direct
human consumption some of the catches now used l'or reduction to
meal and oil. Countries where significant declines in per capita
consul!!.Qtion could occur include some of the least developed
countries (LDCs), eg Mali and Chad. which depend on heavIly or
moderatelv heavil~Qloite<!_~.90d plain fisheries and where the
expansion of aquaculture is likely to do little more than otTset the
effect of possible interference with the aquatic environment. ~
Other developing countries with fairly low projected growth rates
include those whose distant-water (or at least non-local) operations
will he afTected hy the estahlishment of exclusive economic zones
(EEZs). The latter are the olTshorc areas extending to a 1I1slam;e 01
200 miles in whIch the coastal state has sovereign rlgfits tor exp101tmg
the natural resources and thus the right to exclude the fishing vessels
of other nations. Adjustment to an ocean rt~gime of EEZs arising
from the Third UN Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS 11I\
23
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Table 4. Esllmat.ed demand for fish 1980. 1990.2000 (in love weight equivalern l ::::
'--
--- - --- - --- - _ ._--- --- --_._ ._---_._ . . "._ -- _._--.-._-- - -'- - ----_ .. _- -- -._--- - ---._- _..- ---- --_._- _.-- --- .-- -.. -_.. -- - - ---- i:; -
Total (million tonsl Feed (million tons I Food [million tons) Food (kg/per capita) ~~
Consumption Projected demand Consumption Projected Consumption Pro jected demand Consumption Projected d"millld ~
'"
demand 2
1972 ·74 1980 1990a 2000a 1972·74 1980 1972 ·74 1980 1990 2000 1972-74 1980 1990 2000 t ·....~
~
C
World 67 .2 83 .4 78 .8 97.1 17.8 23 .0 49 .9 60.4 78 .8 97.1 13.1 13.9 14 .9 15 .5
Developing 25 .5 33.1 42 .6 56.7 2.6 3 .8 22.8 29 .3 42 .6 56.7 8 .4 9.3 10.6 11 .5
Latin Ameri ca 3 .5 4.6 4.2 6 .0 1.2 1.7 2.4 2.9 4 .2 6.0 7.7 7.9 8 .8 9.8
Alrica 2.7 3.4 : .0 7.3 0.1 0 .1 2.6 3.3 5.0 7.3 8 .~ 8 .7 9 .0 10 .8
Near East 0 .7 1.1 1.2 1.9 0 .2 0 .3 0 .6 0 .8 1.2 1.9 3 .1 3 .6 4.3 5.1
Far East 9 .5 12.4 16 .0 21.6 1.1 1.4 8 .4 11.0 16.0 21.6 8 .1 9.1 10.0 11.1
Asian centrally planned countries 9 .1 11.5 16 .0 19.6 0 .2 0 .3 8 .9 11.2 16.0 19.6 10.1 11.4 14 .2 15.4
Other develop lnq 0.1 0.1 0 .2 0 .3 0.0 0.0 0 .1 0 .1 0 .2 0.3 23 .0 24 .7 28.1 31.2
Developed 42 .2 50 .3 36 .3 40 .4 15.2 19 .2 27 .0 31.1 36 .3 40 .4 24 .5 26 .6 28 .5 29 .6
North Ameri ca 5.5 6.2 4 .9 5.7 1.8 2.0 3 .7 4.2 4.9 5.7 15.7 16.7 18 .0 19.4
Western Europe 13.6 15.1 8 .2 9 .1 6 .7 7.8 6 .9 7.3 8 .2 9 .1 19 .1 19.7 21 .4 23 .1
EEC 8.7 9.6 4 .8 5.3 4.5 5 .2 4.2 4 .4 4.8 5.3 16 .2 16.8 18.2 19.6
Other Western Europe 4.9 5 .5 3 .4 3 .8 2.1 2.6 2.8 2.9 3 .4 3 .8 26 .1 26 .5 28 .8 30 .8
Eastern Europe and USSR 11.2 14.5 11 .6 13.0 3.4 4.8 7.9 9.7 11.6 13.0 22 .1 25.5 28 .1 29.6
Eastern Europe 3.1 4.1 2 .2 2.6 1.8 2.3 1.2 1.8 2.2 2.6 11 .5 15.9 18.7 20 .8
Oceania 0 .3 0.4 0 .3 0.4 0 .1 0 .1 0 .2 0 .3 0 .3 0.4 14 .4 14.4 15.2 16.2
Other developed 11.7 14.1 11.2 12.2 3.3 4.5 8 .4 9.6 11.2 12.2 62 .1 64 .3 66.4 64.8
a Excluding demand lor meal. Source :FAD agri cultural commodity proje cuons .
~
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is likely to he a -naior influence on changes in the pattern of fishing for
most of .he period to 2000. Within the developing countries. for
example, t're high growth rates for Argentina and some West African
countries demonstrate the possibihtles of productIon from abunaant
resources which have previously eiiher-beenr:-eiatively ligh-tly
exploited N exploited by foreign vessclS:-Opportumtles pro vided by
extended Jurisdiction explain also the relatively high rates projected
for North America and for Oceania. The projected lack of growth in
Europe reflects the fact that the resources ill most EEZs are aJread.L
heavily explOIted by the coastal state and few opportunities exist for
the development of new fisheries. Implementation of policies with
respect to EEZs wll1 have ' little Impact on the total catch. alt hough in
the short to medium term it is likely to depress yields as coastal state;
in many areas take action to protect theIr newly acqUired resources.
Future trends in demand
Notwithstanding the sharply reduced rate of growth in production.
the forces influencing demand, particularly population and income.
are expected to continue to grow at about historical rates. Table 4
shows the estimated, growth in demand for fish. which indicates that.
on the basis of present trends and the assumption of constant relative
prices, globaidemariClt"o theencCof thiS cent l;ry WIll Increase at about
3.3%, a rate c'omparable to an estimated annual growth in production
of 1%.
Demand for fish has two distinct components: that for direct
human consumption. and derived demand which operates through
demand for fishmeal. Potential demand for both is expected to increase
- that for fishmeal marginally more rcpidly than for direct human
consumption. As already indicated. demar.d for meal is dependent
partly on demand for protein feeds . although the relative share of
meal in these feeds can <ary considerably with price. The estimate for
1980 shown in Table 4 is based on an assumption of constant relative
usage: although this represents a reasonable rule of thumb over
relatively short periods. long-term problems of supply of fish for
reduction to meal and oil (consequently causing a rTs~reratlve
prices) make it unrealistic to quantify demanc. beyond 1980.
The fish meal market. however. seems to have suffered permanent
damage because of the shortages and very high prices which followed
the collapse of the Peruvian anchoveta. Compounders are now less
keen to include fishmeal in their feeds. although they wuuld if price
advantages became marked. This seems unlikely to occur because
higherpnces- areprobably necessary to bring new sources of supply
under production. Higher .Q!i~es. however. ,. ill encourage the ~ater
use of substitute ingredients in compound feeds. Thus relaxation of
the constant rela11ve usage assumption suggests that Hsfimeal will.
with the passage of time. playa diminish ing role in the preparation of
compound feeds. .
Projection of demand for fish for direct human consumption.
although still speculative over a period as long as 25 years. can he
made with a little more confidence. By 1990. for example. on the basis
of present (rends and 1975 relative prices. it is estimated that demand
will have increased bv about 18 million tons over 1975. and that bv
the end of this ceHtu~y the increase in demand (again over 1975) will
be about 30 million tons. Much of the increase will take place in the
2S
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I. Jl.IJluny ftIU~': 1 .~)UlllfUJ~ tJ'C ~,(jrlltz IlViul
si zeab!e populations . eg India.
Hanqladesn and Egypt. and some likely to
experience serious difficulties in meeting
demand for other forms of animal protein.
eg Ghana. Ivory Coast and again India.
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developing countries (about 75% of the total increase by 2000),
largely because of the greater rate of population increase.
Per capita consumption is also expected to increase morc rapidly in
the developing countries than In the developed world, bl,lJthe, posi'tion
in this res'pecfis heavily influenced by the Asian centrally planned
countries, where an above average rise in income is expected to
produce an increase of 5 kg in demand over the last quarter of this
century. Elsewhere in the developing countries, growth in per capita
consumption is more modest - projected not to exceed 2-3 kg in most
regions.
Even increases of this magnitude, however, may prove difficult to
attain because even on a relatively pessimistic trend assumption the
demand for fish for human consumption, if satisfied, will by 1990
leave only about 5 million-o million tons available for fishmeal
compareat<:>a60ut rg--iiUITIon tons at present. However, to enable"
significant quan~ities ' of 'fish no w' used l'o'r reduction to Illeal to be
utilized fci direct hiirnan consumptioi: 'presupposes a major R&D
programme aimed at converting large volumes of sffi'i fr ~ela~ic [lsn
into acceptable low-cost products. The situation will undoubtedly be
more serious by the eric or this century when the demand for fish for
direct human consumption alone (excluding the possibility of any
utilization for meal) will exceed the realistically foreseeable catch.
On a regional basis some adjustment can take place through trade.
The creation of EEZs is likely to affect the pattern of trade as much
as it affects the pattern of production. In particular, the gradual
closing of the option of distant-water fishing as a means or
suppltimenting domestically caught fish IS likely to obhge a number of
major fish-consuming countries to purchase fish from abroad through
normal - commercial channels. OITsetting this trade-creating etTect.
how'ever',"is the possibility of import' replacement. whereby importing
..
countries acquire jurisdiction over types of fish from which products
similar to the imported ones can be made. In addition. some decline in
exports can be expected from those countries with distant-water fleets
which were also exporters but which will either not now have the fish
to export or will divert exports to the domestic market.
The net effect of EEZs, however. is likely to be trade creation;
world trade in fisher yproducts is likely to grow more rapidlYthan-
production generally constrained by resource limitation. The greatest
potential demand for additional imports is in the developed countries,
eg Japan and the EEC, and could be met to a significant extent by
expOrts from other developed countries, eg Canada and Norway, but
supplies are increasingly likely to come from developing countries, eg
Argentina and other South American countries. By the end of this
century. however, some developing countries will themselves have
substantial import requirements not only to meet increased demand
but also, in some cases. to maintain existing levels of consumption."
Only part of the growing supply-<.iemand im bala nce at the world
level WIll be resolved by trade, however, and some rise in the relative
price or cl:rtain types O1-;-Ylsh in certain areu; seems inevitable. I he
most rapid nses can be expected in the price 0; those commodit ies
whose supply, because of resource constraints, i:.1 nwst inelas tic., Th i.,
group includes most crustaceans, salmonanuprime demersal fish, but
it will, by the 1990s. include also many fish consumed predominantly
in developing countries. eg freshwater fish in Africa. Although in
theory a rise in price offers opportunities for trade. in practice the
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possibilities are likely to be at least partly limited hy transport and
other costs and the heterogenous nature of fIshery products which
imposes some limits on SUbS!ltutablhty.
Actions for development and rational management
I have discussed above the most likely trends in world fisheries to the
end of this century. lnsofa: as it is possible to generalize from these.
the main issues of concern to many national policy makers will arise
from the growing shortage of fish. Appropriate actions to meet this
chanenge can be broadly classIfied as follows:
ct efforts to increase production either of tho~'~ conventional species
remainl"rlg Ui1CXploitca-oro"f unconventional spec ies or through
aquaculture;
o improved utilization of fish now caught. ie reduction of ost-
h_arveStlOsses"; ------ -- - - - - - _. -
o attention to the problems of management to ensure that already
exploited resources continue to provide the desired economic and
social benefits. ----- "- - .- " - - -
Efforts to increase production
The possibilities and problems of increasing the catch of conventional
species have been discussed above. Where there is a need for
increased fishing effort this will be brought about in some cases by
normal cOOimerc:'l1 pressures. rn-~drcumstancessome form 01"
outside assist-moe will be required either from national governments.
eg incentive schemes, or from international agencies. eg grants. loans
or technical assistance. From multilateral sources, in terms of costs.ai
least. the most important projects to be flnan'ced will be those
concerned with infrastructural investment. eg marine works _including
new and improved harbours and port facilities. Investment in this
field. which has traditionally been the most important area for
regional and international bank financing, could be further boosted by
the rising cost of fuel and the desirability of establIshing fishing bases
near to the fishing grounds.
, Improved shore faCIlities. especially comm!Jnications. will help
to reduce wastage and improve marketing orospects. These
considerations apply a fortiori to small-scale traditional fisheries
where often limited marketing opportunities. waste and poor quality
result in low returns and give little incentive to fishermen to increase
their catches. Without such imQi.9~ents to_the shore-based in-
frastructure. attempts to improve vessels (ie through motorizatior.
schemes) have often failed. because withqut better marketing
opportun~ties and thus higher prices. motorization merely adds more
to. costs than to revenues. As indicated. requirements to improve the
situation are much the same as for more industrialized fisheries. ie
facilities to handle and dispose of the catch. and facilities for the
repair and maintenance of small fishing craft.
The pattern of investment in new vessels is complex. hut ndditionai
vessels would seem to be required despite the excess capacity already
existing throughout the worid. Additional vessels will be required to
exploit opportunities in some recently established EEZs. ie those
having unexploited potential or stocks previously exploited by foreign
fleets. For technical and economic reasons it will probably not he
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possible to redeploy as fishing vessels much of the redundant capacity
of the former distant-water fleets.
Investment in vessels has largely been the responsibility of the
private sector (except. of course. in centrally planned economics)
and this will probably remain so. Apart from marketing and
infrastructural deficiencies, the main brake on the growth ana
development of fisheries is usually management and entrepreneurial
ability; attempts to force the pace of development where these skills
have been lacking have generally met with limited success. Where
there are opportunities for investment the ease with which excess
capacity can develop has so frequently been demonstrated (and
not only in high-income countries) that a programme of ve.s..sd
constr.uction reg uires built-in monitoring to assess also the ctTect on
the stocks~ further. because of the lag between the deCISIOn to
construct and the operatiOnOt vessels, such a programme should be
approached with-caution.
Among the unconventional species, greatest progress has been
made with krill. Commercial pressures have already n:sulkd In the
development of techmcally effiCient methods for Its harvesting and
processing. Products jevdopcd so far, 'however. arc relatively
sophisticated and costly. and the possibility of a mass market for krill
products is still some distance away. One problem is that the scak or
an operation would have to be very large to provide-i"product which
is commercially competitive with othcr ~'orms ot" animal protein - this
may entail producing krililn greater quantities than most market:;
could absorb. Attempts to produce and market a subsidized product
would, of course, need to be evaluated against other forms of protein
production. _ .
Somewhat further away is the utilization of mesopelagic species -
the smaiClJ'o·neY·fisii-alstrlbuted widely throughout the world 's oc eans.
R&D work on this group of animals is only now beginning, and
although it seems that there arc few technical problems involvetl in
their harvesting, the ditlicufty-Iles in the devefOpment amI marketing
of suitable ' l o~ -costr;roducts~- The most promising strategy for the
commerciafexpfoltadon orthese 5sh seems, tner"efore. to lie ImuaIly in
the production of fishmeal. In this respect the major requirement is the
establishment and operation or a pilot project. In the long tcr In,
however, there arc good prospects that these fish can contribute In
significant measure-to human nutrition directly, particularly as they
are found in .p'~o!:.(m i ty to many co'.;,uries having nutritional oroblems.
More immediate prospects of increa.:es in production are offered
by aguaculture, which as well as increasing food suppJ:c~ (;, n make a
significant contributio.i to rural development through raising the
income of small farmers Apart from developing specific aquaculture
schemes these objectives can be achieved through introJucing fish as
an additional crop. or by introducing the rearing of other ammals to
fish farmers - in both cases recycling waste. These and other
techniques for raising theproouc1ivlty ot aquaculture are well known:
the problem is to achieve their more widespread adoDtiQn.
The conditions for achieving an increase in production trorn
aquaculture are much the same as for agriculture. In almost all
countries with a favourable national env ironment the initial
requirement is for organization, that is for some agency (government.
parastatal or private) to convince farmers of the benefits of
aqua~~_~ture, to. _~~g~ni~e~~~~pply of inputs, particularly fish seed,
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and assist with marketing. Once the commercial feasibility of
a technologv or r cw development has been demonstrated the main
requirement is fur an extension service which in most countries
implies a substantial training programme. -- -- - -
Training at all levels is., in fact , likely to be one of the major 10~
term constraints on the expansion of aquaculture in most areas . The
provision of necessary facilities will clearly require outside assistance.
An equally important object of expenditure is the provision of credit.
The primary source of financing for small-scale rural aquaculture in
most developing countries is public credit schemes. and aid to
aquaculture from outside sources can best be channelled through
these institutions. which are gradually acquiring expertise in this field.
Clearly. however. successful development requires that the avail-
ability .2fc~~~fjt should not outrun the capm:ity of the extension serv ices
tO~,~~~ise its expenditure.
Improved utilization
In addition to attempts to increase the total catch. the improved
utilization of fish already being exploited requires attention. It ha s
been estimated that as much as 2U%OTaTrfiSflfaken trom the sea and
fresh waters never rea~h~s- the co~s~me-r~-the;'eare- thus-considerable
possibilities for increasing the supply of fish through improved
utilization. There are two main situations where wa ste can be
prevented or reduced. namely in the I.!.tilizatio;l of by-c4ltches of Ash
caught by shrimp trawlers and by reducing losses of cured fish in
tropical countrIes. Part of the remedy in hath cases lies in providing,
the necessary economic incentives, but an im po rta nt element in an y
programme to avoid waste is improvement in the on-shore handling
and storage facilities to which reference has already been made.
I discussed above the need for R&D to permit the utilization for
direct human consumption of at least some shoaling pelagic fish now
used for reduction to meal and oil and of those shoalingj2c!agic stoGks
still relativ~y un_derexP!9_ited. Som..e progress J}as bee!l_lnadun this _
throughthe development of type B fish protein concentrate. This is a
concentrated Qowder with a fish tlavour. to be distinguished ["rom tvpc
A which was a pure protein product with no t1avour. In contrast
to type A. which was--a "commerClaT-l"aliure, tvpe B has been manu -
fas.ttl..rt::.0_~~..i.._marketed commerc~~.'.!y~_':l ~__tl]_~ , . ,quantities involved
have so far been small. The problem remains finding an acceptable
product al-;- ~u ftiClen t l y-To\"v -cosi- whIc h for many markets rule s out
canning. Present efforts to increase consumption of these !ish an:
directed towards improving the quality of traditional products such as
dried and salted fish. as well as longer-range projects concerned with
minced fish.
Detailed project-by-project assessments of investment
requirements are not available. but some indication of suc h
requirements can be given on the basis of the inc remental
capital-output ratio. Assuming this to be 4: I (fishing is generally a
more capital-intensive activity than agriculture). net investment
requirements in the primary sector would he about $20000 million
with an average :Jrice of fish of $400/ton, taking into account that as
much as hr if the projected increase in the world catch is due t-o
management, ie recovery of overfished stocks. which will take up
underutilized capacity rather than require new vessels. Total net
investment requirements are considerably above this figure. however.
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because. as already noted. emphasis needs to be given to improved
handling and processing. and thus a figure of $35 000 million would
be nearer' thc truc "nc-eds. "T his figure makes no allowance for
investment in the harvesting of krill or meso pelagic species 10 this
regard. and in whatever form they will be exploited. and it must thus
be regarded as conservative. Gross investment. of course. allowing for
the replacement of existing equipment and vessels. could be several
limes net investment.
Management
Many problems associated with production are likely to be solved
only in the medium and long term. More immediate are the problems
of ensuri.Q,g _~h~ _~~int_~~a~l::~.2[~ig~aiia.i~~ta!~ed yields from ~I£.e_~y
exploited stocks. The management issue is relatively urgent not only
because of the new le;,;"ilregime- of 'the-'seas - a change which has
considerable implications for the mechanisms by which international
fisheries are regulated - hut also because of the increasin~ :-:;';,1I0CI of
stocks requiring management action to restore yields and reduce
excessive-cost:S~---- -_._ - - "- - --- .-.". ---
Overfishing firs', became an issue early this century in connection
with the demersal fisheries of the North Sea=-Q~~l?j~t:_~;J.r1 y recogn i.~ion
of the problem. most attempts at management have not bel.:n attended
by conspicuous success. and the effects"o -t unrestricted expansion,
ranging from declining profitability to complete collapse of a stock.
have been repeated again and again; these effects have"6een observed
in fisheries in a wide range of ecosystems and in the context of both
single and multispecies fisheries. Present changes in the law of the sea
reflect, in part, dissatisfaction with previous arrangements .
In those areas wherc serious econ-omic aistress inlh-c-fiSheries made
some action necessary. these arrangements frequently took the form
of international commissions. eg the lnternational Commission for the
North-West Atlantic Fisheries (lCNAF). In general this system met
with onlY--limiteq success. but certainly left the stocks in better
condition than they would have been without such management. The
commissions had a very positive impact on the development of
methods for resource evaluation and on the understanding of the
various problems of fisheries management. In fact, these bodies were
very suitable for the technical aspects of the problem but not for the
political aspects related with authority and decision making.
Arrangements under an EEZ regime oner (he prospcct of
improvement in the latter by establishing authority and responsibility
for resources and their explOitation.
Establishment of sovereign rights In the fisheries in a coastal band
of 200 nautical miles. however. willf.notlin itself ensure the satisfactory
management of fish stocks - even those occurring exclusively in on~
national zone - In accoraance with national economic and socia!
priorities. Effective management requires satisfactory institutional
arrangements including appropriate laws, adequate research
capabilities (or at least aCl:CSS to the reqUired mformalJOr1J and the
necessary means of surveillance and enforcement. Many developing
countries rack at "least one of these conditions and-many lack all thrcl;.
Providing support in this field will be a major task of international
assistance for the foreseeable future.
MARINE POlley January 1980
New England Fisheries/Aquaculture
Student Activities
1. Locate on the map provided, the current major New England fishing
ports.
2. Select three fishing ports and determine the following:
a. The major species caught,
b. The Total landed catch,
c. The value of this catch (in dollars),
d. Where this catch is processed,
e. Whether the processor is a local company or part of a large
conglomorate; foreign or American,
f. The distribution area of this catch and the methods of
distribution,
g. The projected goals/concerns of the particular fishing port,
h. The size of the fishing fleet. Note any existing or expected
plans for expanding the fleet and/or port facilities.
3. Select one Massachusetts fishing port and:
a. Complete the above information
b. Complete as inclusive as possible an historic review of this
fishing port. Include the specific changes that have taken
place within this area. Consider such topics as the reliance
of the population on the fishing/processing industries, other
types of employment in the area, and the general overview and
projection for this particular area. Be specific~
N.B. Two good sources for information on the above research questions
include:
The Department of Massachusetts Marine Fisheries
The Department of Fish and Game
The Chamber of Commerce for the specific area.
New England Fisheries/Aquaculture
Student Activities: Aquaculture
1. Determine which areas of New England have existing Aquaculture
programs. Give a short review of each: dates of origin, the
size, kind, production of each area.
2. Give the economic status - the cost effectiveness of this program.
Determine whether you feel this could be a growing and viable
industry in the USA. To what extent do you think Aquaculture could
be expanded within the USA? Is it possible to consider an
extensive Aquaculture/Agriculture industry within the USA?
3. Explain the projected plans for the specific industries yeu have
researched.
4. Select one specific type of Aquaculture and give an indepth review
and include the following: the species raised, the specific
conditions required, particular problems and the methods taken
toward their solutions, the economic viability, etc.
Study Questions: Aquaculture in China
1. Comment on the level of fish production in the Peoples' Republic
of China. Relate this tb other areas of the world.
2. Explain two types of fish management on the Chinese commune.
3. Explain the integration of aquaculture and agriculture that is
found on the fish-farming communes in China. (See also the chart
on p , 24.)
4. The author notes the data may not be accurate. Given that under-
standing, comment on the amount of fi sh production in China.
5. Compare the total fish yields from:
a. Aquaculture
b. Marine fish landings ( from fishing fleets)
6. What impact would this data have on China? Nhat implications can
you see for this information in other areas of the world -- in the
USA? In the Third world?
7. Discuss the marine fisheries and processing industries in China.
Contrast this with other known areas of the world. What is the
imuact of this on aquaculture?
8. ~xplain the organization of aquaculture production in China.
9. Explain ; the meaning of this statement: "The terrestrial and
aquatic farms supplement each other in a number of important ways
that increase yields of each component part." Give specific
examples.
10. Which specie is most common on t~e Chinese fish farm? Which fish?
11. Explain the pond ecosystem and polyculture which results in the
utilization of agricultural wastes and produces the" low cost
high yield achievements of Chinese pond culture."
12. A major problem that has to be addressed in aquaculture production
is that of disease. How do the Chinese communes resolve this
problem? Explain the author's comment on this issue.
13. To what extent has China engaged in research programs concerning
aquaculture? What are some of the findings and results?
14. What is the level of marine aquaculture in China? What are the
most viable marine organisms?
15-. Whi ch organ ism have the Chinese used for sele ctive breeding?
16. What is the status of the mussel, scallop, and shrimp industry in
China?
(I
ancutu :
How Much 1~1 )tein and For \ \ 11()1l1?
John H. Rvthcr
"'
Marine aquaculture, or muricul turc , is gener ally
loo ked upo n in the Western World as a new concept
in food pro duction, an outgrow th o f the trad itional
co mme rcial fi shing of natu ral Sla cks of mar ine
organisms, a more sophistica ted approach whereby
Iust-disappearing luxur y seafoods may be Inuss
produced in intensive cultu re sys tems anulugou s to
the feedlot pro duction o f cutt lc o r the I'actor y· like
mod ern pou lt ry indu str y. OfIeII ov er looked is the
fact th ut aqu aculture, IllOu),:ll lisually c.uricd uut ill
fresh o r es t ua rine wat e rs. is an o ld a nd
well-es tablished practice ill 1I1a llY part s u l Ihe
undevelo ped wurld.lxllti clIl;lrly ill Suulh";lst l\s i;1
and the Orie nt. where aqu.n ic lll),:allisms have bee n
successfully cultured fur cc ut tuics. /\ llllllll),:h Ih,'s,'
lnt t cr pract ices .rrc tech IHll ugi,':i1 lv unsoph ist ic.ucd,
they arc surp risingly rcliahlv .uul I'IUdlic tiw . alld
have made a sign if'ic.uu cou tribut iou . c cou o mica lIy
and nur ru iou al l y . to those p:trl S ur l lic wo rld where
they arc carr ied out.
Such, unfortuuar cl y . cuuno t be said tor
the embryonic mariculiurc indus uy ol the United
States, the rath er dismal truck reco rd of which
thrc.u cux the field with cxt inc tio u he lo re it has
fairly got ten under way . Whut arc the reasons for
these ill·i·ated beginnings. and what is the prognosis.
here and elsewhere, lor marine aquaculture? Bctor e
procee ding wit 11 such an .uialysis. kl us look br ie fly
at the curren t state-o f-the-an . Wilo is growin g what.
where , and how ? And even more basic . wh at kinds
of animals can be grown in cuiture?
Desirable Characteristi cs in a Cultured Spe cies
To be a suita ble candida te l'or aquaculture . a species
must sa tisfy several basic prereq uisites, First. it
must be a pop ular and prefer ably a luxury food .
capabl e of bringing a high marke t price, Failing this
charac teristic, the species mus t be easy and
inex pensive 10 grow so that • if mar keted al a modest
price, it can still insure a profi: to the grower. II
I-ornters in Tluriland lrarvcst s(l III ,' ojthci ish g/,()\I'II ,1.1 ,, 1)\ ',
product ofrice culuvatio«. ( I. i'olunin. ttri«, , ('''/('lII rll/ /,/1, J
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must gro w rath er qu ickly ill cult ure . if possible t u a
marketable size within a year or less , It must he
hardy and adaptable to growth in ru ther dense
culture with a minimum of mortalit y due to
handling and crowding under t lic unn atural
condit ion s o r cu l tiva tio n. II sho u ld be relati vely
resistan t to the diseases and pur.rsu cs th at arc
normally present ill seawa te r, Its nun itio nul
requi rements must be known. and i l IllU Sl he
capable or reedin g, with a high conve rsion cfficicucy
(growth: rood consum ed), upon art ificia l or
natural food s th at arc readil y available and
inexpe nsive. Fina lly, the species should he ca pable
of being brou ght 10 sex ual maturit y and successfully
mated and spawned in captivity -naturally or by
art ificial man ipulat ion (hor mo nc-ind uccd
ma tura tion, str ipping o f eggs and sper m. e tc.)--
hat ched , and rear ed through its larval stages to
juvenile an imal s. again witho ut excessive mor tal ity.
The ent ire propaga tion and lar val
development process entails a co mpletely different
set o f practices and pro ced ures lrom tho se involved
in " growing out " tile juven ile ani malx 10 market-
sized adults. Once the prob lems arc solved .
assuming that the est abli shed proce d ures arc
carefully and co nsisten tly fo llowed . the reari ng Ill'
animals to the juveni le stage usually beco mes'
routine, and vast numbers can be produced Oil
demand in modest facilities aud ,I I rclut ivcly low
cos t. But the b iological probl ems Ill' breed ing and
larval rearin g are o fte n sub tle and in trac ta ble. As
a result. man y o therwise desirable spl'cies have 11\>1
yet been grown in cap tivity thr ou ghout thei r
co mple te life cycle ; and post-l.ir v.rl. ju venile .mimuls
canno t be produced routinely . ilut ,il l. III SOllie
cases this pro blem has bee n circumven ted by
co llcct ing ju vcuil cs I'rom their n.uu ral uurscry areas.
Althou gh this is ty pica lly do ne ill the culture Ill'
so me spec ies [milkfis l: in Sout heast Asi». yc ll owt .i i l
in Japan), the di fficul ty JI1(1 expense llf o btuiniug,
on J reliable basis. a sufficient uumbc r o fj uveniles
to support a sizable cul ture operation arc constraint s
that have severely lim ited the de velopment and
expansion o r such prac tices.
With th e abo ve, ruth er Io rmidub !c list o f
prerequisites. it is perha ps not xurp risin]; 111 :11 (lill y
J handful of marin e and estuarine species have
passed tile test <llld arc now ill conuuc rciul culuu c.
These arc reviewed briefly below .
Molluscs
Th e bivalve mollu scs rep resen t a ral her spcciu] case,
Following the pione er work 01' W. I:. Wells 01' New
Yor k Sture durin g rile IlJ20s und thc su hxcqucn:
ef fo rts 0 1' V. L. Loosunoff ( NMI:S. Mil hHd. ('P Il I l.)
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and T, lmai (Japan) . first oys ters and then man y
, species llf molluscs -I ucluding clams. scallops. and
Illllssels- ,I,ave bec ll routinel y spawned and reare d
111Il\llgh thei r larval stage s toj uvenile or " seed"
shcllfix h ill co uuucrc ial luuche rics. (One of the
few innovat ions in aquaculture that o rigina ted in
the l luu cd Stute s. shc lil-ish luu chcri cs arc now
est ab lished aro und the wor ld.) However. except fo r
,I few cxpcri mcut ul attempt s. no one lias yet reared
t hc newly SCi "see d" 10 mar ke t-sized adult s in a
co ntro lled. artificial grow-put system. d ue largely
to i hc difficult y and im prac ticality of producing
a sufficient qua nt ity o f the unicellular algae or o the r
microorganisms upo n whi ch the b ivalves feed. o r or
find ing a suitab le artificial foo d. Instead. the
hatchery-p rodu ced juveniles are gro wn 10 mark et
size in natu ral en vir onmen ts (bays, es tuaries. or
pro tec ted coas ta l wa ters}. o n the bot to m o r
sometimes in o r o n trays. racks. s trings. or other
devices tll suspend thcm oflt hc bo tto m, The ro le
0 1' the hat che ry is rhus to supplement or repl ace
n<llur:i1 rcp ro du cti on or 10 provid e j uvenile anim als
I'lll sl'l l'king :ll1 d "'l!ll llizing Il L'W arcus .
The cultiva tion o f oys te rs and mussels is
o ne o f th e world 's oldes t und , ove rall. probab ly the
most success ful I'lli' m of mariculture. It ran ges in
co m plexi ty lro m the very simple pru ct ice of
harvesting n.u urul populut ion s-vactually a Ior m of
co mmcr ciul fishing t hut can hardly j ust ify the te rm
"c ullu re"-to rhc highly sop histica ted and int ensive
raft cu lture o f oys ters in Japan and o f mu ssels in
Spain . lnrcrmcdi.uc arc those ent erprises, not ab ly
in i hc United Sta res and Europe , where seed
shelll'ish--Il<l lcilery-reared or collected I-rom natu re
by variou s means arc plan ted . tend ed. mo ved
abo ut. and o therwise cult ivated in specially
design.ned and usuall y priva tely con trolled
growing areas.
Wh.ucvcr the cu lture me thod, II ,e bivalves
l'ccd UpOIl Ihe plankt on algae that arc normally
prcscu t in tile Se'IIV ;J lc r. :1I1d there is IIll a tt empt 10
co ntrol ,11' imp rove upo n the q uality o r rat e o f
pro duc tion of Ihis naturul food . Neverth eless.
yields fro m she llfish n il ture may be impressive.
rauging lrom 10 III o ver 1000 met ric ton s per acre
IlCI year nr pu re 11Ie,1 1(she ll» excluded ) in i he mo re
successful raft -cult ure pruct iccs. SUC ll yie lds are
uuulc possihlc Ily t hc r:lc i that l'llOd. in tile lo rm
or suspended phy top lankto n. prod uce d ove r an
area several orders ol' magnitude grea te r th an tha t
invo lved in the shellfish culture. is b rou ght to th e
mollu scs by the tides, current s. and o ther water
movements : .uul I Ill' animals rhus serve JS ,I
co uvcuicu t .md highly cfIicicn t concent ra tor and
illlcgr'lIlH . wilh iu a sl11all a rea. of the o rgJ nic
11/ ru]] cul turr, ,'(' ('(1 (I," " / ,' r s a t t achcd t o ,('illloJ1 or ovsnr ,11t'l 1., arc' SI U UI, !.,' ti n wt r: fIr !"I l /le ' Il lfl l \"tlSI' I ' ll dl'd [ nnu faJ I S,
( Ii '!,) l to rn boo 1J," "/('r ra tt» I' lloy l 'd bv Jlll n 111' , 11'11111.\ . 111/11/1 )I J/ ) I n/( 'IIS; I', ' • ' .1'\/4 '1' cut m r. : 111 K 1'.\'('1111111"11 flu,' .li //"I1 I . wltcrr
Ih "Y/',/r( ' II/O ,.,' II/lII I ,'lIlIlIhllIS, (.I /I NI'/It' ''' , li'OIl/ 1. l, /1(//'/11('/1,.1. /I , 1(I 'lha , 1/11./ 11' 1" I / ('/ ,III'I I ,T, Aquucultu rc.
Wile." , I Y7::)
. , .;.
/ 1I I !I" NM /-'S 1 : ~I' f1 rrim"lI lal S!le illisil l touhcrv. s tittor«.
Connecticu t, clams and oysters an ' ituluc r«! t o spawn 011 1
ofseason (lO P): juven i le clams. ill II con t ro t lcd grow-ou!
svst cm, are [ cd cu lt ured atga« [ccn tcr) ; IIlId Oi l the " 11111 1.'
[arm , ' !U }SI ,sf'l o vstcrs an: l.:fU \I'" .nit, I/I,d (/ 1 1.:(/(' " I(/ S."·
cul tured (ho tt IJII;j, (NtI! 1':\', ,l liddlt, ' 1llI lIl ie' ('011.\' 1111
l-i shrrics Cen ter , :lIi linrd 1.111>" 1'1/1" ,.... lI ill" ,.d . ( '''IIII, )
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m.ur cr prod u... ... d over a large region.
Tile only oth er mollusc Ih;11 is a serious
candida te "UI aquacul tur e is tile abalon e-highly
prized. highly priced. and rapidly disap pearing from
nat urul fishcrics throu ghour the wo rld. Read ily
.uucnablc 10 111 ,' S;IIll C h.uch cry-rcnr ing techni ques
;\ S oysters and lll her bivalves. yo ung abulone can be
prod uced in very l.ugc numbers at low cos t, but as
many :IS rive III seven years are requ ired to r the
juveniles III reach a marketa ble size, Th ey IllUSI
some ho w Ill' p rovulcd throughou t th:lt period with
:1steady :1I 1d r.uh c r I:lrgl' supply of Ihe righ t kinds
of seaweeds upon which the y nut urall y feed , Thu s.
co uuue rcial abalone cu lt urc has bee n at tempted
but has yet to succeed beyo nd the prac tice. by
governme nt laborat or ies in Japan . o f stocking
" seed" animals in natu ral growing areas, much the
same as is do ne with oys te rs and o the r bivalves in
the Uni ted Sr.n cs.
The o ther major gro up of mollu scs. sq uid
:uHI oc topus h.i vc been grown expc r ime ntally i ll
the Far East , where they are highly regarded : hut.
so 1':11' :IS is known, no t o n an established
co nuucrci;JI h:lsis.
Seaweeds
A prac tice somewhat analogo us to mo llusc cultu re
is followed in Ja pan and pe rhaps a t'cw o ther Far
l.astcru cou n tries. where certain species o l' seaweeds
arc grown and market ed :IS a luxury food (no ri,
aonori , waka mi). Many 01' these algae have
coruplicarcd lif'c cycles. with an alte ration 0 1'
genera tions involving two q uite dissimilar lire
torm s-uhe large conventio nal seaweed thai is ea ten.
and a much smaller. near-m icroscopic for m that
produces llil' SP l1l'l' S I'rolll wh ich till' seawee d grows.
Tile co ruplc tc life cycle 01' slime species of
co nunc rcially impo rr.uu seaweeds lias on ly recent ly
been understood :Ind desc ribed . There arc now
small cul ture I';\cilit it's thro ugho ut Japa n where the
spo IC"11IOdu,' illg pl.m ts arc cu ltivat ed . Usu:Illy
operate d by the prefec tura l governme nts or fishery
coo pcrutivcs. I hcsc LI bor utories ma intain [lie algae
unt il the ir spo res .u c released . at which time the
loe il growers. 1'01' :1 nominal tee, immerse into the
culture system string-mesh net s. ropes. or o ther
devices 10 which th e spore s att ach, These are then
planted o ut ill estuar ies or prot ected coas tal areas,
uttuched to woo de n frames. hu ng from longlines, or
o therwise suspe nded, where the spores then grow
to the edible seaweed form.
Crustaceans
Among the crus tacea ns. indeed o f ull murinc
IlIg;1I1isms. t hc pen.reid shrimp (o r praw ns) arc the
- - - ._- - - - ------ --
most popular largel I'm aq uaculture. due in \;trgc
part 10 their universal popula rity . high price. .md
almost unlimited rnarkct potent ial. Tile in itial
breakthrough in shrimp culture was achieved in
1934 by the Japanese fishery biologist MOIOSJku
Fujinaga, when he successfully spawned and
hat ched the eggs o f Pcnacus japonicus ("kurumJ"
shrimp in Japan) [rom gravid fem ales and rea red
the larvae through their severn! Sl:\ges t ojuvcn ilc
shrimp , As mcnt ioncd above , once this s tage was
accomplished and perfected. the h.u chcry
production of post-larval shrimp soo n hcc.unc
routine and is now widely pra cticed ill cu nuucrciul ,
government. and academic ins: it ut ions 1h rllllgholli
the world . All o f the popular food species Irom
the Southeastern and Gulf C,IJst S o f the United
Stales (pink, whil e, and brown sh rimp) .nc 1I0W
hatchery-reared in various U.S, aqllal'tJillll"l' 1':lcilitil's.
and other possibly bctt cr-suitcd spec ies 1'10111
elsewhere ill the world arc being rcst cd ,
The one phase of the life cycle of shrimp Ih,1I
has thus far eluded hatchery manipulat ion, at least
as an established practice . is the bringing of adult
Sca/lol' shells arc ""1'<1 10 1'0/11'1'1 "'\'/'"1 " ill,' , ,'I'd ".1'1'1('1'
tarm ill northeast Japan. FlI, ' [rcc-swinnning 1''''1'111'
nu -tuntorphos«, set t le 0" a so lid I )h;('("( . .surh cIS " ,1'c·/I. en,"
rcniain sessile [or 111 (' rest o f th eir lin's, (1. II , 1\.1 '111 ('1' ,
( 1'011I J. E, Bardach, J, H. RYII/ er, 0 11<1 II', ( ). ,l/d,1I1'11 1'.1',
Aq uacultu re. wilev, 19 n )
sill imp III scxual nuturu y. egg prrulucfion . and
m:ltillg in captiviry . ( ;l:lvid ,ll'flilil.cd tc malcs IlIUSt
still be obtained from the conunercial Iishery and
brought int o the hatchery . where spawning and
hatching may then he readil y indu ced . almost on
demand. This limit:iI ion may represent a ruther
serious constrnin: In:l large aquaculture operation.
part icul.n ly if a yea r-ro u nd co nuucrciul slnimp
Iishery is not upcrn i iv« ncar the h .nch cr y . The
pos t-larval shrimp may be growil to adulls ill a
11I11 1IIll'r 01 ways: ill pllll, h , cc mc nt ra, .:ways.
Icnrcd-of]' porlillils 01' cmb.iymc nt s. ClC, One o r
the IlIl)SI .ut r.rct ivc .u i ributcs n" shr imp is their
ahility In IT:I Cil a m.u kct ab!c sil c in :IS lillie as
,'our to six mouths. given proper ;1I1d adequa te
lood .uu l \lpl imal tcmpcuu urcs . salillity . .nu ] 0 1hl'r
cuvi roumcur al cou dit ions. T IVII :1I 1U even th ree
cro ps a yc:rr call . al Ie:lst rhcurcticall y. he t: 1O W Il
in some p:Hls 01' lile world ,
I\lllderil xlui mp ,',Hilling usually involve s
p n willg t hc .muuuls ill dense cult urc , slll cking up
to 100.000 post-larvae , wi t h proje cted yields of
10 ton s or more per acre , Shrimp arc omnivore s and
cal a wid e variety of livillg :IIl U dead plant and
.muual murcrial : hilt 110 natural system call provide
tile I'll lld I'llI' such ,kIlSili.: s, uud thc y I11l1sl t hcrcforc
he ted cx traucously . III Japan a varie ty 01 ' natural
fonds arc used: ground whol e Fi sh, molluscs, even
shr imp taken in the conuuc rcial fisher y hUI 100 small
~- .
'; . ,1," .
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for the market. The high price of this food and of
the assoc iated labor and other operating costs is at
least part ly co mpensated by the fact that prime
kur uma shri mp. mark eted alive for the tcmpura
rest aur ant t rade, brings as much as :5 10/lh to the
grower , In the United Sta les . where se:lf(lod priccx
have nol ye t reac hed this iL' Vl'I , such L'OS (S would
be prohibitive, and emp hasis has been placed on
the developm ent of inexpensive art ificial feeds :1I1 d
more mechunizurion of the culture opcra t iou , thus
far wit ho ut signiflcun t co uun crcial success ,
The other marine crustacea n thaI has long
been eye d by aq uacult ur.il cut rcpr encurs as a spec ies
of enormou s mark et pot ent ial and very high value
is the American lob ster i l k nnarus IIme r ;('(III /1S) ,
Unlike shrimp, lob sters arc ruth er easily car ried
through their co mple te lire cycl e in capt ivity.
elimi na ting de pendence upon egg-bea ring females
ob tained fro m the co mmercial fishery .
ln th eir natural envir onrncnt o r Eastern
Canadia n and New England co .istn] waters, lobsters
requi re five to seven years III reach a marketable
and legal size of about one pound . but the y will
attain the same grow th in culture in t wu year s or
less if maintained at their optimum temperature
of abou t 20°C. '
Lo bsters. however . are cannibalistic by
nature, and freshly molted individuals fall prey to
their o wn species if they .nc not physically
protected fro m one another. They are tcrrit or ial
by nature and do not readily adapt ro the crowded
cond itio ns that man y o lher species accept in culture .
And a successful a rt iIicial feed has yet III he
develop ed. Althou gh these problems arc not
insurmo un tab le. th e ccu uo mics o f' growing. feedin g.
and cari ng Ior large numbe rs o f ind ividuall y
cornpar tmcntalizcd lob sters and o f maintaining
them at their op timal tem perat ure fo r as long as
two yea rs has thu s far discouraged po tentia l
cul turists fro m any serio us co mmerci al venture
with the species .
The claw less cousin of the America n
lob ster , the spiny lob ster (sometimes also called
crayfish. but not to be co nfused with the sma ll,
freshwa ter crustacean) inclu des many tro pical and
semitro pical species lhat range th roughout the
wo rld . Although they are also valuable foo d species.
none has ye t been reared thro ugh its lon g and
complicated larval development. The re has becn
speculati on on the possib ility of co llect ing you ng
spiny lob sters from the wild and gro wing them to
market size in captivity : but (hey are not abundant
or particu larly easy to cat ch in quantit y. and tile
matter has not been pursued.
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Shr imp [a r ming [ acili tie s in Takama tsu, Japan. ( Top)
Ton ks [o r rearin g larva e. Each ::50·gaII01/ lan k , heal ed
and [illc« ! with jilll 'red seawater IIlId oi l' , call accommoda te
15.(}(}() 1"""1/('. Ihc />/I ildillg 1/11" u grccnltousc roo].
(IJOf{OIl/ ) CC II/CIII raceway s ill which post -larval shr imp
arc grown 10 adults. Seawater is pumped throu gh each
1()·h, '·I()(}-l lI c l cr ran ' II'ay, (f. /I. RYII/cr , f ro m f. E.
Bardaclt. 1. II. R vuicr. an d III 0. .l lcl.am ey, Aq uuculture.
Il'd('l' I ')7::;
Fin fishes
Tile othe r major group of cul tivated marin e
organisms is the tlnl·islles. Th is includes J somewhat
greate r variety but still J su rprisi ngly sma ll nu mber
of' species. Of these , the salmonid fishes (t rout and
salmon) arc tile mos t po pula r and widesp read in
their use. with almost unive rsal accepta nce as a
lux ury food. These are anadrornous spe cies that
spaw n and spe nd the firs t part o f their lives in
freshwater. where they can also remai n and grow
10 matur ity .
Freshwa ter t rout cu lt ure is amo ng the
oldes t and most highly develop ed for ms of
aqu aculture in the West ern World , orig ina lly ca rried
out for th e pu rpose o f stocking natural wa ters for
spo rts fishing. On ly recen tly have these species
been grow n direc tly for hu ma n food . Aft er some
initi al grow th in freshwa ter. most trout can be
readily ucclimuted to salt wa ter, tho ugh not all are
nnadrornou s in nat ure, Rainbo w trout in particu lar
-- - ._ - - - - - -
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.uncr ic.:nl"i. { IIOIIO III! nlll'c l-\l{/~(, 1/JlI' r icall lnh stcr
larva e, """ " I eigll l " a rv o ld II ;a;" 'lli 11 '. (' ,, 1/(11, ,\ ,1/ FS .
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crit ical h rcak i hroughs :11111 can routin ely produce
ju venile IHlIllp :II H) 1111 de man d l ro ru it s OWII bro od
stock. providing no: only independence from the
wild stock but ~i1 S 11 tile means for gcnc tic selection
and improvement 01' tile species specifically for
cha racte rist ics des irable lor cult ure . Comme rcial
pompano cultu re is the refo re now a distinct
possibil ity , hut not yet econ om ically a reality.
have proved a successful species r,ll m.ui cult urc in
such widespread co untries as Jupuu. New Zcal.uul.
Scotland, Norway , Denmark, United Stal es, and
Canad a. More recently, both Atlanti c and Pacific
species of salmon have become popular substitutes
for trout , having much the same requir ement s and
characteristics in culture, but commanding a
significan tly higher price on the market.
Because o r the long h istory llr su lmo nid
culture. controlled spaw ning. larval rearing. .md
juvenile development (:111 in Ircshw .ucr) have
beco me co mmo nplace. Crow-out 10 w h.u cvc r
size is desir ed for mark et (hul l-pound to one-pound
" pan size" salmo n is an interesting new produ ct
in thi s Iield) is also not d ifl'icul t , Ihough dise:lsc
is a pe rsisten t prob lem with Ihcse spe cies. A va riet y
of pelletized, art ificia l feeds arc co uuncrcial ly
available and used with vary ing but generally gOlld
success.
Salmonids are active fishes wit h a high
met abol ism and , in den se culture . req uire a rapid
exchange of water for o xygen replenishment and
waste removal. Cullure systems includ e raceways.
ponds, imp oundments o f various sizes and shapes.
and net cages, which may be s uspe nded in protec ted
inshore waters. The latter have the .rdvantagc t ha:
natural current s and tidal actio n provide the w.u cr
exchange withou t the need for costly pumping, a
bene fit that may, however. be offset by the
vulnerability o f such structures til weathe r. ticks.
predat ors, and oth er factor s and by thei r rela tive
inaccessibility to feeding and maint enance .
In sho rt, the biology and techn ology o f
salmo nid fish culture , th ough no t witho ut so me
remaining, persistent problems, arc well developed :
it is primarily the econ omi c fac to rs thai decide the
success or failure o f a mariculture o peratio n. Such
is not the case with o the r, t ruly mar ine species o f
finfi shes, most of which have never been success fully
cultu red anywhere and no ne of which arc now
commerciall y reared in the United Stat es. The one
local species that has co me closest 1(1 u t ilizutiou is
the pompano, a tropical to sem i t rop ical l'ish higllly
regarded in selected areas 0 1' the Southe rn United
Stat es. whe re it is couuuc rcially 1:II1 Ued. .md
prob ably with co nsiderab le. if limited. po tcn t iul
for an expanded mark et , I' llmp alill. like ma ny
marine fishes, have small and dcli c.u c eggs .uu]
larvae lhat arc sensitive and dilli Clll1 1, 1 handl e.
tccd. und grllw . Unt il very rccciulv. tile species
has resisted :IIIC lllpIS .u thc ir :Hlil"lcial sp:l\vlling
and larval rearing: and pompano cult ure cllurt s.
centered in Sou thern Flor ida . were dep endent
upon collecting wild rry lro m :i1 01Ig ih .u coa -alinc .
a practice that could 11I)! sus tain ~ I Il Y SlIbSI:lIl1 i:i1
culture operatio n, One company has now maul' rhe
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Only in Japan. where ;1 variet y 0 1" murine
life is avid ly co nsumed.J us [1l ;lIiCllI IUIl' l!l' l'l' lupl'd
to the stage where several spec ies Ill" lilll"i shes ale
couunerc iully ~IllWIl , Musl Ill" rhcxc , ho we ver . .uc
lrcshwatcr species. as is IIlIl' el sewh er e in Ihl' wo rhl .
Th e lisl olculrurcd mariu c rishl's is sli ll SIH II I hili
include» , ill ;llld ilillll I" t hc lIhlllllil"lI s s;d llllllllds.
yellowta il (;1 scombroid lixh rvl .uc .l III the
ambcrjack ), pullcr» (a great delie.icy ill Jnp .m ).
both black uud leu porgicx. .uu l :1 le w ut hc rx
including tuna . now being rc.ucd cxpcruucur ully .
Yell owtail has not yet been pro pagat cd in
captivity, but a separate and c.uc lull y co uuul lcd
indu st ry exists fo r the collection 0 1" I"I Y fro m the
wild and their rearing to ju venile fish read y for
stocking in the net cages thai had th eir orig in and
have been very successf ully e mploy ed in Ihis Ior m
of rnaricu lturc, Both l'ry and adult s arc ted grou nd
waste fish , shrimp. and other nut ural sc.ncods . bUI
increasin g use is now being made 01" artifi cial feeds.
Alth ough highly labor intensive and costly
(a factor again offset by the Iligll price 01" luxury
seafoods in Japan), yellowtail culture must he
considered on e of the 111 os I succcsstul cx.uupl cs Ill"
intensive rnaricutturc ill the world toda y. Care fu lly
regulat ed and supervised . the indu stry prod uce d
over 30,000 metric tons of Iisl: ill Il)6~ . and onl y
restri cti ons Oil lhc numbers or I'IY allowed III hl'
taken Irorn the wild stock has prevented much
greater product ion . Signific.uu expansion o r Ihe
industry will und oubtedly occur when uud il'
controlled rcpr oducriou or t hc species is achie ved ,
Fish Farming
Thus far, only high-priced , luxur y sc.uo ods have
been u is<:usseu hcre - spe<:ics grown fllr Ii1 e most
part in the wealth ier. uevelopcu countr ies Ill'
the.,worl d where profit is [he only molive l'IH
aqua <:ulilire. Tile <:onlrihlllilln Ill' sllch cllll llie 10
the parti cul ar collntry's foou sllppl y is inc idenlal
and almost negligible, besides being well beyonu
the economic reach of any inhahitants wh o may
suffer from protein ueficiency, This. howeve r, is
not the case everywhere . As mentioneu earl ier , lish
farming has been successfully practiced for centuries
in parts o f Southeast Asia an u Ihe foar East,
particularly Mainlanu China . Most of this kinullf
aquaculture is uone in freshwaler ponu s, hUI Iltere
are also so me marine specie s that :He wiuel y lIseu
in estuarine, brackish-water culture. They inc luue
the mullets, of which there arc several spe <:i es, and
the milkfish, both of which arc uistrihuteu
Ihrollgholll Iile world's IJ'Opicil :111l1 semil ropic :t1
1;ltiluues.
Uolh Inullct allulllilh.lish :11'(' exll l'llll'ly
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h.udy and adupuible fishe s that can tolerat e, amo ng
ot her th ings, salinities r.uiging I'rom pure freshwate r
III full xc.rwa tcr, They :Ifl' popula r food tish in mo st
1'1:lces wh ere rh cv nat mall y occur o r :11'(' ~I'l)wn.
M" sl import uu t • they arc .uuo ng the lew edibl e
li [ll'ishl's 11t:11 ;\ 1\ ' pll'dl llllin;llllly hcrh ivnru ux, or
"IIIIII Vlll"IIS. In 'di' lg. 1:lI' gL'!y <III Iil.uucn tou s ;t1g:IC ,
lll':1l1 lHgallic m.u tcr. .uu! the m.uiv smu!l anim als
Ih;11 live :ISSI 1Ci ;ll..:d Willi 1111: m.us ill' algal mate rial
ill hr.uk ixh plliids :1I 1d csiuurics.
l{,,:cl'lll ;ldv:III CCS ill Israel, Taiwan . Haw aii ,
.nul elsewhere have 1l1lW made it possible to br ing
mullet 10 sex ual maturit y and to spawn them
artificiall y , through lise of pituitary hormone
injection , though this is not ye t stand ard practi ce
in mull et culllire. Arti ficial propagalion has not
ye t been accomplished with milkfish , and it is
suspected thai the specie s is nOI normally grown
in capt ivity to t hc size and age ut which it normall y
matures sexually . At present, the fry of both
species arc collected lro m nat ural nursery areas
;II\U, as wu h Jup uncsc yellowtail culture. the re is
ott en a separate indust ry involving their colle cti on
.md culri v.ui on io juvcuilcs read y 1'01 stock ing in
grow-out pond s.
Prob abl y mor e mullet arc reare d in fresh
than in sal t wat cr. bu: significunt quant it ies of
mu llet .uid most milktlsh arc grown in shallow
murine til hrucki sh-w utcr ponds, usually constru cted
lrorn cO:lsl:d mangr ove swamps. Because of their
low posit ill11 1111 the I'llod chain. these fish UO not
uccd t o hc ku cxt ruucou sly wirh nururul or
prcp.ucd feeds . hu t simply tora gc on the natura]
;dg:i1 POPUI:lli l11I S .md till' associated living and dead
tloru and I'aun:\. The mat s 0 1' lilumcutous algae ,
which arl' calkd " Iab-Iah" in the Philippines. arc
111'Ien spec ially pre pared and eult ivateu in the ponus
by vario us. rathl' r simpk me lhod s: anu th ey may
be encour:Jl!l'U by 1l1il Uesi I'ert iliza tio n, lIsually wilh
grcen Illanlll''': , But on e 01' their principal
ellnstiluents arc Ii!arnenlolls blue-green algae, whi ch
have the ahilit v 10 lix a tmospheric nitrogen alld
lilereby reuuce llr e liminate Ihe neeu for provid ing
Iltat s<:arce anu <: osll y ingredient.
l3ecau se there is no extraneous feed ing
:IIlU. hn Ihal and llthl'r reason s. vcrI' little labor
requireu iti this kinu o f aquaculture (ex cept for
stocking anu harvcsl ing. a single watchman is the
sole requirement fo r maintaining several hundred
acres of ponds), operati ng costs are very low. Yields
also are low relat ive to those that may be obtained
lInuer Il-1e hest of eonditions in intensive raceway,
pond. or c;lgl' cult lll'e wilh hl';lvy fceding: hut
lllll',h;rll-I' IIUI IlI ruilh.l'isll can Il C gl'llWII in abllut six
Illlllilils . :Ind yiclJs 011 1ill' ordl'l lll' llnc Illctri e Ion
.urial vicw " f brackish-wa tcr ntilk tish 1,,,,,.11' i ll I I" , l ' I II 'I il ' I ' /I /I' S, 1I'I,i le st ru ct u rrv urr .1'111/( '( ' gil In : hantin s:»SI 'fI' / ' II S tilu:« II/{·
\\"IJ{(' r Clll erin}! 111 ..' 1
'
(} / h./S [ro m th« cs tuu rv ( }' /l uonSt"" lI , F I ( )J
per acre per year ar c common . a produ cr iou that is
impr essive by any standard t'or high-q ual ity animal
prot ein ,
Thousands of acres of b ruck ish-wutcr
milkfi sh ponds have been co nst ruc rcd tro rn (he
mangrove-lined I:OaSI S o l T aiw an . Ilnll!! Kong.
Philippi nes. Malaysia. lnd o ncsi.i. .uul ne ighbori ng
count ries. T ogethe r. their allllllal yield is ill excess
lIt' a quarte r or a million me tric tllllS Ill' this I'llp ular
fllou fish. I:qll:dlv imporr.u u . h,'c :II IS" o l the
siruplicity :IIl U low ol',' r:lllllg cosls lit' Ih,' cu lture
me tho d, rhc lishlllay he marke ted :It 1'I" t'i t :11 :1
rela tively low price tluu is w it hill reach " t' the
average co nsumer of those co uru rics.
Problems with Intensive Maricult urc
With the above back gro un d. le t us no w re turn ttl
the stat us of mode rn intensive ruar iuc uquur u ltu rc,
as typi fied by the gcncrul approach Ihat has been
t.ikcn in the Uni ted Stutes, ant! co nsider so rnc of
lhe problems that have beset this new llcld . Milch
o f' I he dil'Ii cul ty mu st he a t t ribu ted to the ambition .
imp.u icucc. and naivete o f the uquaculrural
,' II ( rcprcucur , The cli che o f learning 10 wal k before
t rviu g 10 111 11 is no where mo re np pro pr i.uc . hilt
venture ":'I, ilal is uur ort CIi availa ble lin small pilo:
p roicc IS. 01 slo w, de lilll'r :11 c pr ogress, Tu c
" 'I
"
' l i " Il ' T o f Il':nill!! do / clls I II hundreds " t'a nimals
I II Ih,' lall ' " :III.ry . :11 Ih,' ,," vel ,, 1' :, b:lsic I ,'s,'arch
l'I\ '.I"cl. is I'H) llrtl: lI"X II:lI'"I :lll:d to a 1:lIgc
couuucrci.r l " pn:ll iou illvl.lvill!; mi ll ion « "I' auimals.
ill :" " loSI complete iC:" " I:lII I:C Ill' l hc bio log ica l,
tcch u icul. and econ om ic pro b lems of sl:a lillg,
Coastal wet lands arc beco ming scarce and
cos t ly. Orten they arc unavailable ill la rge tracts .
o r thei r lISC is seve rely restr icted . It has been well
l LJ
doc umented 111 ;11 man y species olfish l',111 no t 11111~'
live hut also grow normall y wlicu p.uk cd 111gclhcr
literally like sa rdines ill :1 (; :111. if cuouuh fl1 0d .urd
wat er arc pumped t hrou gh Ihl' co ntniucr. So Ih,'
temptat ion is st rong to cm ul .u c the c.u tlc ked lo t
sys tem: co ndc nxc the aqu acu ltur« 'll lL' r:11 inn int o
:J sm:J11 and manageable tisl: lactory rather than 111111
tile animals loose in cxtcnsivc ,Ind l'xlH' n, iVl' gr,l/in~
areas, and lei technol ogy provide Illr th,'il car e :1I1d
feedin g.
Th e ecological pro hie IllS cu coun tcrcd ill
suc h highly intensified muricuu urc may he
formidable, Disease, alw ays the nemesis o f animal
breeders, is a far grea ter problem in the aq uat ic
med ium where, in co n t ras t to terrestrial si tua tions.
the spread of pathogens fro m infect ed to uninlccrcd
individuals is virtually imp ossible III prevent. The
incidence and spread of disease is directly
pro po rtio nal to the dens ity of thc anima ls. not so
much because their proximit y [acilitut cs tran smission
but, probab ly more imp ort ant. becau se crowde d
animals arc frequently, if not ulwuys, iu a coudi t iou
of physiological stress, whi ch makes them
particularl y vulnerable to the onse t and effec ts of
diseases . In add itio n to the usual bact er ial and vira l
infections ro which aqu at ic animals arc subjec t.
various para sites arc also readily tran smitted in the
aquatic medium and may seriously affe ct survival,
growth, and cond ition :JS well as the appea rance
and marke tability o f the product .
Aqu acult ur ists so mci imcs claim con version
efficiencies approaching I : 1'-111:11 is, \1I1 e pound \11"
food is required to producc u pound of the cultu red
animal. Thi s is an ap pare nt eco log ica l im possihi li ry .
among o the r thi ngs defying the seco nd law o f
thcrmodyu.uuics . bUI result s 1'''' 11 1 i hc 1':lcl II:al .
under the hest ll f condiu ou s, one pOlllld " I'
essen tially dr y l'ood can be co uvc rtcd I II ,I pound
fresh weight , uf t1sh that co nsis ts o f so nIc XO percell 1
watc r-:J n ac tua l e ffic iency Ill' abo UI 20 perc clI!. In
pr:Jctice, th is is se ldll lll if evc l :lchicvcd : crlic icllc ies
o f 10 perc ent u r much less arl' Ihe rule . Thus. the
grow-uut uf a million poun ds pf lish ill :1 ycar \lI
less req uires an input 0 1' bCl wcl'n one a 11<..1 len
million po unds of foud, most o r which ei lhcr is
nllt ealen in Ihe IIrsl placc llr h ,kkcal ed tH
excrete<..l back intu the system as hOlh dissolVL'd and
particula te w:Jstes. The mg anic conlenl o f Ihcsc
wasil'S has an exce e<..l ingly high oxygcn <..Iellland.
particul:Jrl y at the relal ively high water lemperatures
(15-25° C) usually preferred by culluri sts fur rapi<..l
growth. Some o f the wastes, such :15 anll11 0nia and
its intermediat c o.xidil.e<..l flHI I1. lIilril e, :lrl' highly
tox ic. Finally, Ihe m gan ic wasll:s pro vidc an ilk :d
substr:J te for dise<lsc organisms and exace rb;lle
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111 :11 pro h lcm .
1-'<11' .i l l o l till' above rl\ ISOIIS , i hc w:lstes
:1I1d uneaten fuod nllisl be q l1 i " k l ~ .uid l'lli"iclltly
removed ,'rllill IIll' culuuc syxtcru . Rapid w.it cr
,'xl' l1 :ulg" . with rcr cru ion tim es o tmiuut cs 10 ;1 Icw
ho urs :It nlllsi :111' I'ssl'nl ial in dense cu lt ure svsrcms.
Solid was tes th.u elll not llush .uu wi th the IIIHmal
11011' otw.u cr I11USt hl' removed hy mcchuuica]
II ll';IIIS Ill, o lt cu , hy luuu l 1:llHH. l.vcu th c 1110SI
ingenious scl f-l'!e'111ing. tec hniques usuall y cauno t
prevent the gruwt h o f fouling o rgauisms-cbuc terial
slimes. algae, vario us invcrt chr.uc specks- on the
bo l lOI11S and sides olthc culture syst em . Thus. no
matter how efficient and effec tive th e mechan izati on,
considerable han d labor appears 10 he an inescapable
req ui rcrncn t .
Flushing o f the wastes from an in tensive
aquacultu re system simpl y transfers them elsewh ere
in the envi ronment. Aqu aculture is the re fo re a
significant so urce o f pollutio n. lt has bee n estimat ed
that the was tes of'u bout 10 pounds o f hat chery-reared
trout arc equivalen t to tho se of one human. A
million-pound culture Iucil i ty produces the same
kinds and quanruics ofwnstcwat er as a ci ty of
roughly 100 ,000 people , Discharge o f such
wastes in to cs tuar ics o r coasta l waters is nut onl y
undesi rable but. under presen t regu lations, illegal
without the sume degree o f tr cut ment as required
1'01' domest ic I1Ul11:111 wast cwu ter .
Econom icall y . the problems uf in tensive
nuuic ulturc arc Il l> hrigltlCr. The cquipmc ru and
machiu crv 1'01' 1t ~ 1 1 l\ lI i n~ o r l'VCII for occ up ying large
volumes o f scuw.ucr wit Ii adequate protection and
miniruum risks 1'''\111 co rrosion . l'ouuug, weat her.
etc .. are extre mely costly . Cap ita l out lay lor a
m.nor m.iricult urc t.icility. wha teve r the
l"1l11l iglll:ll illil "I' 111,'II1 11 11 1>1 ' culture. call .:asliy run
io niillions o f d\ll1.IIS . Opcruung (L1 StS. pun iculurly
whcr c pUl11pi ng Lllge volul11cs uf water is iuvolve d.
hu t also incl ud ing tlte incvitab le lal>\ ' r req uirements,
:trl' ,tlSIl liigl1.
BU I tlil' sillgle great est cost o f intcnsive
l11ariculturc is usua lly tl1:1l of fuod . Typically .
tltc prep<lre d pc llc tized fec<..l s lI O\\' ill use consist uf
llIixtllres uf auil11al and vegetable illeJls and o ils,
1·' Hl ili .:d witli l11inl'l"al ,11 111vitamin supp lel11cn ts.
Requ iring a Itiglt :111<..1 cu mple te prol~in content for
rapi<..l growth, such fce<..ls usually co nt:Ji n :J signiticant
pro purtion , :Js l11u ch as 25 to 50 per cent o f
fislt me:J1.
Commercia l feeds generally range from one
10 len cent s per pou nd . At lull' co nversio n
l'llicil'ncies. or Iltc or der Ill' 10: I at the higl1 ~ n <..l o f
lite price spec t ru l11 . the cult urist l1a s an investment
i ll food alone Ilr abo ut S 1.00 pcr po und u f liis
product-em uneconomical prncricc at the out sc]:
Commercial culturisrs C;III .nu] 11I1ISI <.1(\ 1I11ICh hc u c:
than this, but l'ood srill normally accounts lor 25-50
percent Ill' totul opcruting COSls, Aud , while the
price of luxury seafoods is rapidly cscal.uing, the
cost of feed may be climhing even more rapidly,
The recent [ailu rc o l' thc Peruvian anchovcta ,
fishery, the major source of tish mcal in the world.
more than doubled the COSI Ill' that commodity
during 1971-T2,ieavingthe aquacult urist wit h t hc
dilemma of absorbing thc increase in l1is already
prohibitive operating costs or going III less desirable
rood ingredients that result in poorer growth and
lower conversion efficiencies,
Finally, the provisions Ill' thc new Federal
Clean Water Act and Amendments. Iorciug tile
mariculturc industry III subject irs l,muents to
sophisticated wastewater trc.n mcut. ii' ell I'll Iccd ,
will provide a new cost Iactor tl1:11 could
bankrupt the few marginally successful muricuh urc
enterprises now operating in the Unu cd Slates,
General Prognosis
It seems likely thai "Iced!o t" prllduclion Ill' ru.uinc
fishes and invertebrates. uu :1 conuucrciully sound
basis, will prove successful for :I! leas: some species,
In Illy opinion, this will no: happen quickly, :111(1
some new developments :111\1 hrcuki hroughs. lll' hlltl1
un cnginccriug and :1 hillillgical nature. Ill:IY well he
required before reliable and l'rufit:Jille ma ricuh u rv
or this kind will take hold, The danger is t hn t
repeated large-scale failures (the conslst cut pattern
for the past decade) will discourage further
investment of money ami scientific effort in the
field, It is to be hoped that such organizations :15
the National Sea Grant Program will continue to lill
the gap between the laboratory experimenters and
the large-scale entrepreneurs with support of some
much-needed pilot-scale research, large enough in
magnitude to reveal and address tile prohlcms 01'
mariculturc on a conuncrciul scale.
But. aquaculture. freshw:ller or marine, tl1:11
requires intensive artillcial I'eedillg and a high level
of l1leehaniz~llion and/Dr 1:lhm canllDI help allL'vi:lll'
the world food problem or l'ven Illl':i1 slHlrlages PI'
animal prntein, For such praclicl's, like c:lllic
feeJlo ts, arc I'ppd-cllnsuilli IIg r:llher 111:ln
fplld-prDducing systelns: ;llId thl' III\III~' l'rDps Illl'\'
dp pmduce, I1D\\'ever succcss,'lrlly, ;lll'lVelllleyDlld
both the econol11ic and the IlulritiDnal l11e:lns ollhe
people that 1110St need a new, iuexpensive SDUITe
Df protein,
Not SP the e.'\tl'llsivc l'stuarinl' l'ish.plll\\1
farming Df SDutheast Asi:l, where mullel. milkl'isl1,
shrimp. ;11\\1 ;1 lcw pI her species arc grolVn DU
11:lllII':rI fOlld, Requirillg;1 minimum olIahor and
other operating CDstS and IDW capitalization. these
practices C:1I1 and do successfully produce significant
quantities Df high-quality ;11\\1 relatively low-priced
anima] protein. The s.uuc is true of bivalve mollusc
cull urc, the only other "llrmol' mariculturc iha:
is :111 established and economically viable practice
almost worldwide, Shellfish culture is more
"intensive" than lish-poud culture, with respect to
sp:lti:i1 rcquircrucnrs and the density PI' the cultured
unim.tls, because the molluscs concentrate the
natural food produced over a much larger area and
brought to them by water movement: but tile
principle is the same, No art ifici.il external feeding
is required. and the .u tcud.mt problems an d costs
dl'SCI illl'd .rbovc ale .ivoidcd.
The m:ljm couxt r.rin! 10 these lor ms PI'
m.niculuu c II:IS hl'l'n the limit cd supply :llId
rcl.u ivcly high cost of juvenile animals obtained
lro ru the u.u ur.il uurscrv areas. lust cad DI' I'ood and
labor. il is thc young animals 111;11 represent tile
single gre:ltl'si l'psl tD the fish tarmer. Here is where
IllDderl1 lel'hIIDIt'gy ((1l1ld make un illlrUII:lnl
c'I"lIrihulillll, II \\';\S IIDiL'd above that mulle r,
sllril11p, :11\\1111:111'1 species DI' molluscs c.m nDW he
.utificialty prop:lg:lled in iJ;ltcheries, There appears
III he no reason why milk lish wouid nDI eventually
yield ro such m.uiipul.u iou or, 1':liling 111:11, could
IIDt Ill' rc'pl:ll'cd Ily ,1I1Il'r species 111:11 C:111 he Sll
reared, The pDili1 IV:IS :i1SIl Illalk 111:lt once lite
problems 01'nrt i licial propagation arc solved, lite
h.u chcry product ion Ill' vast numbers Ill' juveniles
usuall y becomes rout inc and surprisingly
iuc xpcnsivc. and docs not require large or expensive
";Icililies, Tile cst.rblishmcnt o l h.u chcries and the
training DI' personnel to operate them could
therefore provide a valuubie stimulant to the
expansion otwhat is already an established and
successful lor m of mariculturc.
The other constraints to the Iur ther
ucvclopmcnt Ill' estuarine pond culture in the
dcvclopinj; count rics arc l:lrgely PI' a social-
pplitical-ec()IlUlIlic n:llll[e and invulve providing
:1l'CL'SS Iu cI):lsI:iIlVl'tl:lnds, !pw-illtert'st loans, :llld
Piller incentives Ip pp!ential mariculturists, I)erhaps
educatillll:d pr<lgr:lllIS, cPu pled witil sucil
lecillllll"gic:d adv:lncl's :IS Ihe il:llcheries c.I iscussed
:lhuVl', IVI\ldd hling :illIllll ;1 clilll:lll' C(\IldllCive Iu
,igllilic:lnl e,\p:lnsiull "llile ilHlustry,
Wilat is tile putential ul' C(laSI~d lisil
1':lrming',' IlolV Illucil c;ln this already impressive
indllslr~' he npanded" In tile Philippines, wilere
3:-\O,()O() acres 01' ll1ilklisl1 Pllllds were in uperalllln
in l'nO, :111()tller I,~()(),OOO :Icres "I' Ilndeveluped
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A typical tambak, or brackish- wat er [ish pond. ill Indon esia.
High yields offish protein are achieved ill th ese areas. (F.I 0 )
man grove swa mps have been designa ted as availublc
for such purpos es. In Indon esia alone, according
to FAG estima tes, there are so me 15 million acres
of coastal we tlands that could be co nver ted to
fish pond s, At the present nest annual y ields of one
metri c ton per acre. Tish farming in these designa ted
areas alone cou ld supply the prot ein requ iremen t of
these co unt ries,
Th ere are on the orde r o f one hill ion ac res
of coastal wetlands in th e wor ld, mostly man grove
swamps in the tropics, These areas arc ecologically
and esth et ically valuable. and no OI1 I~ would like 10
see a major portio n o f such resou rces sacri[iced
to foo d produ c tio n. ( It is intc rcs ting. however, that
man is not nearly so relu ctan t to usc all that rema ins
of his natu ral terrestrial enviro nment lor agriculture
and livestock graz ing-an area already comprising R
billion acres . o r abou t 25 perce nt o f the Earth 's
land sur facc .) Nevertheless, the use o f o nly 10
percent o f these wetlands. 100 million ac res. co uld
result in the produ cti on of 100 million met ric Ions
of fish , using o nly the simpl e. unsophistica ted
techniques now commonly prac ticed in Southeast
Asia.
The annual landings Iro m co mmercial
fishing for thc en ti re wo rld arc only abo u t 70
million met ric tons today, and various esti mates
have placed the potential sustained annual yield at
ligure s as low as 100 millio n ton s. A sub stant ial
fract ion of these landings repr esent "co rrnucr ciul"
species used only for fish meal .urd o nly indircc rly
cons umed by man . Because o f that and the
inevitab le waste involved in process ing, transporti ng,
and market ing fish caught long distances from their
ultimate ut ilization (i.e. , abou t half of the weigh t
of most ed ible fishes is, a t best , thc edible po rtion ).
only abo ut 17 percen t of the tnt al Io nnapc u l'
co mme rcia l llsh landin gs is ac tually co nsumed
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directl y by man,
Fish grown in est ua rine farm ponds, on the
other 11 ;111d , may he cultiva ted over extens ive
co.rstul area s where they 1ll ;I Y be ma rke ted locall y.
often co ns u med hy the grower as ~\ for m of
subsist eucc f;ll llliug. and ;IS muc h ;1,50 percen t of
, the l ol ;J1 plodul"tiollll1;ly end up as IIUIll ;UI 1'l 1(lu,
The ab"vl' projcrt ions, it shoul d he
remembered. .trc b:\sed on rhc hc t tc: presen t-day
yields of lish f;lIl11i llg ill Sou the ast Asia. II should
eventua lly be poss ible. by app lic.ui o u of app rop riate
mall;lgelllcnt tcchu iqucs Il" W hl'j ug .lcvclopcd 1',,1
modern aq uuculturc. to increase these yields as
much us tenfold, still using the same basic methods
of extensive aqua culture wi th no ext raneous feeding,
Contro lled Icrt ilizatio n of pon ds 10 inc rease their
basic produ ct ivity and provide more natur al food to
the cultured species is ;111 estab lished pract ice, first
develo ped [o r trcshwuicr turm ponds in the
South east ern United Sta tes . The cost of fert iliza tio n
can he great ly decreased by recy cling dom est ic a nd
agricul tu ral was tes. making such improvements
economically feasible , Ccuc tic improvement o f
stocks. contro l Ilf diseases ~ 1I \lJ p.uasircs. climl nnt iou
o f preda tors uud co mpet itors. popula t ion
managem ent o lthc cul tivated species to main tain
maximum carrying capa city in the ponds. impro ved
pond des ign and harvest ing me thods: these and
o ther pro mising new deve lopments can significa ntly
increase yie lds.
In shor t. co mbining the best lca t utes 01
modern inte nsive maricu ltu re with the tradit ional,
csta hlishcd lish I'arming practices of' South east Asia
could very w.:11 place aquacul ture in J signiflcu n t
posi tion in wo rld food productio n, In tha t event.
100 million acres o r more PI'coas ta l wetlands may
represe nt a po tentia l resource tha t can hard ly be
ignored .
The I~al poten tial 0 1' ruariculture th us lies
11Ilt in placing oysters, salmon. o r shrimp on the
pl.ucs of all alfluc nt and ulreadv overfe d societv
hut ill providin g subs tan tial am:llIllts or l ow.co~t '
and high-quality a nima l protei n to those people who
have the nu trit ional need and the available land but
who requ ire only social and technological assistance
to realize the food-pr odu cing potential o f their
COJst :J1 we tlands,
Jolm I f. Rvt hrr is a srnior scien tis t ill lilt , Departm ent o f
!Ii" lo!:, ', Woods l lol« Ocranograp h u: lustit ution.
Source: Oceanus. "Food From the
, Sea." vol. 18:2. Witter
' -- 1975 .
Study Qu e s t i ons : Mariculture: How Much Protein and Fer Whom?
Oceanus. Winter 1975 Food From the Sea
by John H. Ryther.
1. What are some of th e prerequisites necessary for a successful
mariculture industry?
2. Note the types of mariculture that exists ' i n the world. Which
areas of the world devote more time and effort to this maricult4re?
3. Which forms of marine life have been most successful in the mari-
culture programs?
4. What are some of the major ~isadvantages or problems connected
with mariculture?
5. What is the usual conversion efficiency rate in mariculture?
Explain the percentage of input and resultant fish production.
6. What is the general outlook for the economically successful produc-
tion of marine fishes and invertebrates?
7. What is the relationship between mariculture and the developing
nations of the world? Cite specific areas of the world where
successful mariculture has taken place among the developing nations.
8. What projections have been made for coastal fish farming? Note
specific areas.
9. What is the commercial fish landing statistic? What is this fish
utilization? What percentage is actually consumed directly by
man?
10. What are the final projections for mariculture throughout the
world. Specifically comment on mariculture in the developing
world. Include your own conclusions.
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by John H. Ryther
EDITOR'S NOTE: The auth or visi ted the People 's Republic of China fo r a month in the fall of 1978 as part of a
10-memberdelegation ofAmerican oceanographers . He traveled to nine locations, including th e country's
largest oceanographic center at Tsingteo , The fo llowing arti cle is based on his visi ts to both marine and
fresh water aqu aculture sites.
, Freshwater fish production in Ch ina probably
exceeds that of the rest of the world combined.
perhaps by as mu ch as several-fo ld . The total world
production from all forms of aquaculture was
recently placed at six mill ion metric tons in a report
by the National Academy o f Sciences. That figu re is
unrealistic, however , since no reliable dat a were
then avai lab le from the People's Republic of Chi na.
In fact, such data may not exi st, but so me
reasonable estimates can 110 W be made on the basis
of info rma tion recently obtained .
Several independent stud ies have pl aced the
total area of freshwater in Ch ina at about 20 million
hectares (50 million acr es). About half of that area is
suitable fo r fish culture, and in keep ing with the
Chine se princip le of mult iple , intensive use of all
natural resources , virtually all sui tab le waters are
stocked w it h fish and managed to some degree .
Abo ut half o f the 10 mill ion hectare s of
managed freshwa ter cons ists of lar ge, natural lakes
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or man-made reservoirs which , because of their
size, receive less intensive management than small
bodies of water - for example, no feeding,
fertilization, disease, or predator control. Annual
yields from I hese larger bodies of water vary widely ,
reportedly ranging from 50 to S,OOO kilogram, per
hectare . For example, the yield reported for Tung
(East) Lake near Wuhan, which Lovers an area of
'1,500 hectares and is managed by provincial
culturists , is 450 kilograms per Ill'LIM(' annually,
while that from West Lake near Hangchow, a
560-hectare body of water, is1 ,300 kilograms per
hectare .
The remaining 5 million hectares of managed
freshwater are small, intensively farmed ponds. For
the most part, these are managed by agricultural
communes , by fish-farming communes, and
communes that farm fish as an ancillary activity. In
the agricultural communes, fish farming is closely
integrated within the total food production system,
whereas the fish-farming communities, in addition
to fish production, also provide fingerli ng stocks lor
the agricultural communes .
The smaller, more intensively managed li,h
ponds are more productive, yields ranging widely
from aboutt ,000 to 10,000 kilograms per hectare per
year , and averaging perhaps :l,OOO kilograms per
hectare per year. In 1977, the Ching Po Fish Farm
outside Shanghai produced 4,hOO kilogr,1Il1s per
hectare, expected to see a yield of S,GUO kilograms
per hectare in 1978, and aspired 10 an annual yield of
7,500 kilograms per hectare -Ihe reported
performance of a nearby farm in Kanus Province .
Estimating yields of the less intensively
managed larger lakes and reservoirs at a
conservative 500 kilograms per hectare and that of
the smaller fish farms a13,000 puts total annual
production of freshwater fish at about 17.5 million
metric tons . Clearly this figure - nearly "25 percent
of the total annual landings irom all oceans - needs
verification , but whatever Ihe correct number. il
would appear to be signtficantlv greater than earlier
estimates of China 's freshwater tish production.
This yield also appears 10 be considerably
larger than China 's total marine fish landings.
estimated aI3 .! million metric tom per ye'H. The
latter figure, hitherto unavailable to fishery
statisticians , was derived from interviews with
fishery biologists located at diiferent points along
the Chinese coastline . II is cortainlv not an
insignificant figure - American fishermen only
landed 2.3 million metric tons in 1977 - though the
marine catch is almost dwarfed by the apparent
contribution from aquaculture.
The combined yields from aquaculture and
marine fishing - 20.6 million metric tons - is
equivalent to a per capita fish consumption of about
45 pounds per year for the one billion or so
inhabitants o f China . This is nor unreasonable for a
country that so highly prizes fish ,b ,} food .ind
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whose other so urces or animal protein are severely
limited . It is significan tly greater than thel7 pounds
per yeM eaten by the average American, but we are
not a fish-eating society. The Chinese figure is
precisely the same as that of Sweden , and
two-thirds that otlapan .
There are nine marine fishing corporations
located along China 's coastline. The second largest
of these, located in Dalien , is an organization that
builds, maintains . ~1I1d operates '150 fishing and
support vessels; owns its own freezer, ice plant, net
manufacturing plant; and conducts its own
processing, packing, sales, and distribution. Much
of its annual catch of about7S,OOO tons is frozen .
Some of the more valuable species , such as shrimp,
are exported to the United States and elsewhere.
The bulk of the catch, however, is distributed
throughout China.
The nine large fishing corporations
combined only account for about a half million
metric Ions, orl(, percent of the total marine
l.mdings. The rest of the catch is landed by
hundreds of thousands of fishermen in small boats
,11 remote CO,1st,11 vill,1ges that have little or no
processing, refrigeration, freezing, or dist ributional
facilities . The catch . therefore. must be consumed
quickly and locally .
\Ve can see then the importance of
.iqu.nulture in providing Ihe large Chinese
populace with an abundant supply of high-quality ,
extremely popular animal protein al reasonable
cost. The distribut ion of farm ponds throughoulthe
count ry, particutarty in the south where water is
abundant , makes it possible to market fresh fish
without the problems of large-scale processing ,
Ireezing, and distribution .
In the size range of two to fou r pounds, fresh,
pond-grown carp sell in the retail market for about
the equivalent of 50 cents a pound . Smaller fish sell
for about half that price. Chicken , duck, and pork,
the other C0f11111lH1 forms 01 animal protein , are
rationed because they Me in short supply , and cost
two 10 three times the price of fish.
How the System Works
Aquaculture in China owes its success to a number
of factors. The multiple use of aquatic resources ,
referred to earlier, is probably the primary one.
Reservoirs and smaller farm ponds may be
constructed initially for irrigation or domestic water
supply, but for the Chinese policy maker it is
inconceivable that they not be simultaneously used,
and to the limits of their capacity, for fish
production.
From its beginning, fish pond culture in
China has always been considered an integral part
of agriculture. The terrestrial and aquatic farms
supplement each other ina number of important
ways that increase yields of each component part.
And mixed species cultivation or "polyculture" is
Grass carp (Ctenophervngodor: ide llus)
universally applied , with particular emphasis on
species low in the food chain.
Virtually all o f the fish species used in
Chinese pond culture are cyprinids (m innows). The
four most important and most universally used (th e
so-call ed major or Chinese carp sor " family fishes")
are the grass carp, Cten op haryng odon idellus, the
Silve r carp (Hypophthalmlchth}'s motitrtx }
-,
.~..
Common carp (Cvpnrius carpio L.i
- ---- -- _ ._ -
silver carp , H ypophtha/michth ys tiiolitrix, the
b ighead carp , Aristichthys nobilis, and the black or
snail carp, M vlophnrvngodot: piceus . Also used are
smaller n um bers of mud carp , Cirrh in us molitorells,
common and mirror carp Cvp rin us carpio, go lden
and cru cian carp, Ctunssius aurntus, and th e pond
fish Ti/apia (see page 29).
Bighead ca rp IAri stichthys nob ilis)
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1-1:11)/1 .11 and fe eding nich es 01th e principal species in classical Ch in ese
c<1 rp culture. (7 ) Grass carp (C ten oph arv ngodon idellusl fe eding on
vegetable tops . (2) Bighead (A ristichtvs no bili s) feed ing on zooplankton
in midwat er. (3) Silver carp (Hy poph thalmi ch ty s molitri x) feeding on
p h ytoplankton in midwater, (4 ) Mud carp (Cir rhinus molitorella) fe eding
on benthic animals and detr itus . including g rass carp feces. (5) Comm on
carp (Cy pri n us carp io) fe edinb on benth ic onimats an d detritus. including
W .lSS carp icci:«. (6) Bltu:k carp (j\-Iv lo p haryngodon pier-us) feeding on
mollusk s, (from Aq uacul ture -- The Farming and Husb,lnd ry 01
Freshwater ,1Ild Marine Org.misrn«. Wil ey-//lt ersciellce!
The grass carp is a herbivore that normally
eats aq uatic macrophytes (bo th rooted and
unattached and submerged and floa ting aqu atic
weed species); it also will feed vo rac io usly on
terrestrial plant w astes, such as cu t grass and
vegetable tops. Although fast grow ing (5 to 10
kilograms per year. or more), the grass carp is hi ghly
inefficient in its utilization o f food , producin g large
qu antities of organic wastes. Th is mate rial sett les to
th e bottom , support ing a community of benthic
invertebrates that. in turn , serve as food for the
black , common, mud, and gol den carps. The wastes
also decompose, liberating nutrients that suppo rt
communities of ph ytoplankton and zoop lank to n.
which in turn serv e as the principal food for silver
and bighead carps. The plankton ic populations are
further enhanced by periodic fert ili zatio n of the
ponds with fermented pig manure or other organic
wastes , such as th at from ducks (often raised in the
same pond s with the fish), It is th e combination of
polyculture , which takes advantage of every feeding
niche in the pond ecos ystem , and util ization of
agricultural w astes that results in the low-cost ,
high-yield achi evements of Chinese pond cultu re.
The maj or carps normally live in large river
systems, and they are unable to spawn naturally in
the stagnant farm ponds. Up to 1958, the indu stry
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depended on the annual co ll ecti o n of fingerlings
from th eir natural environment, but then an
arti ficial spawning method w as developed that
in vol ved in jecting the fish w ith common carp
p itu itary extract or with human cho rio nic
gonadotropin . Toda y most provinces in
fish-farmin g regi on s of China have a commune that
speciali zes in hatchery production and rearing o f fry
for distribution to other communes . The personnel
in these spec ial ized co m m unes are accompli shed in
such fields as controlled induced spawning,
sele ctive br eeding, larval rear ing, d isease
prevent ion and treatment, and nutrition - areas
normall y requiring co nsiderable tr aining and
experience in the Western world . A t th e Ch ing Po
Fish Farm , workers claimed th at the y usuall y co uld
diagnose, treat , and cure a dis ease problem in three
days . They added that normal survi val rate s for
fingerlings to marketable adu lts ranged from 90 to
95 percent. Members o f all the fish farming
communes take gre at pride in their ab ili ty to solve
the ir own problems - even to conduct their own
research as needed , i ndepe nden t o f th e academ ic
or government rese arch communities . The kinds of
research th at such product ion units can
accompl ish , however, are ne cessarily empirical ,
focu sed on imme d iate problems .
lnstitutional Research Programs
More basic research on freshwat er fish culture
problems is conducted on the provincial and
national levels at a number of universities and
institutes. AI the Institute of Hydrobiology at
Wuhan, for example, both basic and applied
research is done on fish breeding and genetics ,
disease control, and the primary productivity of
lakes and reservoirs.
The grass carp, the essential first-stage
herbivore in the Chinese polyculture system , is
difficult to rear in the early stages of its life cycle,
being subject to severe disease problems . Scienti sts
at the Wuhan Institute have successiully brought
into cultu re another herbivore, the Chinese bream,
Mega/obrama amb/ycepha/a, which is hardier,
perhaps superior as a table fish , and fills the same
ecological niche as the grass carp. That fish has now
been successfully introduced into 20 of China's
provinces .
The same laboratory also has successfully
crossbred several closely related cyprinids (for
example , different varieties of the common carps )
producing hybrids that are fertile , breed true , .md
grow faster ,1Od larger th.m cif her p,Hent slot k ,
These also are now available for distribution
throughout China .
The ecological unit at the Institute oi
Hydrobiology studies the productivity of the I~Hgl'r
lakes and reservoirs in China, including the
1,SOO-heclare basin of Wuhan 's EJst Lake , which
they selected as a model study area. The objective of
this group is to determine the maximum carrying
capacity of the lakes and reservoirs so that they can
be stocked to that level , thereby achieving
111,1Xi1llUIll potl'ntiJI yield without stunting or
stressing the fishes . Other objectives are to
dplf'rrnine IIH' prorwr stocking ratios of different
species so JS to maxunallv utilize all feeding niches ,
and to stock the proper number of grazing and
filter-Ieeding herbivores so as to preserve a
de sirable level of aquatic macrophytes and
phytoplankton for aesthetic purposes, since the
lakes also are used heavily for recreation. To
achieve th ese objectives , the staff studies chemical
nut rient cycling, pri mary productiv ity, and the
distribution of phytoplankton and zooplankton,
with the ultimate hope of developing a numerical
model for predicting potential fish yields.
During the e<lrly -1970s , an ovulating agent for
induction of spawning by farm fish es was
successiu lIy synthesized , tested, and evaluated
through a cooperative research project involving
the Shanghai Institute of Biochemistry, the Peking
Institule of Zoology, and other organizations . The
agent (an analog 01 till' nonapeptide LH-RH) is now
commercially available, though the extent to which
it has repl~Kt'd l lu- us(' of carp pituitary (st ill used
c-xcluvivolv ill I Ill' lJnill'<1 SIJtes , ,111(1 elsewhere) is
not known .
Marine Aquaculture
M ,trine .iqu.nultuu- is ,1 more r('("pnl innovation in
China , daring trom post-revolution.irv times. Many
marino ,,!}('cies art - heing grown experimentally
Jiang the entire Chinese coastline . These include
the seaweeds t.tuninnrin inponic« (kelp), Undaria
pinna/alida, Porph vr« vezoensis ,
I' . quangd ong/lL'sis , I'. tuictenensis, Cracilarie
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verrucose, Euchcuma gekuiruie, and Liger» sp. : the
mussels Ml'tilus edulis , M. viricics, and
M. smarajdinus; the oysters Ostre« rivultuis ,
O. plicatula, and Cressostrcn giga s; the clam Arca
granosa; the scallop Chltun vs i.ureri, the sea
cucumber Stichopus [upon icu«; IIll' pcnaeid sh rirnp
Penaeus orienuilis, P. tnerguiensis, and
P. monodon; the pearl oy ster I'inctilda mnrumsci :
the crab Erochier sinensis; and certain finfishes ,
including mullet, Mugil so- iuv, and milkfish ,
Chanos chanos. Several of these species are already
in some form of commercial production , but data
are not generally available .
The most important cultivated marine
organism is the brown seaweed, Laminaria
japonica, a cold-water spec ies of kelp originally
introduced to China from Hokkaido, Japan.
Formerly imported from Japan, Lemineria is now
grown in more than 3,000 hectares of Ch ina 's
northern coastal waters with a production of some
10,000 dry tons per year, roughly half of which is
consumed directly as food and half of which is used
for the extraction of algi nates. More than '1,000 dry
tons per year are now exported to Japan, where
production is declining.
Kelp cult ure is started in one of 15 hatcheries
in northern China. Such hatcheries are essentially
large greenhouses covering shallow tanks through
which fertilized, refrigerated (5 to II degrees
Celsius) seawater is circulated. Kelp spores attach in
the spr ing to 50-meter-long strings wound on
wooden frames that are submerged in the hatchery
tanks , the spores developing to 1. to..J centimeter
sporelings during the summer and early fall. When
the coastal seawater ternper.uure drops below 20
degrees Celsius, the strings , with the sporelings
attached, are removed from the wooden frames,
moved outside, and attached to buoyed ropes .
During the following six to eight months , the plants
are manually thinned , transferred to larger ropes ,
carefully brushed individually to remove sed imen ts
and epiphytes, and fertilized daily . They thus grow
to mature sporophytes, ranging in length from 3
meters in the Tsingtao area to more than 5 meters in
Dalien, where the water cool s more quickly in the
fall and the growing season is longer. Annual kelp
production in the two areas is roughly 30 and 50 dr y
tons per hectare, respectively. The wholesale value
of dry kelp in China is equivalent to 60 cents a
pound .
The cultivation of the red seaweed , Porphvr«,
is a more recent introduction, still undergoing
development. Essentially the same technology is
used for growing this alga in China as is employed in
Japan. Since the latter has been thoroughly
documented elsewhere, the practice will not be
described here except where there is a significant
difference. A recent Chinese innovation is to spread
the nets (to which the spores and later the mature
plants are attached) under Ilodting bamboo rafts . in
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contrast to the fixed nets attached to poles driven
into the bottom, which are used in Japan . The
floating raft s keep the plants permanently at or just
below the surface and thi s has reportedly enhanced
yields greatly . Another departure from Japanese
nor; cu li u re is 111l' fprti liz at ion of I he Porphvm beds.
.iccomplislu-d by .inaching small plastic bags of
fertilizer to each bamboo rait through which the
nutrients slowly diffuse as they dissolve.
The small , cold-water species of Porphvr«
(P . vezoensis), which wa s also introduced from
Japan, is grown in northern China, where a yield of
about 0.6 dry tons per hectare per year is obtained .
In the South China Sea region , the more tropical
P. tialumensis is grown, reportedly reach ing a
length oi more than 9 meters in contrast to P.
vezoensis , which grows to about 1 meter in the
north . Yields of P. haitanensis from large
production units are on the order of 8.5 dry tons per
hectare per year and those irom small, experimental
units are reported to be as high as 10 tons per
hectare per year. Yields of Porphvr« in China,
though significantly higher than those in Japan, are
much less than those of Laminerie, but the higher
price of Potphvr:» , more than five dollars per pound
dry, makes i ts cul tivation popular .
The City of Tsingtao is Ch ina 's main center.
for marine rese.ir ch. harboring the Institute of
Oceanography (Chinese Academy of Sciences),
Shantung College of Oceanography , and the Yellow
Sea Fisheries Institute (National Bureau of
Fisheries). The Deputy Director of the Institute of
Oceanography, C. K. Tseng, is a ph ycologist who
received hi s doctorate from the University of
Michigan, later working ,Il Scripps Institution of
Oceanography in California before returning to
China . T. C. Fang, Chairman oi the Biology
Department ,11 Shantung College , is a noted algal
specialist. Understandably . then , there is emphasis
within the Tsingtao scientific community on
seaw eed research .
Scienti sts at the Inst itute of Oceanography
have had considerable success (through
x -rav-induced mutation and selective breed ing) in
developing pure strains oi Laminaria that grow more
rapidly than wild populations, contain more iodine,
and can tolerate high temperatures. The latter
feature is an important attribute that allows
extension of the species' southern range and a
corresponding expansion of the Laminaria culture
industry.
Fang is carrying out interesting and highly
original basic genetic studies on Laminaria. By
treatment with colchicine at low temperatures, he
has been able to induce the microscopic female
gametophyte of Laminaria to develop
parthenogenetically into a large, undifferentiated
cell mass (callus) . Each callus may be considered asa
genetically pure clone that can be mainta ined
indefinitely - e.uh cell of which, when isolated and
".
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One of the large gr eenh ou ses used as "<'ip nurseries i ll 7'.<ill,,,/ ,lll .
returned to its normal env ironmen t. w ill d evelop
in to a normal femal e sporop hv io (o r COm lll('rl i.i l lv
valuable seaweed pl an t) . Th i-, p ion eer wo rk ill
seaweed gene ti cs o pe ns the door to th e
develo pment of pure-breed in g , impro ved ~ tocks III
this import an t seaweed , lol lowing in Ihe lools ll'P~
oi m odern higher p lan t ge ne tic~.
Mu ssels, Scallops, and Shrimp
In bo th the Tsingta o and Dali en regions, the sa me
i ish ing commun es tha t cu ltu re seaweeds also
cu ltu re several kinds o f inve rte b ra tes. Mus sels,
My tilus edulis , are g ro w n o n buoyed ropes, usin g
essentia lly the sam e techn iqu es as those de vel oped
in Spain and no w widel y adop ted in man y o the r
coun tries , i ncl ud ing th e United States . About 18
m on th s is required fo r th e m ussel s to re ac h
marketable siz e : th er e Me two crops a y t'.lr , spr ing
.in d fal l , produc in g abo u t -Ino ton s (shell s inclu rh-d )
per hectare (co rn p. i rc d 10 so me f>OOt(1I1S pl'r lu« t.ur -
per year in Sp.iin lor th v s.uu« ~ pl'l il ' s ) .
Smaller number s o i sca llo p s . Cl i.il.uuv»
ttu re ri, are grown in th e sa mo arcus. till' juvI'nlil"
s us pend e d from ropes in laye red " lan te rn 11.1 skl' ls ."
.i e<l cucu mbers. Stichopus ioponicus , a lso iJr('
rel eased on the botto m as juven il es benea th Iht'
Lam inaria and/or Myti lus cu l tu res , w he re th ev live
o n sin ki ng detrital m aterial p roduced h v th e p la nts
a n d anim als above . The non-mot il e a ni ru.il-, .i re
11.H\ll' St«d by d ivr:rs I\YO Vl'. lr Sl;lle r w he n Ilw y reach
,1m.l rl.. ('( .II1 I1 ' Sill' 0 111 III Itl cl' n tim eters. TIl('
m ussels, sca llo ps. 51'.1cucumbers, and seve ral o the r
sfJPcies 0 1 inve-rt c-br .. ll ' ~ (,Ibalo ne , clam s, oys te rs)
.1rt ' (pl.\ tivel y recent in trodu r tions . sti l l largel y in th e
l ' xp l ' r in1l'n tal "I.lgl ' . lilt' p roch« lion units
rhcrnsu lves do m o s: of th e emp i rical
l" q)(' ri ll ll' n tal io n , in cl ud in g spaw ning and larval
rcaring in their own hatch eri es. For example, at th e
Chin Hsien County Aquacult ure Statio n near
Da lie n , seed SG111 0p p rod uction has increased fr om
1.7' milli on in IlJ77 10 7.9 mil l io n in 1971l th ro ug h th e
use of improved sp.iwn in j; and larval rcarin g
11' ( hn iquc s.
Seve ral o f l ilt' s.JJ1lt' species 0 1pen aeid
<hri m p that are grown suc cessful ly in m <lny parts of
So u th ea'! Asia ,11'(' ,l lso ru ltivate d in th e Sout h Chi na
SI' ,l ( (),l sIJI .i re .i . u.sill g esse n tia lly the s.ime
11ll' lho ds .in rl g,lilling Il w ~.lllll' resull s. BUI in the
i .I.,1 Ch in .: SI '.l .IIHI Yc- Ilow SI'd ('oas l,l l rl 'gions, lil('
1.11 gl ' " Ch int'sl " shrimp I't 'noll.'us u n l' n tol lis i." .1lso
grown with I ou "lliL'rd lJito SU C t:l ~ SS , Acc or d ing to Liu
[iu -vu , !'r US I.l et'.1I1'pl 'l i.lli .s l .m d Hcacl o t l ho
! llo illgy I)I'parIIlH' 1l1 .11I Ill' l n st itur e of
O( t', lIlOgrap hy , IJ o ru -ntnl i-: rou ti nc lv matures
<r-xu.rl lv in cap tivi ty in hol d ing ponds, in co n tras t to
o the r pcnacid sh rimp sp('ci('~ cul tu red el sewhere,
wh e-n- gravid I l' 11I .11 1's Ill u s l u-uall v be taken Iro rn
Iht ' ( () 1l 1 Il H ~ r (' i .l ll l' l lt' r v to oh t.i in the yo u ng . Larval
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Multi-layered " lan tern " n ets used for scallop cu lt u re.
stages are hatch ery reared JS is don e elsew he re and
post-larvae are grow n to more th an 15 cen timeters
(25 grams) in length in less than fiv e mon ths. mak ing
it possible to grow the animals to ,1 i J ~ ge marketable
size in o ne br ief seaso n.
Thi s re la tive ly temperat e-w ater , easi ly grown
sh rimp species wou ld appear 10 be of po tent ial
interest to culturis ts elsew here in th e w o r ld ,
including the Un ited States. II cou ld be o ne oi the
first Chinese co ntributio ns 10 aqu aculture in the
United States in w hat one hopes w ill be a ne w er a oi
marine scien tifi c exc hange between the tw o
co untri es.
An Example to Learn From
China has lon g bee n recogn ized ,1S bo th the pi oneer
and the most successfu l practiuon cr oi tish i.lfllling
in the world . W hat has not been iully apprec iated is
the magnitude of th at success or th e broad diversity
of new efforts in Chinese aqua culture. parti cularly
in the oc ean s.
W ith th e fie ld of aq uacu ltu re still strugg ling
to iu lf il l it s pr om ise almost everywhere else in the
w o rl d , i t is gra tifyi ng to see th e Chi nes e exam ple,
and ch all en gin g to co n tem p late how we Illay
benefit fr om th at expe rience.
john H. Ryth er is a Sen io r Scientist ill the Rio/ ogy
Departm ent at the Woods Hole O cean ographic
Institution .
The carp d rawin gsacco mpanyi ng this artic le we re don e by
Dr . Shao-Wen Ling , appea ring in his hook Aqll.lCllII l/fe in
So utbonst Asi«, a Unive rsi ty o f \,y,lsh in gl o n :'1',1 (;r,\ll1
publicat ion , 1977.
28 Source: Oceanus. "Food From the Sea"
vol. 18:2. Winter 1975.
SPECIFIC NEW ENGLAND CONSIDERATIONS
There are a variety of maritime related problems which directly
impact the New England area. Only two specific problems are in
included in this Learning Activities Packet, Facility Siting and
Oil or Fish on the Georges Banks. The student will observe that all
previous materials contained in this LAP does apply to New England.
Specific New England Problems and Concerns
Facility Sitings
Power plants are often sited in the coastal zone for a variety of
reasons. In some instances a relatively remote area is chosen. It is
often a marshland area that formerely was not considered valuable shore
land for other types of buildings or uses. It is known today that the
marshland isthe prolific food factory that provides the nutrients for
the complete ecosystem of our coastal and ocean waters from the
photoplankton/zooplankton throughout the complete food chain to the
largest of marine mammals, the whales. These nutrients that are
produced in the estuarine and marshland areas are washed out to sea
daily with the tides and supply the myriads of living organisms in the
••a·with~sustenance. The importance of and the necessity for these
marshlands is realized today. Laws have been established to protect
this viable land area particularly the Coastal Zone Management Act of
1976. In some instances "artificial" marshlands have been constructed
following the discovery of their valuable function and the post
realization of the impacts resultant from their destruction.
The "remote" location area for the power plant may have been
chosen for the siting due to its dis tance from populous areas. Many
people do not consider power plants as attractive components of their
residential neighborhoods.
Coastal areas were also sought for power plants because of the
availability of cooling waters which i s a necessary component in the
generation of power. This operational aspect of the power plant may
cause far reaching impacts on the exieting ecosystems. Thi~ can include
the destruction of the organisms that are liVing within the waters that
are actually circulated through the power plant. Most power plants ~
have some type of screening device which will eliminate larger organisms
from entering the circulatory systems and certain destruction. Smaller
organisms and microorganisms are usually doomed for destruction.
Another impact of the cooling system is the discharge of the water into
the coastal waters. This discharged water will often range from about
10' to 34' F hotter that when it entered the plant. The effects of
this warmer discharge water may effect the surrounding ecosystems in
a 35 mile area. There may be additional environmental impacts if
Facility Sitings
dredging must be done for the intake and dis~harge functions of the
facility to operate.
Studies have shown that as much as 30%, if not more, of the animal
brood of estuarine spawning fish can be killed by the operation of a
1,000 megawatt plant located on a semi-enclosed ecosystem or breeding
area.such as the Indian Point Plant on the Hudson River.
Urban areas also have been chosen for facility siting. Some of
the reasons for such choices are obvious. These include the demand q' of
the surrounding urban areas, the needs of the local industrial plants,
and the convenience of the adjacent port facility through which the
oil ( or aoal) is transported for the generation of power at the
facility. Note that usually the majority of the power facilities
in the urban areas are of an older type and as such contain fewer
protective devices for a harmonious interaction with the ecosystems
surrounding it. In some instances laws, Federal, State, and local,
have been passed which mandate certain regulations regarding these
facilities. In some instances these regulations may apply only to
newer plants, and the older ones may be 'exempted.
The average American has a great dependence on multiple utilities
that are powered by facility plants. The usage includes direct usage
such as electricity, telephones, television, plumbing facilities,
numerous small appliances,etc. as well as an indirect dependence on
the myriads of products that are such an essential part of our daily
life and are manufactured through a process that directly involves
the power generated from the power plant.
The siting of power .a~d water ' treatment plants involves difficult
decisions particularly if it concern~ the coastal zone. As we continue
to study and learn more about the interactions of the fragile ecosystems
of the coastal zone, the conflicting uses and needs of this area become
more apparent. This knowledge may also make the decision more difficult.
Citizens must be informed about these basic issues and the impact that
their decisions will have on the marine environment.
Specific New England Problems and Concerns
Student Activities
1. Hesearch the nu~ber, types, and capacity of the power plant
facilities in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
2. Complete the following data relative to these facilities:
a. Type / location / capacity of each plant
b. The original date of o~eration. Also include any major
expansion of this facility.)
c. Determine whether this plant is involved in the New England
"power pool".
d. Briefly explain how the New England Power Pool operates.
e. Include, if available, the projected usage and capacity in
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
3. Review and list the major steps that have to be followed for the
siting of a power plant in the State of Massachusetts
a. Specify those laws and regulations that are Federal and those
that are State laws. In some instances there may be local
ordinances that also regulate facility siting.
b. Determine whether these regulations affect only new plants,
or whether they also apply to older plants.
4. Determine what the impact from this facility on the ecology of the
environment and the recreational uses of the immediate area.
Extra Credit
1. Complete this same research for the entire New England area.
2. Research the background, current status, and projections for the
nuclear power plant in Seabrook, New Hampshire.
a. Give the background for the numerous demonstrations and delays
in the building of this facility. Present both views to this
controversial facility.
Student Activities
b. Determine why this facility was placed in Seabrook, New
Hampshire.
c. Make an analysis of Federal/State/Local regulations relative
to this siting.
d. What capacity will this new facility add to the State of
New Hampshire, the New England region, the New ~ngland power
pool, and areas beyond New England.
e. Determine whether there are other nuclear facilities in
New England. List the number/location/capacity of each
plant. Determine the contribution that these plants have
for the New England region.
f. Note the ecological impacts on the environment and the
effect on the recreational uses of the immediate area. The
information for this research can be obtained in the public
libraries and from the Public Utility Departments of the
respective States~
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Georges Bank is located within 100 miles off the tip of Cape Cod,
Massachusetts. It is located near the edge of the gradually sloping
continental shelf, nearly 200 miles out into the Atlantic Ocean. This
area is often referred to as the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS). It
is precisely this unique slope of the continental shelf and the
temperature of the North Atlantic waters warmed by the Gulf Stream--
that form the env ironment which produces an abundance of foods for the
great variety of fish that habitually spawn on the edge of this shelf.
Many favorable conditione make the Georges Bank among the world's most
productive fishing grounds.
The Georges Bank provides about a $168 million ( some sources will
go as high as $1 billion) for the fishing indust.ry annually. This is
about 17% of the total American catch and 14% of the world's catch.
Scientists have designated this area as the richest fishing area of
the world. The Georges Bank also adds to the 51 billion tourist trade.
2.
Georges Bank
Men have been fishing these waters for centuries. It is
known that the French, Spanish, and Portuguese fishing fleets
regularly fished the Banks during the 16-17th centuries. The fish
would then be dried and salted on the beaches of North America and
then packed into the holds of the ships and brought back to Europe
for sale. This valuable and life sustaining resource has been
renewing itself and providing food for man for over 300 years.
Today, the most common fish on the Banks are "ground fish"
including: cod (chosen as the symbol of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts), halibut, haddock, hake, flounder, and many
"underutilized" species such as: squid, eel, herring, etc. t ha t are
considered delicies in Europe but not favored by most Americans.
The value of this renewable resource has been 50 significant
to New Englanders, who market this fish for the rest of the USA
and for world wide consumption, that the US Congress passed a law
to protect the Georges Bank from being "overfished". Effective
in 1977, the US Government would not allow any foreign fishing
boat within 200 miles of the USA coastline without a special permit.
This "200 mile limit" law is known as FCMA (Fish Conservation
Management Act). After the great and modern fleets of the USSR
began to fish the Banks in the mid sixties, some species, especially
halibut, nearly disappeared. Scientists state it will take years to
bring the halibut back up to normal levels of production. It was
seriously threatened by extinction.
, 3.
Georges Bank
Many people today are concerned by what they feel is a new
threat to the natural habitat of the Georges Bank. "Schools" of
oil companies are drilling "exploratory" holes in and around the
Georges Bank area in search of oil and natural gas. Studies prove
that all the ingredients for oil and natural gas fields do exist in
this area. (See illustration~.p. 7.)
All the major oil producing companies (17 large ones and some
independent ones) conduct their own expensive explorations. Each
company carefully guards its "secrets". Knowledge is not shared among
the companies nor with the Federal Government that also conducts
surveys. The oil companies do not want to create more competition
for themselves prior to the sale of the leases. Reseach techniques
are constantly being refined and may give valuable information.
In the production of oil, there are three basic phases:
exploration, development, and production. Each of these phases is
very costly. The exploration phase on the Georges Bank was 5828
million by the combined oil companiss. An example of the cost
during the exploration stage by the US Government included a
"comprehensive arial survey by the USGS of the rock structure
beneath the Atlantic continental shelf. Done in 1975, it would
cost about $37 million to repeat in 1980. In 1976 during another
phase of the exploration, the research included the drilling of two
deep holes in the Georges Bank to study rock formation. This
drilling alone cost nearly S40 million. Obviously these costly
procedures have to be paid by the consumers.
The consumers of New England are in a bind. There is a large
4.
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concentration of peoples in New England who depend on imported
(foreign) oil. There is a high consumption rate of oil in New
England. The typically cold and snowy winters demand a great
consumption of oil. There are diversified industries located
throughout this region that use this im ported oil. New England
is almost totally dependent on automobile and trucking for major
transportation, and nearly all supplies and services. Railroad
service has suffered a long decay and it gives only limited
service throughout New England. Even the New England fishermen need
the oil and gas to get out to the Banks area to fish. The need for
a new oil supply is real and imminent for New Englanders as it is
for all Americans.
The current explorations of the Georges Bank area (Spring 1980)
has not proven very successful. It is estimated that at the very
best there would be about 123 million barrels of oil. Should this
be brought up in one single haul, it would be equal to the amount
necessary to supply the U.S. with one week's supply. There are
estimated to be slightly larger amounts of natural gas, but ~ ,
not of suf ficient amounts to make this a meaningful discovery.
The problem becomes more complex when we : realize that the
New England fisheries industry is a most productive one. This
includes not only the fishing boats, but many processing plants as
well which furnish many jobs throughout the New England coastal
states.
It is because of this fish industry that a private. non-profit
citizens group - the Conservation Law Foundation sued the US
Department of the Interior in an attempt to delay or stop the sale
5.
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of leases in the Georgew Bank area. The first sale was announced
on December 31, 1977. After a series of court proceedings at the state,
federal district court, and the US Circuit Court of Appeals, the US
Supreme Court issued an injunction ( a court order to delay the sale)
on February 1979. Proceedings continued with a tentative lease sale
announced, various hearings condu~ted, and the case was finally sent
back to the US Court of Appeals. It was finally determined that the
lease sale would be possible on December 18, 1979 at 3:00 p.m. on
lease sale # 42.
The lease aale is only the beginning of the process for t he oil
companies. A great number of special permits are required, a most
detailed Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) must be completed which
clearly shows the major impact on the fisheries based on known information
and the problems that may arise during the three stages of oil
production.
In the Georges Bank situation, a number of leases have been
deleated from the sale -- due to th~ Banks being major spawning
grounds for various species, having cracks in the ocean floor, and
various seasonal problems.
There are a number of federal laws that govern the Georges
Bank development. The OCS Lands Act specifically governs what the
Secretary of the Interior may do. The National Environmental Protection
Act insists on the Environmental Impact Statements which must include
an analysis of the impacts, the costs, and benefits. The Endangered
Species Act would prohibit the sale of leases if any endangered species
were jeopardized. The Marin.Sanetuar~esLaw identifies and manages
6.
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specific areas of the ocean. The Fisheries Conservation Management Act
(FCMA) -- the "200 mile limit Act" -- establishes a national goal or
rebuilding, restoring, and maintaining fisheries. Finally there is
the Administrative Procedure Act which states that any capricious
act ( abrupt act, usually on a whim) is illegal.
All these laws safeguard the Georges Bank area. They also delay
the exploration of oil. The oil companies state it will be next spring
(1981) at the earliest before they can complete all the requirements
that are"no.Qdemanded\for , the :,exploratory· and development:phas8s.
The oil companies have further announced that it will be a minimum of
11 years before all the regualtions and approvals have been met for the
actual production of oil in the Georges Bank area. This in turn means
more monies for foreign oil which could become a political tool
in the hands of the OPEC countries.
.............,
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,e Timiug - the trap rocks have to be
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rescrvolr rocks. Otherwise the oil or gas,
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Activities
The varied questions that are raised by a study of the Georges
Bank Oil drilling problem ~l~nd. ,themselves to a number of role playing
activities. The following may assist you in planning the appropriate
technique for your class.
1. A formal debate Resolved: That Oil Drilling must take place
f
on the Georges Bank As Boon as possible to
Alieviate the energy needs of the USA.
2. Role Playing: Public Hearings conducted by~th~ EPA on:
The Desireability of Drilling for oil on the Georges Bank.
Participants must clearly develop a position statement based on
the role chosen:
EPA Officer - Presiding officer at hearings
Drill-More Oil Co. Representatives
Catch All Fisheries Groups
Lobby Groups: PrQ-oil - job seeking group
Pro-fish - anti-oil group
Scientists: Marine Biologists
Geologists
Oceanographers
Mayor of nearby coastal town - favors jobs for high unemployed in town
Resort/ Tourist finterests -- anti oil
Citizens Group that favors jobs promised by Oil companies
ACC
ACDA
AFSIS
AID
ASEAN
ASW
av
BLM
CARPAS
CECAF
CEQ
CIA'
CIEP
CMEA
COFI
CZM
( DDT
\ DIBA
DMA
DOMES
DWT
ECA
ECE
ECLA
ECWA
EDS
EEC
EEZ
EIS
EPA
ERDA
ERL
ESCAP
FAa
FDA
FEA
~
,
ABBREVIATIONS
Administrative Committee on Coordination (See U.N.)
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (See U.S. Government, StateDept.)
Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries Information System (See U.N.,
laC)
Agency for International Development (See U.S. Government,
State Department)
Association of SoutheastiAsian Nations
anti-submarine warfare
audio -visual
Bureau of Land Management (See U.S. Government, Dept. of
the Interi or)
Regional Fisheries Advisory Commission for the Southwest Atlantic
(See U.N., FAa)
Fishery Committee for the Eastern Central Atlantic (See U.N ., FAa)
Council for Environmental Quality (See U.S. Government)
Central Intelligence Agency (See U.S. Government)
Council on International Economic Policy (See U.S. Government)
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (Eastern European Countries)
Committee on Fisheries (See U.N., FAa)
Coastal Zone Management
Domestic and International Business Administration (See U.S.
Government, Commerce Dept.)
Defense Mapping Agency (See U.S. Government, Defense Dept.)
Deep Ocean Mining Environmental Study (See U.S. Government,
Commerce Dept.)
deadweight ton
EConomic Commission for Africa (See U.N.)
Economic Commission fo~ Europe (See U.N.)
Economic Commission for Latin America (See U.N.)
Economic Commission for Western Asia (See U.N.)
Environmental Data Service (See U.S. Government, Commerce Dept.)
European Economic Community
exclusive economic zone
environmental impact statement
Environmental Protection Agency (See U.S. Government)
Energy Research and Development Administration (See U.S . Government)
Env ironmental Research Laboratories (See U.S . Government, Co~merce
Dept. )
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (See U.N.)
Food and Agriculture Organization (See U.N.)
Food and Drug Administration (See U.S. Governemnt, Dept . of Health,
Education, and Welfare)
Federal Energy Administration (See U.S. Government)
VIII - 1
GARP
GEMS
GESAMP
GFCM
GI FA
GIPr1E
Global Atmospheric Research Programme (See U.N .• WMO)
Global Environmental Monitoring System (See U.N .• UNEP)
Joint Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollu-
t ion (See U. N. )
General Fisheries Council for the Mediterranean (See U.N .• FAO)
Governing International Fisheries Agreement
Global Investigation of Pollution in the Marine Environment (See
U.N., IOC)
HEW Health, Education and Welfare, Dept. of (See U.S. Government)
IAEA
IBRD
ICAO
ICES
ICJ
ICNT
ICSPRO
ICSU
rDOE
IGOSS
IHO
ILO
IMCO
roc
toot
IOFC
IPFC
ITSU
IWC
LEPOR
LOS
MARAD
MNC
msy
MUST
NAS
NBS
NGO
NIEO
NMFS
NOAA
NOS
NSC
NSF
International Atomic Energy Agency (See U.N.)
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World
Bank)
International Civil 'Avi at i on Organization (See U.N.)
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea
International Court of Justice
Informal Composite Negotiating Text
Inter-Secretariat Committee on Scientific Programmes Relating
to Oceanography (See U.N.)
International Council of Scientific Unions
International Decade of Ocean Exploration (See U.N., IOC)
Integrated Global Ocean Station System (See U.N., IOC)
International Hydrographic Organization
International Labour Organization (See U.N.)
Inter-governmental ~ar;time Consultative Org~nization (See U.N.)
Inter Governmental Oceanographic Commission (See U.N.)
International Oceanographic Data Exchange (See U.N., IOC)
Indian Ocean Fishery Commission (See U.N., FAO)
Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council (See U.N., FAD)
International Tsunami Warning System (See U.N . • IOC)
International Whaling Commission
Long-term Expanded Programme of Oceanic Exploration (See U.N.,
IOC)
Law of the Sea
r1aritime Administration (See U.S. Government, Commerce Dept.)
multi-national corporation
maximum sustainable yield
Manned Undersea Science and Technology Office (See U.S. Govern-
ment, Commerce Dept.)
National Academy of Sciences (See U.S. Government)
National Bureau of Standards (See U.S. Government, Commerce Dept.)
non-governmental organization
New International Economic Order
National Marine Fisheries Service (See U.S. Government, Commerce
Dept.)
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (See U.S. Govern-
ment, Commerce Dept.)
National Ocean Survey (See U.S. Government, Commerce Dept.)
National Security Council (See U.S. Government)
National Science Foundation (See U.S. Government)
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OAS
OAU
OCS
ODAS
OECD
OES
OMA
OPEC
OSHA
osy
OTEC
PCB
RSNT
SCOR
SNT
TAC
TEMA
UN
UNA
UNCLOS
UNCTAD
UNDP
UNEP
UNESCO
UNIDO
UNITAR
USCG
USGS
WECAFC
WHO
WMO
WWW
Organization of American States
Organization of African Unity
outer continental shelf
Oceanographic Data Acquisition System (See U.N., IOC)
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific Affairs,
Office of (See U.S. Government, State Dept.)
Ocean Mining Administration (See U.S . Government, Dept. of the
Interior)
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (See U.S. Govern-
ment, Labor Dept.)
optimum sustainable yield
Ocean thermal energy conversion
Polychlorinated biphenyl
Revised Single Negotiating Text
Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research
Single Negotiating Text
Total allowable catch
Training, Education and Mutual Assistance (See U.N., IOC)
United Nations
United Nations Association
United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
United Nations Development Programme
United Nations Environment Programme
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
United Nations Industrial Development Organization
United Nations Institute for Training and Research
United States Coast Guard (See U.S. Government, Dept . of Trans-
portation)
United States Geological Survey (See U.S. Government, Dept. of
the Interior)
Western Central Atlantic Fishery Commission (See U.N .• FAO)
World Health Organization
World Meteorological Organization
World Weather Watch (See U.N., WMO)
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abyssa 1
adjustment assistance
agglomeration
algin
alluvial
anadromous
anti-monopoly
appropriate technology
(see intermediate
technology)
aquacul ture
archipelago
Authority,
International
Seabed
GLOSSARY
of or pertaining to the great depths of the
ocean; the ocean floor as distinguished from
the continental margin
funds to help nations re-orient domestic
production taking into account changed mar-
ket conditi ons
uniting of substances of fine size to form
coarse particles or pellets
chemical extracted from kelp seaweed used as
a thickening, emulsifying, stabilizing agent
in industry
composed of sediments deposited by flowing
water, whether in river beds, flood plains
or deltas
(salmon) fish species which spawn in inland
waters but spend most of their life at sea
in deep seabed mining, a limit on the number
of mine sites anyone country or company
could develop in the international seabed
area
technology which makes best use of local skills,
conditions and resources; terminology applied
particularly to developing country needs
the farming or cultivating of living
organisms in a water environment, whether
fish or plants
a sea containing a large group of islands; in
the Law of the Sea: a nation made up of a
"group of islands, including parts of islands,
interconnecting waters and other natural fea-
tures which are so closely interrelated that
such islands, waters and other natural fea-
tures form an intrinsic geographical, economic
and political ent t ty' or which historically
have been regarded as such." (Art. 46, ICNT)
The proposed agency which will govern seabed
mining in the international seabed area beyond
national jurisdiction . This agency will be
created by the Law of the Sea Conference; will
either contract for mining and/or mine through
its own operating arm, the Enterprise; will set
general policies for mining in its plenary
Assembly; and will take operational decision
in its limited member Council. It will have
a Secretariat staff and may distribute funds
for international community purposes derived
from seabed mining.
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ballast
banking system
baseline
biogenesis
by-ca tch
catadromous
chromatographic
closed area
closed season
coastal species
coastal zone
consent regime
contiguous zone
any heavy material placed in the hold of a ship
to enhance stability
under this system, in deep seabed mlnlng,
when a contractor wishes to contract to mine
with the International Authority, the contrac-
tor proposes two mine sites of equal com-
mercial value from which the Authority
selects one to be held or "banked" for later
exploitation by the Enterprise or developing
nations, while the contractor is granted
mining rights in the other area
the line established along the shore of
a nation from which the territorial sea and
all other zones of national jurisdiction
are measured
the generation of living organisms from other
living organisms, as opposed to generation from
non-living matter
(See incidental catch)
(eels) fish species which spawn in ocean waters
but spend most of their life cycle in inland
waters
separation of complex mixtures through a
medium which selectively absorbs materials
an area where fishing is prohibited for pur-
poses of conservation
a time period during which fishing is pro-
hibited for purposes of conservation
(menhaden) fish species which remain near the
shore
the area where the oceans (or other bodies of
water) and the land interact
for marine scientific research, the legal
requirement that the researching state obtain
permission from the coastal nation . if it
plans to conduct research in the economic
zone area or on the continental shelf of the
coastal nation
a zone of 12 or 24 miles within which the coastal
nation may exercise jurisdiction over fish, custom,
immigration, fiscal or sanitary matters .
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continental margin
(see diagram on
page 111,6)
convention
convent i ona1
customary international
1aw
DDT
deadweight tons
de-salinization
dia tom
distant-water fishing
na ti on
drydock
the geological prolongation of the continental
lard mass, composed of:
shelf - shallow portion of the margin
usually cut off at the 200 meter depth
mark
slope - beyond the shelf, the slope is
where a steep decline occurs
rise - at the bottom of the slope the
rise is that portion of the margin where
sediments have accumulated and spread out
to merge with the abyssal deep ocean floor
treaty
non-nuclear (military)
laws developed from practice by many nations
which come to be generally accepted by the
majority of nations
insecticide; man-made organic compound not
produced in nature, so that the ecosystem has
not evolved mechanisms to recycle it as
adequately as it does natural products
(DWT) the unrelieved weight of a motionless mass,
in this case used to refer to the weight of
cargo, stores, fuel, equipment, passengers
and crew carried aboard a ship (tanker)
extraction of salts and other chemicals from
sea water
single cell marine plant
a nation whose fleets roam far from home to
catch fish
to place a ship in a large floating or station-
ary dock in the form of a basin from which water
can be emptied; used for maintaining , re-
pairing and altering a ship below the water line
•
J
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dynamically-positioned
economic zone
ecosystem
Enterprise
enclosed sea
environmental impact
s ta tement
equitable geographic
representation
estuary
ethanol
exclusive economic zone
exp10 ita t ion
first generation mine
site
fl ag s ta te
food chain
(see diagram on
page III-8)
an object which maintains its position in space
by means of some form of energy, i.e., motors,
etc.
proposed 200-mile zone of coastal nation re-
source jurisdiction
the habitat, species living therein, and inter-
actions among species and their habitat
the operating mining arm of the proposed
Authority
i.e., the Mediterranean
a statement which elaborates a particular
activity's effects on the environment
of the five world regions, Latin America,
Africa, Eastern Europe, Asia and Western
Europe and Others, each group of countries
represents a certain percentage of world
nations and would be represented according-
ly as a percentage of the total number in
question
an arm of the sea that extends inland to meet
the mouth of a river
an alcohol
see economic zone
development or utilization of resources;
no negative connotations
those sites able to be mined with the technology
available by the time a significant number
of projects are operating; i.e., first gen-
eration mining technology
nation under whose flag a ship is registered
which therefore exercises regulatory juris-
diction over the ship
interactions among organisms which produce
food from inorganic matter (nutrients) and
the sun's energy through photosynthesis, up
through plant-eating (herbivores), meat-eating
(carnivores) and organisms which eat both,
through the life cycle to death and then de-
composition into nutrients
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full utilization
geographically
disadvantaged
governing international
fishery agreements
Group of 77
habitat
hectare
highly migratory fish
high seas
human pressure barrier
hydraulic lift
hydrologic cycle
obligation of the coastal nation to permit
foreign fishermen to harvest that portion of
the annual harvest of fishery resources under
its jurisdiction which coastal fishermen do
not recover
applied to nations with short coastlines,
narrow continental shelves or 200-mile re-
source zones cut off by nearby neighbors'
zones (such as in the Caribbean Sea)
agreements in principle signed between the
U.S. and foreign governments which recognize
U.S. jurisdiction and regulatory powers over
fisheries in the 200-mile fish zone, and con-
firm that the U.S. will make the surplus
available to foreign governments
developing nations group, now over lOa members
the area or type of environment in which an organism
or biological population normally lives or occurs
metric unit of area equal to app. 2.5 acres
(tuna) fish species which range over wide
areas of the oceans
seas beyond national jurisdiction; high seas
rights specifically include the freedoms
of navigation, overflight, laying of sub-
marine cables and pipelines and fishing , as
defined in the 1958 Geneva Convention on the
High Seas; any nation may exercise these
rights as long as it does not interfere with
others' exercise of the same rights
practical limit for a human diving free of
a pressurized suit or a special environment
capsule to reach the ocean depths
a method of mining that relies on upward
flow of water to catry material to the sur-
face (works like a vacuum)
evaporation of seawater into vapor form which is
then carried over land areas where it condenses
into rain and is eventually returned to the sea
through river runoff (or directly into the
ocean from the coast)
\)
/
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hydrological
incidental catch
indigenous
informal composite
negotiating text (ICNT)
innocent passage
intermediate technology
International Authority
International Seabed
Authority-
intrusive rock
isobath
kepone
kil oca1ori e
of water
(by-catch) fish species recovered which are
not those sought by the fishermen but are
mixed with those the fishermen are after
na ti ve
texts which serve as the basis of discussion
in the Law of the Sea Conference; produced
July, 1977
the legal term for the type of passage per-
mitted in the territorial sea: "Passage
means navigation through the territorial sea
for the purpose either of traversing that
sea without entering internal waters, or of
proceeding to internal waters, or of
making for the high seas from internal
waters. Passage includes stopping and
anchoring, but only in so far as the same
are incidental to ordinary navigation or
are rendered necessary by force majeure or
by distress. Passage is innocent so long
as it is not prejudicial to the peace,
good order or security of the coastal
state. " 1958 Geneva Convention on the
Territorial Sea. Innocent Passage does not
include the right of overflight or sub-
merged transit.
technology which is not greatly machine de-
pendent and thus does not make human labor
obsolete but rather provides employment;
appropriate for countries with large unem-
ployed populations (See appropriate tech-
nology)
See Authority
See Authority
volcanic rock forced into another layer while
still molten
lines drawn connecting points of equal depth;
underwater contour lines
chemical pesticide believed to cause cancer
kilogram calorie; the unit of heat equal to the
amount of heat required to raise the tempera-
ture of 1 kilogram of water by 1 degree Centi-
grade at 1 atmospheric pressure
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kilogram
kilometer
krill
land-locked
littoral
lower 48
machinery, international
manganese nodule
mariculture
maximum sustainable yield
metalliferous
meter
methanol
metropolitan power
moor
multinational consortia
nautical mile
new international economic
order
metric unit of mass equal to 2.2 pounds
metric unit of length equal to .6 miles
small shrimp-like crustacean found in the
Southern Ocean; fed upon by whales and birds
nation surrounded completely by land; no
borders on the oceans
of or existing on a shore
u.S. states on the continental mainland, ex-
cluding Alaska
organization or agency which puts laws into
effect (See Authority)
burnt potato-looking agglomeration of minerals
the cultivation in the oceans of living or-
ganisms, whether fish or plant
the amount of fish which can be taken on a
sustained basis without reducing the re-
productive capacity of the species or
affecting inter-relationships among species
which support each other
containing metal
metric unit of length equal to approximately
39 inches
an odorless, colorless, flammable gas
nation administering or occupying a territory
to secure or make fast by means of cables,
anchors, etc.
business arrangement made between several
companies of several different nations
equal to 6,076 feet (mile is 5,280 feet)
re-ordering of world economic system desired
by developing nations so that they can parti-
cipate with equal voice and power in deci-
sions affecting them and gain a more equitable
share of the world's wealth
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(nodule
oceanography
ocean thermal energy
conversion
ooze
outer continental shelf
optimum sustainable
yield
overflight
oxide
Pangaea
parallel system
photosynthesis
phytoplankton
placer deposit
plankton
plenary
polychlorinated biphenyls
See manganese nodule
the exploration and scientific study of the
ocean and its phenomena
energy generated by harnessing temperature
differentials in the oceans
a scientific term meaning soft, thick mud
beyond three miles in U.S. law; states of
the union manage the continental shelf within
three miles of shore
a modification of the maximum sustainable
yield concept which takes into account cer-
tain social and economic factors such as
dependency of local coastal population on
fishing as a means of income and food supply
and employment possibilities in the fishing
indus try
the right of an airplane to fly over territory,
whether land or ocean space
(mineral) combination of an element and oxygen
the name for the original supercontinent from
which today's continents split apart and drifted
a type of dual mining system of exploitation
of deep seabed minerals where the mining arm
of the International Authority, the Enterprise,
and private contractors both mine under the
same basic conditions
the process by which cells in green plants con-
vert light to chemical energy and synthesize
organic compounds from inorganic compounds
one-celled marine plants
a glacial or alluvial deposit of sand or
gravel containing eroded particles of valuable
minerals
microscopic marine organisms which float freely
representation of full membership
(PCBs) a toxic chemical; artificial organic
compound not produced in nature so that the
ecosystem has not evolved mechanisms to re-
cycle it as effectively as natural compounds
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pneumatic lift
port state
preferential access
quota
regime
revised single negotiating
text (RSNT)
ri pa ri an
sea water
semi-enclosed sea
site specific
sovereignty
"special procedures"
stock (of fish)
s tra it
strategic
a mining system based on an air lift; run by
using compressed air
the state whose port a ship enters
pr i ority acces s over other na ti ons , i. e. ,
land-locked access to coastal state fishery
resources
limiting the amount of fish which can be re-
covered, for purposes of conservation
set of laws
the texts which serve as a basis of discus-
sion in the U.N. law of the sea negotiations
produced at spring, 1976 session
bordering a river
gases and inorganic salts which make up the
3.5% seawater solution; table salt (sodium
chloride) accounts for 85% of the dissolved
solids in seawater
i.e., the Caribbean
a mining operation where the technology is
geared to a particular site because of bottom
formation, dispersion of nodules, etc.; trans-
ferring the equipment to another site would
probably require some modifications to make it
operable
complete independence and self-government;
supremacy of authority or rule
in the LOS texts on dispute settlement, these
are arbitration panels of five members appointed
by agreement between the parties to a dispute
and selected from a list of experts
a school of a species
a narrow passage of water joining two larger
bodi es of water
essential to the effective conduct of war
1
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sui generis
sweep efficiency
system of exploitation
tactical
tectonic plates
territorial sea
Third World
unilateral
unimpeded transit
passage
upwelling
(see diagram on
page II 1-8)
viscosity
water column
literally, growing out of itself; that is,
a unique entity
the navigational accuracy of the mining dredge
head which leads to overlaps or gaps in the
area covered
who mines, under what rules
techniques used to obtain objectives defined
by strategy (See strategic)
geology; structural formation of the earth's
crust
a 3-mile wide internationally accepted zone of
territorial sovereignty for coastal nations
through which the only recognized inter-
national right is that of innocent passage;
conceived of as a zone which helps guarantee
territorial security; Law of the Sea Confer-
ence will broaden it to 12 miles
developing nations in Asia, Africa and Latin
America
an action taken by one or more states not binding
on others and not recognized by them
the new concept developed by the Law of the Sea
Conference for passage through international
straits. It does include the right of over-
flight and of sUbmerged passage (See innocent
passage)
the rising of cold, nutrient-rich waters from
the depths of the ocean caused when inter-
actions between prevailing winds, currents and
the effects of the earth's rotation cause
warm surface waters to be blown away and
replaced by waters from the depths
the degree to which a fluid resists flow under
an applied force
the water covering the sea floor up to the water
surface
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